NEW STEEL FLOOR DECK DOES DOUBLE DUTY:
It's a permanent form for concrete.
It provides "built-in" reinforcement.
SEE INSIDE . . .

Inland Engineered Products
Inland Hi-Bond brings the high efficiency of steel deck to reinforced-concrete floor construction — at a cost comparable to ordinary systems. Its new design enables you to use more economical gauges for forming floor slabs.

Provides Mechanical and Chemical Bond
Raised lugs in the webs of Hi-Bond panels give the extra strength. They do the work of reinforcing bars — provide a positive lateral and vertical mechanical bond between steel and concrete, as well as a chemical bond. Underneath, they provide a key for fireproofing.

Helps Maintain Work Schedules
Erection of Hi-Bond deck is fast. The deck is a permanent form for the concrete; you save the time and expense involved in shoring forms. Hi-Bond serves as a safe working platform, prior to pouring the floor.

Hi-Bond floor deck is available in a number of Inland profiles. Where electrification is desired, Hi-Bond can be furnished as a cellular floor.

Further Facts Available
Hi-Bond is too new to be found in Sweet’s. However, Catalog No. 272 is ready for mailing. Send for your copy.

For more information, ask an Inland sales engineer — or write or call the nearest Inland office.
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Publisher's note
For a long time FORUM's editors have recognized that America's continually mounting classroom requirements cannot be met through increased spending alone, that more intelligent spending is also mandatory. This has been the theme of most of FORUM's annual school issues—as it is this month.

Looking back, FORUM's editors can take pride in their contributions toward stretching the schoolhouse dollar and improving the design of America's educational plant—contributions which have been recognized by award juries and have been quickly accepted by school architects and educators (FORUM's 62,000 circulation includes 9,400 subscribers in the educational classification). For example:

In 1935, schools specially designed by leading architects for FORUM's November issue got the modern movement off dead center. Within two years modern schools began to appear in force.

In 1949, "FORUM's school for 1950," programmed by the editors and designed by the brilliant Matthew Nowicki, broke the monopoly that had accrued to the spread-out "finger-plan" school by setting up the counter-ideal of compact multi-use space. (This issue was judged by Industrial Marketing to be the best among all industry magazines for the year 1949.)

In 1953, the editors introduced a new approach to school costs which lifted the discussion above the usual narrow range of construction economics and placed it in the broader context of school policies, programming, and financing.

In 1957, FORUM commanded the attention of hundreds of newspapers with its sharp reply to "That Readers Digest article" which, wrongly accusing school boards and architects of building "palaces," was discouraging voters from passing school-bond issues. (FORUM's article earned an Award of Merit from Industrial Marketing and prompted requests for 19,302 reprints.)

In 1959, the editors gave the first rounded analysis of the efforts of the Ford Foundation to encourage school planning and equipment that could expand the effectiveness of teachers. And, FORUM's editorial on "Schools for an age of confusion" won an award from the National Education Association.

In this issue, FORUM's editors explore in depth the economics and techniques of schoolhouse prefabrication. The significance of this effort will be seen in the shape and structure of tomorrow's schools and, hopefully, in the further stretching of the school building dollar.—J.C.H. JR.
LOOK UP TO ALSYNITE

Daylight your buildings with shatterproof Alsynite—eliminate breakage, cut maintenance 30% to 60%.

Things start looking up—the day you start designing with Alsynite. This reinforced translucent panel offers a modern approach to daylighting plants and offices, plus some long-term advantages that mean continuing client satisfaction. Alsynite transmits only diffused glare-free light—lets you design your buildings with natural illumination that eliminates the hazards of deep shadows and glaring hot spots, while affording client savings in electricity.

Just as important—Alsynite is shatterproof! In skylights, sidelights and sash it eliminates replacement and shaves maintenance costs to effect savings of from 30% to 60%. Made in a wide variety of corrugations and shapes to nest with other standard building materials, or in flat panes to fit standard sash, or to special requirements on order. Alsynite is reinforced with millions of glass fibers, can be installed without special handling or tools.

Alsynite’s own guarantee is backed by the world-wide reputation of RCI, one of the great names in chemicals. Talk over your requirements with your nearest distributor, listed in the Yellow Pages under plastic products. Or for free literature, write Alsynite, San Diego 9, Calif., Dept. AF-1161.

EASY TO INSTALL AND MAINTAIN! No special handling or tools needed. Alsynite keeps costs down!

CONTEMPORARY APPEARANCE! Alsynite adds much to the appearance of buildings like the JFG Instant Coffee Plant, Knoxville, Tennessee.
LIKELY TO BE THE SMALLEST ITEM
IN THE BUILDING MAINTENANCE BUDGET!

- And by small, we mean small... as little as 1½¢ per valve per year according to records from THE STEVENS HOTEL (Conrad Hilton), Chicago, where 3600 ROYAL Flush Valves continue in dependable daily service after 35 years.

In THE EMPIRE STATE BUILDING, New York, Mr. Donald Gibson, Staff Engineer, says Sloan Flush Valves have caused practically no maintenance problems since the opening of that fabulous building.

These experiences are typical of Sloan and especially significant when you consider the hard use and abuse to which Sloan Flush Valves are often subjected in the public toilet rooms of hotels, office buildings, airports, schools, etc.

Such experiences account for Sloan leadership. And Sloan leadership is maintained through a constant effort to make our flush valves even better. Better in design, better in materials, better in workmanship.

Because the Sloan ROYAL is acknowledged as the world's most successful flush valve, attempts have been made to imitate some of its most important features. But why gamble with substitutes when you can plan for the life of the building confidently with Sloan? Specify performance-proven, time-tested Sloan Flush Valves.

SLOAN VALVE COMPANY • 4300 WEST LAKE STREET • CHICAGO 24, ILLINOIS
Santa Monica shows how NOT to run an urban renewal competition

Santa Monica, Calif., finally decided on an urban renewal project last month, but not until it had done just about everything wrong: The city’s Redevelopment Agency had no professional evaluation panel for its competition, and even then ignored a citizens committee’s first choice until it attempted to squeeze higher land bids from other prospective redevelopers.

Four months after a winner was to have been announced, the Redevelopment Agency finally selected for its 26.3-acre Ocean Park renewal site a design by Welton Becket & Associates, sponsored by Kern County Land Co. and the Del E. Webb Corp. The outcome of the city’s protracted deliberations makes sense, as the specially impaneled, though unwieldy, committee of 100 citizens (including seven architects) had evaluated all the 11 entries (FORUM, Apr. ’61) and placed the Becket plan first, according to a rather imperfect and unprofessional rating system. However, the Redevelopment Agency, through its executive director, Russell F. Priebe, had already indicated that a high standard of architectural excellence would not necessarily carry the day. Priebe had refused to set up a special panel of professionals to evaluate design aspects of the entries and had, indeed, indicated the direction of the Agency’s thinking with this peculiar piece of rhetoric: “The agency will not promiscuously disregard the high bid.”

Not only did the RA not “promiscuously disregard the high bid” but it brazenly attempted to blackjack four of the 11 prospective redevelopers into raising their bids for the land.

**Wanted: a no-cost project**

When the 11 proposals were first received, the RA was happily surprised, for three of the entries promised such a high land price that there would be no need for a Title I federal capital grant, nor would there be any cost—or very little—to the city itself. The city wanted to get about 2,000 apartments built on the site, as well as some commercial development (e.g., parking, motel, stores, professional offices). Top bid came from Kern-Webb, which offered $5.8 million for the residential area, and a lease arrangement whereby it would pay $103,000 annually for 40 years, for an over-all total of $9,920,000. When, several months later, the citizens committee placed Kern-Webb at the top of the heap, the Becket plan seemed assured of an ultimate victory.

But instead of naming Kern-Webb the winner, the RA amazingly picked four of the 11 entrants (Kern-Webb, Reynolds Aluminum Service Corp., Perini Corp., and Deane Associates) and asked them to submit new land bids. One reason given was to re-evaluate parking proposals in light of a new city ordinance, but it was fairly obvious to the competitors that the city wanted to see if anyone would top Kern-Webb’s bid if given the chance. Also, the RA was reportedly somewhat put off by Kern-Webb’s lengthy list of conditions attached to its proposal.

The opportunity was seized by Reynolds, which was intent upon making the Santa Monica project something of a premier attraction in its showcase of urban renewal projects (FORUM, May ’61). Reynolds had always been a powerful contender in the competition, although it ranked only fifth in the opinion of the citizens’ committee. (Perini’s proposal, with a design by DeMars & Reay and Charles Eames and Pietro Belluschi as consultants, ranked even lower, but was generally believed to have been among the “semifinalists” because of the sponsor’s strong economic position. The Deane proposal, a design by Daniel, Mann, Johnson & Mendehall, was rated third by the citizens committee.) Reynolds brought into play a powerful battery of forces once it was in contention. It had already hired Victor Gruen to put together a scheme following closely the lines Gruen himself had laid out for RA’s original land-use studies. Thus Gruen was already well-known and esteemed by RA even before Reynolds’ proposal was evolved.

When Reynolds came up with a new land bid that also promised the city a no-cost project, rumors were thick that Reynolds would get the project. Reynolds changed its bid so that it totaled around $9.3 million, based on a long-term lease deal aggregating $467,297 annually. But Reynolds would also have packed nearly 200 more apartments into its project as well as upsing parking from 2,560 stalls to 3,806.

Kern-Webb, still regarded as a chief contender, adamantly refused to alter its bid for land, saying simply “our proposal was the result of careful study and represents our estimate of the best offer that can be made on a sound business basis,” and Reynolds, continued on page 7
A new Tile planned especially for commercial designs

Grind-down sample shows how the design and color go all the way through the new Congoleum-Nairn Thru-Style 1/8" Vinyl Asbestos Tile.

Thru-Style

1/8" VINYL ASBESTOS TILE

* Color and decoration go all the way through.
* Exclusive new tone-on-tone design that goes well with today's commercial interiors.
* Tough, long-wearing—never loses the design.
* Ten beautiful colors keyed to modern commercial furnishings.
* Can be installed on, above, or below grade.
* No premium cost over traditional decoration.

Here is an entirely new design in rugged vinyl asbestos tile. It gets away from the ordinary—offers a fine, dignified tone-on-tone design that complements modern commercial building design.

Thru-Style 1/8" Vinyl Asbestos Tile, because of its accuracy of cut, installs quickly and easily. Clients are pleased with its beauty, durability, and easy maintenance.

For full information concerning these newly designed tiles, call your Congoleum-Nairn representative today.

SPECIFICATIONS:

| Size: 9" x 9" | Installation: On, below or above grade |
| Gauge: 1/32" thick | Colors: 10, tone-on-tone |

Congoleum-Nairn
FINE FLOORS
at this juncture, appeared the favorite.

With Reynolds assuring the press it had the Santa Monica project in its hip pocket, the RA suddenly reversed field again, baffling everyone. Two weeks before the final selection was to be made, the RA discovered that the parent company, Reynolds Metals Co., would not throw its fiscal weight behind its wholly owned subsidiary, which it said would have to be treated as a separate corporation. The RA suddenly became wary of the long-term lease provision Reynolds proposed, and wavered. Reynolds assured the city that the parent company was morally behind its subsidiary, but the RA, uninterested in moral positions, wanted more iron-clad proof of fiscal soundness and stability.

Sensing that Reynolds was on the ropes, Kern-Webb jumped into action, and offered to renegotiate some phases of its bid. It refused to pay more for the residential parcel, but offered to make a longer lease on the commercial portion and also donate land to be used for special units of housing for the elderly (see plan, page 5). Despite Priebes' staunch backing of Reynolds, the RA, swayed both by the parent corporation's unwillingness to back its subsidiary's arrangements with its own subsidiary, dropped 6.4 per cent of 1960 through the first nine months, totaling $1,658 million. Home building, meanwhile, continued handsomely, despite recurring stories of incipient anemia. As the boom is expected to slack off next year (FORUM last month predicted a 4 per cent decline), 1961 could well be the high-water mark for the greatest office-building splurge in history. For the nine months, office construction totaled $1,758 million.

Building strong, costs steady for nine months

Building construction is making the big advance in 1961, while home building continues to lag behind 1960 levels. For the first nine months of this year, total building construction was 9.3 per cent ahead of 1960, hitting a mark of $16,406 million. Home building, meanwhile, dropped 6.4 per cent.

Building costs, at the same time, have remained quite steady.

Brightest spots in the generally bright building picture came in hotel-motel construction (up 26.5 per cent in the first nine months) and office building (up 15 per cent). The fast-generating hotel-motel boom is currently getting as much lift from the construction of large center-city hotels (especially in New York City which has two new hotels finished this year and at least four more on the way) as from the continuing boom in motor hotel facilities. And even motels are heading toward the city's core, as evidenced by new motor hotels in downtown areas of New York, Baltimore and elsewhere.

The office-building boom has continued handsomely, despite recurring stories of incipient anemia. As the boom is expected to slack off next year (FORUM last month predicted a 4 per cent decline), 1961 could well be the high-water mark for the greatest office-building splurge in history. For the nine months, office construction totaled $1,758 million.

Another boom that is still hearty, although slowing down, is the building of stores, restaurants, and garages, which rose 12.2 per cent in the first nine months of this year, totaling $1,658 million for the three quarters. While store building, particularly of large shopping centers, is expected to remain steady through 1962, this year should set a new record for that category.

Hospital construction has also been booming so far this year, both in the private and public areas, and is now 14.6 per cent ahead of 1960's first three quarters. Private hospital construction has been putting much of the steam behind this surge, and will continue strong into 1962.

School building, even in the face of Congressional failure to provide some sort of federal support, was up 9.3 per cent of 1960 through the first nine
Vinyl clad beauty with EFFICIENCY-PLUS in another Ebco water cooler

A beauty to behold is the Ebco On-A-Wall Water Cooler. Rich vinyl clad steel is mar-resistant for beauty that lasts. . . . stunning Silver Spice color adds warmth to surroundings. Brilliant anodized aluminum grille imparts new elegance. Mounts flush to wall, up off-the-floor at any height for easy cleaning. Conceals all plumbing. Walls and woodwork protected by high anti-splash shield. Gleaming, hand polished, stainless steel top can't rust or discolor . . . whisks clean in seconds.

Proven superior in thousands of new buildings. Greater efficiency and better performance than central cooling systems. Precision engineered for trouble-free service and long life. Two capacities: 7 and 13 GPH.

Full 5-year Ebco warranty covers entire refrigeration system and all components. Most complete warranty in the industry.

WRITE FOR FREE VINYL SAMPLE. Vinyl laminated steel swatch in Silver Spice color available on request. Free specifications and details of entire water cooler line for architects and engineers. Write: The Ebco Mfg. Co., Dept. 3-Y, Columbus 13, Ohio. (See Sweet's A.I.A. File No. 29-D-42)

OASIS America's Preferred WATER COOLERS
BY THE EBCO MANUFACTURING COMPANY
High rise, yes—low, no

Although there has been much enthusiasm for the high quality of Mies van der Rohe's design for Detroit's Lafayette Park urban renewal apartments (FORUM, May '60), the project has weathered severe economic storms since it opened less than two years ago. While the 22-story apartment tower is fully rented, and has been almost from the start, the town houses have been faring badly. By last month only 48 of the 186 town houses had been sold, another 48 were vacant, and the owners of the building were renting out the remaining 90 houses.

Detroit observers believe the project's economic ills stem from problems of the total neighborhood rather than the project's own design. Schools are still a key problem and this makes it especially difficult to attract families with young children.

Actually, the owners were forced to rent as many town houses as possible to keep their FHA mortgage from falling into jeopardy. But now a local FHA official says: "After a shaky start, they seem to be rolling along well. I see no immediate danger of FHA getting in there. If we do get in, it will be because they asked us. . . . At the moment, we are doing everything we can to help make it a success. We have offered to grant them a mortgage increase but so far they haven't asked for one."

While the town houses languish, rents are being upped ($3 to $5 per month) in the high-rise apartments, where rentals were initially relatively low to lure new tenants into the striking glass-walled tower. And plans are underway for two more Mies-designed towers.

Antipasto on the Potomac

A startling, free-form design by Rome Architect Luigi Moretti was unveiled last month for a huge $45 million residential-commercial project to be built in Washington, D. C., next to the projected U. S. Cultural Center (by Architect Edward Durell Stone) on the banks of the Potomac River. The project, called the Watergate Development, will be completely privately financed. Its 10-story complex is already owned by a group headed by the Società Generale Immobiliare di Roma, a leading Italian investment corporation, which has developed projects in Montreal and is building a new hotel in Rome to be leased to Hilton Hotels.

The project will have three apartment buildings, with a total of 1,400 units. The first apartment building will be the C-shaped one nearest the Cultural Center (picture below). There will also be a residential hotel with 350 units (building at center of project) which is connected in a rough V-form to an office building with 200,000 square feet fronting on Virginia Avenue. The third building, nearest the intersection of Virginia and New Hampshire Avenues will also be an apartment building.

Three levels of underground parking will provide space for 1,250 cars and there will also be community shopping facilities including a restaurant located in the hotel. A limited number of villas will be scattered about through the heavily landscaped site. The high-rise buildings have been designed to conform to the triangular site and to the gentle undulations of the Potomac shore. The curved façades will be broken by irregularly shaped balconies and loggias. Professor Moretti's associate architect on the project is Milton Fischer of Corning, Moore, Elmore & Fischer of Washington.

The most immediate obstacle to the project is zoning, which presently would not permit an office structure on the site. A variance will also have to be granted to permit closing off two streets, and to permit the buildings to rise to 130 feet, some 40 feet higher than present zoning allows.
Shown here is a representative sampling of exhibit structures for the New York World's Fair 1964-65. Others are on the way.

Port of New York Authority building, a heliport on four massive stilts, with a restaurant hung beneath landing platform.

American Interiors pavilion, by Architect Thomas H. Yarldy, will feature sporting goods, health foods. Graphic Arts pavilion (below), shaped like books between book-ends, is work of Designer Raymond Barger, will lease space for arts exhibits.

Power & Light exhibit will throw 24 billion candle power worth of searchlight into the sky from an 80-foot-high birthday cake. Below are the theme structures, the Astral Fountain and (right) the massive steel Unisphere to be built by U.S. Steel Corp.

Gas industry pavilion, by Designer Walter Dorwin Teague & Assocs., is an airy arrangement of planes, around a glass walled exhibit area. Included is a ground-floor restaurant.

Better Living pavilion, by John LoPinto & Assocs., will lease space for hobby, home furnishings, recreation and food exhibitors.

Fashion pavilion, by Architect Caleb Hornboel, will change colors with the seasons.

Speculative exhibit building, by Hoberman & Wasserman, will lease space to 15 "compatible" companies.
New York World's Fair: fantasies in Flushing

"We want no tame, shopworn stereotypes, no dead collections of historical relics, no woozy, nostalgic sentimentalities, no frantic boasts and foolish words."

Thus spoke Robert Moses, chief Barker for the New York World's Fair of 1964-65. At the time, Moses was trying, with characteristic restraint, to whip the federal government into action on a $200,000,000 study for a projected $30 million exhibit building at the fair.

Like a long list of other would-be exhibitors, however, Uncle Sam has shown marked hesitancy about participating in the Fair. Last month, after Senate opponents of federal participation in the Fair had killed any Congressional action at the recent session, President Kennedy was prevailed upon by New York Democrats to enunciate continued federal interest. But he did little more than that, writing to Moses that "you can be certain of my continued interest and the support of the Administration." But only Congress can approve the appropriation and such action now looks doubtful.

Moses' problems with the U.S. Senate are only a few of the difficulties plaguing the New York Fair. For instance: Financing has been rugged. Only $28 million of a total $40 million of notes has been sold to the public, and last July the Fair barely made its deadline of $25 million in public participation. If it had not hit that total (it made it precisely) it would have had to refund all the monies lent to that point. New York City was persuaded to purchase another $24 million of notes, and thus will make up the rest of the ultimate $64 million needed for fixing up the Flushing Meadows site, where many of the same facilities of the old 1939-40 Fair will be used.

Participation has been uncertain. While a handful of large industrial exhibitors (e.g., General Motors, Chrysler, Ford, Eastman Kodak, General Electric, U.S. Steel) are already in the fold, others have either not come forward at all, or have already dropped out. In the latter category are Border's which has scrapped plans for its own building, but will rent some space in a multi-exhibitor Fair building, and Westinghouse Electric, which said flatly that the Fair was too great an expense "in terms of the number of people who would visit the exhibit." Westinghouse would have built an $8 million pavilion, had it participated. Other prospective exhibitors have balked at what they consider too-high land rents ($8 per square foot).

The upshot of industry caution and outright refusal to join the Fair has been a discomfiting surplus of exhibit space: only about 26 per cent of the total 5,595,000 square feet available for industrial exhibitors is rented.

Many of the same problems plague the international section. To start with, the New York Fair failed to win the endorsement of the powerful Bureau of International Expositions, which counts among its 30 members most of the great Western European powers. Without these nations participating, the Fair has busily tried to corral the new African nations, the League of Arab States and a rather disparate group of independents, including Nationalist China, Russia, Spain, India, and the Holy See. But so far, only China and Indonesia have definitely signed leases with the Fair.

The overwhelming problem

As difficult as these snarls seem, they are puny compared with what already looms as the Fair's overwhelming problem—it will, by and large, look like the biggest honky-tonk East of Las Vegas. The first batch of designs that has been announced and approved by the Fair is shown on the opposite page. They are a weird collection, but thoroughly in keeping with Moses' own pronouncement that "the Fair administration belongs to no architectural clique, subscribes to no aesthetic creed, favors no period or school and worships at no artistic shrine." It was clear that Moses would "subscribe to no aesthetic creed" when the Fair's Design Committee (Architects Edward Durell Stone, Gordon Bunshaft, and Wallace Harrison as well as Designer Henry Dreyfuss and Engineer Emil Praeger) resigned in the early stages of the Fair game. Bunshaft led the way out, after seeing the committee's recommendations get knocked down. Said he at the time: "We were trying to design a plan that would be an expression of our times. Mr. Moses wanted a repeat of the old World's Fair plan of 1933. Why should architects hang around for four years beating an old cat?"

Harrison is still on the heavily populated Board of Directors, but he has no influence in over-all Fair planning or design.

Many designs have not been announced yet, and some of these promise much better results, although others are rumored to be even wilder than those already in the fold (e.g., the Coca-Cola pavilion will be capped by a giant Coke bottle, according to some reports). Harrison & Abramovitz have two of the largest single exhibits, the mammoth (304,920 square feet) General Motors pavilion and the American Telephone & Telegraph exhibit. Kahn & Jacobs, whose Rheingold oasis (above) is one of the best of the buildings announced so far, is also doing an exhibit for Travelers Insurance.

Trite, and also recognizable

Moses had to rush to the defense of the Fair's theme structures—the 120-foot-diameter steel globe called Unisphere and the so-called Astral Fountain—even before critics began shooting. Granting that the Unisphere is perhaps "trite," Moses alibied it as "easily recognizable by the average visitor. . . ." Just what anyone could recognize in the global orb was not indicated. Still, U.S. Steel is donating the Unisphere at no cost.

With potential bright spots still to be seen, the New York World's Fair shapes up as the worst, architecturally, produced in this country in some time. It certainly will not be as good as the 1939 Fair, or the competing, much smaller Seattle Fair (due next year). And the Columbian Exposition of 1893, which Moses has continually derided, nevertheless had unity—as well as a great building by Louis Sullivan.
NEW BARRETT URETHANE ROOF INSULATION PROVED TO BE TWICE AS EFFICIENT AS ITS NEAREST COMPETITOR!

And these 7 benefits will tell you why:

1. BARRETT urethane roof insulation has a C value of .13* (average values of its competitors range from .27 to .40).

2. BARRETT urethane is recommended where roof insulation requirements must be the best (such as air-conditioned, cold storage, and electrically heated buildings).

3. BARRETT urethane, sandwiched between two Barrett asphalt coated and impregnated base sheets, provides roofers...

BARRETT DIVISION
Allied Chemical
40 Rector Street, New York 5, N. Y.
NEW BARRETT URETHANE ROOF INSULATION PROVED TO BE TWICE AS EFFICIENT AS ITS NEAREST COMPETITOR!

with a walk-on, work-on surface (also, helps the urethane retain its insulating value). 4. The only urethane designed for roof insulation. 5. Does not absorb water. 6. Won't bend, buckle, or melt when mopped with hot pitch or asphalt. 7. Acceptable as a base for Barrett bonded roofs! If interested in free samples and more information, write in today!

BARRETT DIVISION
40 Rector Street, New York 6, N.Y.
NEW! Pilot-lighted directory on a new style G-E Master Selector Switch shows instantly which of 12 circuits are On. Also has tiny locator light (permanently On) that permits reading the directory and operating the switch in the dark.

From General Electric—new Remote-control switching can reduce installation costs, make it easier to relocate office partitions, help lower the cost of operating and maintaining lighting circuits.

In homes, you provide step-saving convenience when you specify this modern low-voltage control system. All important lights can be controlled from a single location; and additional switches per light can be installed at surprisingly low cost.

In commercial buildings, G-E Remote-Control switching can reduce installation costs, make it easier to relocate office partitions, help lower the cost of operating and maintaining lighting circuits.

And now, with this new, more complete line of General Electric switches, you have greater flexibility than ever before in designing a remote control system to your specific needs.

There's a new standard, push-button G-E Remote-Control wall switch, well marked for On and Off — plus a locking type — plus a trigger.
NEW! Switches that are easy to find in the dark. Now G-E Remote-Control wall switches are available with or without built-in locator lights.

NEW! Switches with built-in red pilot light. This new type of G-E Remote-Control switch is just the thing for controlling "hidden" lights.

NEW! Trigger and locking types. If your customers prefer an up-and-down "trigger" to the standard G-E Remote-Control push button, they can have it. You can suggest the locking type to prevent children from operating dangerous power tools.

NEW! "Plug-in" relay box. Provides quiet operation, easier tracing and changing of circuits if needed. It impresses customers—simplifies your wiring. A bus bar connects relays to line voltage, automatically, as they're plugged in—to give you a neat, orderly installation.

Control Wiring Switches
homes and commercial buildings

Progress Is Our Most Important Product

GENERAL ELECTRIC

For detailed information, call your nearest G-E distributor—or write to General Electric Company, Wiring Device Dept., Providence 7, R. I.
People

MAN DEFEATS SKYSCRAPER

If anyone doubts the power of a determined individual in an increasingly regimented world, there is a lesson to be learned in the sun-washed Italian village of Rimini, on the shores of the blue Adriatic. There, a retired semi-invalid named Agostino Vanoni went into battle against a $1.2 million skyscraper—and won.

Vanoni, in his sixties, was living in retirement in a modest Rimini villa which he had built from his savings, and was watching the world go by when Signora Vittorina Carloni Salvioni suddenly moved to block his view. The Signora applied for a building permit in 1957 to construct a 28-story apartment building—between Vanoni and the sea. Vanoni immediately complained to the mayor who was, like himself, a Communist, reminding him of his staunch party record. The mayor, however, realizing that ideology must sometimes give way to practical considerations, decided that Rimini could hardly afford to stand still when neighboring resort cities were building competing apartments. Vanoni, for his part, tore up his Party card on the spot and sought solace in the courts.

Vanoni charged that the skyscraper, by this time well under way, violated a section of Rimini's building code which says that space between two buildings must be at least half the total of their combined height. Vanoni's villa is about 20 feet high, the skyscraper over 300 feet, and thus the space between should be at least 160 feet; it is actually less than one-fifth of that.

After some deliberation, Italy's Council of State—to which the courts had referred the case—agreed that the building did indeed violate Rimini's code; and last month Italian President Giovanni Gronchi, acting at the direction of the Council, decreed that the permit issued in 1958 be revoked. Theoretically, this meant that the local building office must adjust the violation—that is, tear down the building.

Opponents of progress and others who liked the Adriatic town as it always had been were jubilant at Vanoni's victory, but even they seemed to feel it was obviously impossible to destroy the new apartment building. But Vanoni has the Signora over a barrel, and now she must buy him out—on his terms—or he will demand that the building be demolished.

ARCHITECTS WEEP, GARDEN DIE

Robert Law Weed, 64, died last month in Miami. Best known for his design of the University of Miami campus, Weed was an early practitioner in the modern movement. His firm, Weed-Johnson Associates, designed such major Miami buildings as the Miami News building, Miami First National Bank and the $15 million Dadeland shopping center in South Miami.

Hugh M. C. Garden died last month at 88. Garden, a senior partner in Schmidt, Garden & Erikson, was once a draftsman for Louis Sullivan and Frank Lloyd Wright before opening his own office. Perhaps his best-known building is Chicago's huge Montgomery Ward warehouse built in 1907, one of the first large reinforced concrete skeleton structures built in the U.S.
A NEW UNIVERSITY TAKES SHAPE IN CHICAGO

A campus for 20,000 students by 1970 will be built by the University of Illinois at Congress Circle in Chicago. The overall campus plan is shown above. Close-up photos at right and below indicate some of the first units, to be ready for the onslaught of 9,000 students in September 1964. These units are (below) the great court at the heart of the campus and (right) a 28-story skyscraper for staff and administrative offices. In the initial phase, during which 16 buildings are scheduled, at a cost of $60 million, Architects Skidmore, Owings & Merrill give top priority to a nucleus of classrooms and offices for the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences and the College of Commerce and Business Administration and to an outlying utility plant which will serve the whole campus. The university's focal point, the great court, is actually the roof of a lecture center including four large lecture rooms, expressed by four circles in the paving. SOM chose to concentrate the lower buildings in the center and high-rise structures on the outer rim, emphasizing the campus as an entity separate from the community and marking it an urban institution.

continued on page 41
Precast concrete and Incor cut school cost $216,000 below New Jersey average.

Exceptional construction economy along with fire-safety, quality, and beauty... that's the sharp lesson taught by Iselin (N.J.) Junior High School. Built for Woodbridge (N.J.) Board of Education, this $1,462,000 school opened right on schedule.

Economy was achieved by extensive and imaginative use of precast and prestressed concrete units made with Incor. Incor 24-hour cement gives any job a head start in construction time and cost savings. Here, the cost per pupil of $1,462 compared with the New Jersey average of $1,678, thus saving taxpayers $216,000 on this 1,000-pupil school.

With Incor, jobs get done faster... men, forms, and equipment are released quicker. And its durability is proved by 33 years of performance. Estimate with Incor on your next project... you'll find it pays.

Long plagued by delays in getting started, the Society Hill-Washington Square East redevelopment project in Philadelphia is at last under way, and the town houses in the foreground of the model will become realities late next year. To follow on the construction schedule are three 31-story apartment buildings, separated in plan to avoid overwhelming the town houses, and built at the outer edge of the site, as far away from Independence Hall as possible to preserve the eighteenth-century scale. I. M. Pei & Associates are Webb & Knapp's architects for both town houses and towers, which will total five when two more towers are added to the west. The first three, built over a subterranean garage, will contain 720 apartments, the brick town-house group, 37 units. Cost for initial development shown: $40 million.

"The quintessence of elegance . . . the utmost in luxury, comfort, and convenience" are the phrases introducing Architect Edward Durrell Stone's luxury apartment house on South Rittenhouse Square, Philadelphia, in which 65 cooperative apartments will be loosely packed into 30 stories. Not only is Stone designing the exterior, but Developer Norman Denny, president of the Sutton Terrace Corp., promises that individual apartments will be personally laid out by him to give tenants the last word in luxury and custom tailoring. Some will be duplexes in plan; others will be split levels. Regardless of plan, every apartment will have a terrace stretched across one end of the living room. "In the comfort zone," says Denny, "we are going all out! Each 'apartment home' will have its own separate air-conditioning plant." Other amenities for tenants and their guests include two clubs: the Penthouse Club on the roof, and a sidewalk café—not on the sidewalk, as one might expect, but on the fifth floor, where indoor or outdoor dining will be made refreshing and luxurious by landscaping and bubbling water fountains. "Sleep-in help is passing from our way of life," laments Denny. To make up for this deplorable state, the restaurant will serve convenient "meals on wheels" to apartment dwellers too tired to cope with cooking in their own kitchens. A basement garage will have separate in and out ramps at both sides of the building.

In line with Los Angeles' importance as a marketing center, particularly for the fashion trades, Manufacturers Harvey and Barney Morse propose this $50 million "merchandise city," officially called California Mart. Victor Gruen Associates' plan for the site, a four-acre block, mixes high- and low-rise buildings, plazas, pools, and courts, with a 1,600-car garage buried underground. Visible here: a 16-story hotel, two office buildings of 15 and 20 stories, a circular bank under a frilled roof, and part of the plaza.

continued on page 45
Genuine WALNUT
selected by Skidmore, Owings & Merrill for the
Award Winning* Harris Trust and Savings Bank

Another Award Winning Building
Utilizing WALNUT... the Aristocrat
of Architectural Woods

—in walls, floors, doors or millwork—offers an infinite range of
grains and figures providing a uniquely creative medium for striking
architectural installations. The 1961 edition of "Walnut Veneer
Types", standard guide for specifying walnut, and Walnut A.I.A.
File No. 19-F are available on request. The Association welcomes
further inquiries whenever it may be of assistance.

AMERICAN WALNUT MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION
666T LAKE SHORE DRIVE, CHICAGO 11

*TOP HONOR AWARD for EXCELLENCE IN ARCHITECTURE as the Outstanding Contribution to Architecture and
Construction in the Chicago Area. Awarded by the Chicago Chapter of the American Institute of Architects and the
Chicago Association of Commerce & Industry, 1961 Honor Awards Program
WASHINGTON HILTON

Three high-powered names—Hilton, Uris, and Tabler—are associated in this new hotel for Washington, D.C., to be owned jointly by Hilton Hotels and Uris Buildings Corp., holding separate contracts to operate and build it. Hotel Specialist William B. Tabler is the architect. When completed in 1963, it will be Washington’s biggest hotel: 1,200 rooms, a ballroom seating 4,000, 15 private function rooms, and a range of restaurants and other public rooms. Tabler’s design swings in two wide arcs from a central service core. The main entrance will be on Connecticut Ave.; the ballroom will have its own driveway and entrance.

BEHAVIOR AT HARVARD

Man—his society and his culture—will be the theme guiding all research and teaching in Harvard’s new behavioral sciences building (left). In 14 stories of offices, laboratories, classrooms, libraries, shops, animal quarters, and computer rooms, researchers will probe man’s behavior as child, adolescent, and adult. Minoru Yamasaki & Associates’ design will wrap all this activity in a tall concrete envelope of precast panels set between slender poured-in-place columns. Cost is estimated at $5.5 million.

BECKET AND BORAX

Reinforced concrete surrounds the U. S. Borax & Chemical Corp. headquarters in Los Angeles (right), designed by Welton Becket & Associates. The upper half of each precast unit will be filled with glass; the lower half, with porcelain enamel panels. Of the nine floors (not counting a basement and parking underneath), U. S. Borax will occupy five, lease three, and rent the ground floor to a bank and a restaurant. U. S. Borax, in turn, will lease the structure from the builder, Carter Co.

MONASTERY LIBRARY IN MINNESOTA

Another part of Marcel Breuer & Associates’ plan for St. John’s Abbey, Collegeville, Minn. (see page 150), is the library below, now in working drawings. Contributing to its look of solidity and strength are the rugged exterior materials: exposed concrete structure, large granite wall panels, and clay flue tile sun screens. Between the panels, which are thin slices of granite backed with concrete, there are slit casement windows. Unseen from the exterior but powerful visual elements inside are two enormous columns on the upper level: these break out in 12 segments about a third of the way up, reaching out to the points where normal multiple columns would support the roof. On this project Hamilton Smith is Breuer’s associate in charge of design.

STUDENT UNION AND CHAPEL AT WISCONSIN COLLEGE

The dominant structure in this group of buildings for Lake- land College in Sheboygan, Wis. is the chapel, taller than any other building on campus or any contemplated in the master plan. The group is scheduled for construction in stages: the dining hall portion (left) will go up first, followed by the two segments under folded plate concrete roofs, one a student union, the other a fine arts building, and the chapel itself, covered with cedar shakes. Architects: Schutte-Phillips-Mochon of Milwaukee.
THE NEW ARMSTRONG PRODUCT CENTER IS IN THE HEART OF NEW YORK (60 West 49th Street, Rockefeller Center) Armstrong Architect-Builder Consultants and acoustical experts are on hand to give you technical information and suggest new design and functional possibilities for the newest developments in acoustical ceilings, resilient floors, and vinyl wall coverings. Our color consultants and decorators are also available to give you detailed information on interior planning. Open 9-5, Mon.-Fri. For an appointment, call JU 2-3700.
Collapsible seats . . . plastic bolsters . . . translucent sandwich

COLLAPSIBLE SEATS
Under the retractable dome of Pittsburgh's Civic Auditorium (Forum, March '61) lies another mechanical marvel: the seats, about half of which have been made movable through various devices, either nested in rows, hydraulically lifted in blocks, or hauled away by fork-lift trucks. This sort of flexibility means that the auditorium's seating capacity expands or contracts from spectator sports to theatrical productions to full-scale conventions, and back, with relative ease and speed. Maneuverable, yet comfortable, chairs for all these events were supplied by the American Seating Co. to its own designs.

The chair developed for the nesting operation—in which the first six rows around the arena slide inside each other and stack up like shelves—is the first auditorium chair that is both upholstered and completely collapsible, says American Seating. The drawing above shows how it sits on risers and how it jackknifes (both arms and back move), ready to be pushed out of sight. After the seats have been stacked and each row is flush with the ones above and below it, the whole section is shielded by a curtain.

In other parts of the auditorium, non-collapsible chairs are moved in whole sections. The biggest is a 2,800-seat block covering the stage. When a theatrical performance is scheduled, these seats are lifted hydraulically on their platforms, locked in an up position, and left suspended over the stage. The undersides of these sections, in fact, become the top of the stage (see drawing above), and only the stagehands see the seats on the other side. Similar but smaller hydraulic lifts holding 68 seats each are located over the exits on the north and south sides of the building (photo above); these units can be lifted out of the way to widen the passage for heavy equipment entering the arena. Still other sections, used to fill the arena floor for convention meetings, are removed on pallets by fork-lift trucks.

All the chairs, regardless of whether or how they move, look alike: a steel frame, wooden back and arms, and brilliant red Naugahyde upholstery. The total of 12,900 seats includes 9,200 fixed seats (counting those hydraulically lifted in sections), 1,300 telescoping seats on retractable platforms, and 2,400 seats moved by fork-lift truck.


PLASTIC BOLSTERS
To prevent rust from bleeding through concrete slabs, Universal Builders Supply has come up with a whole family of plastic accessories with which to replace steel bolsters. Substituting plastic for steel in reinforced concrete avoids the electrolytic action sometimes caused by tying steel to steel in the slab, and plastic also keeps the slab's surface free of rust stains. Otherwise, plastic bumpers function just like their steel counterparts: they hold reinforcing rods in position and keep them the proper distance away from the form face. The plastic used here is high-density polyethylene of a gray cast which resembles the color of natural concrete. It is injection-molded in several sizes and forms for various purposes. Two shapes are shown, next page: plastic doughnuts which snap around the rods in columns or...
crete pipe, and continuous slab or beam bolsters spaced on wire supports. Two other bolsters, not shown, are individual units which hold rods or mesh in place. All four are lightweight and easy to handle and ship.

Sample prices in the New York area range from 5 to 11 cents each for doughnuts, depending on size, and $60 to $74 per thousand feet for the continuous slab bolsters (wire-strung).


**COMPACT PLANT**

Distance and terrain posed a couple of obstacles in getting concrete to the remote parts of Montana where ICBM Minuteman bases are being built: concrete mixers would have had to make their way from plants some 50 miles away, traveling over nearly impassable roads. For the Western Concrete Co., the concrete subcontractor for the bases, the T. L. Smith Co. of Milwaukee developed a compact, portable mixing plant. Now a series of eight plants churn out enough concrete to build 150 launching silos and 15 launch control centers, scattered over 20,000 square miles. Aptly named for this job—the one minute it takes to mix, and the one man needed to operate it—the Minuteman plant assembles standard equipment in a new combination. In addition to this very special use, the Minuteman makes sense for other jobs beyond an economical hauling distance for commercial concrete. Portability could be very important in other types of construction, too: highways, bridges, tunnels, or dam sites are likely prospects, since many of these are outside normal concrete delivery areas. With minor adaptations, the manufacturer claims, the same plant can perform virtually any concrete-pouring task.

The photograph above shows the Minuteman at work in Montana. Dry cement and aggregate, trucked to the site in compartmentalized semitrailers, are dumped onto a conveyor belt set flat on the ground below the truck and equipped with a built-in charging hopper. When the dry mixture hits the belt, it releases a measured amount of water from a storage tank, moves the mix along the belt and up into the mixer.

The Minuteman is a turbine mixer mounted on a flat-bed truck. After the mixing cycle, an operator discharges the wet concrete from a doughnut-shaped trough in any of four directions. Capacity is about 180 cubic yards an hour. The mixer costs under $25,000, not including the truck.

Manufacturer: T. L. Smith Co., 2835 N. 32nd St., Milwaukee.

**URETHANE SEALER**

After nine years of manufacture in Canada, a sealer and coating for glue-laminated beams will be produced in the U.S. as well, starting next month, by an American subsidiary of Canadian Elastileum Ltd. According to its makers, Elastileum 100 prevents water staining and shrinking, common problems in glue-lam construction, and also resists abrasion, salt water, solvents, alcohols, acids, alkalies, oils, greases, and inks. It is a two-part polyurethane formula which seals and finishes in one clear coat.

Brush or spray application is recommended: one coat in the shop for protection en route to the site, and one more on site, with a light sanding between the two to insure a good bond. If the beam is to be exposed to weather, two field coats are recommended, with a sanding between them. Elastileum 100 may be applied directly to natural wood, or to already stained woods. Special stains and colors to be incorporated into the mixture are sold by the manufacturer: available are 16 different wood stains and eight colors. The two parts are mixed in equal quantities. One gallon of the mix covers about 500 square feet on the first coat and up to 750 square feet in successive coats. U.S. costs have not yet been set.

Manufacturer: Canadian Elastileum, Ltd., 846 River Rd., Vancouver, B.C.
TRANSLUCENT SANDWICH

The shadowy figures discernible behind these wall panels illustrate the translucency of Architectural Plastics' new high-strength sandwich panel, Arborgrid. Arborgrid's facings are sheets of glass fiber, and the core is a grid of plastic-fiber strips set on edge. The complete absence of metal in the sandwich, combined with the large grid (4 by 6 inches), accounts for the panel's overall insulation value of .35 (U).

Rectangular and custom shapes in sizes up to 4 by 20 feet and thicknesses from ½ to 3 inches cost around $3 per square foot in standard sizes and in quantities exceeding 1,000 square feet.


ROOF FINISH

The shaggy panels shown here on the ground, when smoothed down, will form the steep slopes of Victor Christ-Janer's and Robert Damora's angular United Church in West Norwalk, Conn. This is but an intermediate stage in the coating process for these plywood sandwich panels, the first application of a multi-coat preparation called Ply-O-Glas. Successive layers of neoprene, chopped glass fiber roving, and Hypalon build up to the desired thickness, 75 mils in this case. The next step for these panels, shown in the second photo, is rolling neoprene over the glass fibers to flatten them down before applying more neoprene and two finishing coats, both white in this instance.

In addition to plywood, Ply-O-Glas gives a waterproof finish to such other materials as metals, concrete, and insulating materials. Costs average between 50 cents and $1 per square foot, depending on the complexity of the roof design, the cost of labor, and the number of coats needed.

Manufacturer: Ply-O-Glas Co. of America, 50 Cutter Mill Rd., Great Neck, N. Y.

OAK TILES

Sliver-thin floor tiles of real oak went on the market last month in several sections of the country and will be available nationally before the end of this year. Georgia-Pacific calls them Flexible Oak because of a special preflexing operation they go through at the factory. Preflexing insures that they will stay pliant permanently in order to cover up minor imperfections in slab or plywood subfloors; without it, they would be likely to crack. The tiles are all oak, except for a water-resistant adhesive which bonds two plies together under heat and pressure, and a baked-on top finish to withstand wear. Finished tiles are ¼-inch thick.

Part of the package is a new adhesive developed to dry quickly but still allow a little leeway in drying time in case some tiles are unevenly laid. This one-coat adhesive may be poured directly on the floor from a self-sealing can; the patented pouring handle doubles as a can opener. Flexible oak tiles are sold in 9 by 9 squares for about 22 cents apiece.

Manufacturer: Georgia-Pacific Corp., Equitable Building, Portland 4, Ore.

THE ANCHORS

One of a Series

ELEMENTS
OF STRENGTH

THE ANCHORS of the Brooklyn Bridge are hidden. Its towers are rooted in bedrock, its cables secured in whole city blocks of stone. Today, no one asks, "What holds it up?"
But in 1883, when it was new, many people thought the first Atlantic gale would blow it down.

A vital hidden element in modern buildings is steel lath. Does it strengthen? Powell's new "Twin-Lock" Nailable Metal Stud is a true anchor for non-load bearing walls. It's the most secure, cleanest-nailing stud ever designed. Write for a sample... complete with nail... and full information. Something's always new at Powell.

POWELL
STEEL LATH CORPORATION
3757 N. Powell Ave. Franklin Park, Illinois
Dow roofing materials provide permanent, water- and moisture-tight seals for...

- PARAPETS AND ROOF STRUCTURES
- EXPANSION JOINTS
- INSULATING BUILT-UP ROOFS
- METAL-TO-METAL JOINTS

SOUTHWESTERN COMMUNITY HIGH SCHOOL, FLINT, MICHIGAN

Roofing Contractor: Sterner Sheet Metal and Roofing Co.

All through-steel joints, parapets and valleys are flashed with Saraloy 400.
ROOFING MATERIALS

solve design problems, reduce installation time and costs!

Problems with roofing and flashing design? Dow roofing materials can help make designing of both conventional and non-conventional buildings easier... sometimes even permit unusual designs not possible with ordinary materials.

Take Saraloy® 400 flexible sheet flashing, one of the most durable, easiest-to-use flashing materials available. It can be conformed to almost any shape without prefabrication... can be adhered to all common building materials. Saraloy 400 is ideal for flashing parapets, metal-to-roof joints, "through-steel" sections. For roof expansion joints, its flexibility accommodates even extreme relative movement between building sections.

When other kinds of flashing won't last, or require costly preforming and fitting, Saraloy 400 can be your best answer. Even where other flashing will work, Saraloy 400 often works better, for longer.

Built-up roofs can be insulated quickly, economically, using Roofmate®. This Dow roof insulation board has a lightweight core of Styrofoam® enclosed in asphalt-laminated kraft paper. Roofmate insulation is so light it can be handled easily, laid in a hurry. Because of high moisture resistance, it acts as its own vapor barrier!

Dow roofing materials and other building products not only ease designers’ problems, but their cost of installation is low... even for unconventional designs. For information and data on Dow Building Products, write THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY, Midland, Michigan, Plastics Sales Department 1500LH11.

Saraloy 400 seals valleys permanently, at low installation cost.

THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY

Midland, Michigan
New Front Door To America

Nickel Stainless Steel arch at New York International Airport makes a first impression last.

In they come to Idlewild...tourists, businessmen, royalty and refugees.

One of the first sights to catch their eye is this gleaming parabola of Nickel Stainless Steel.

To the visitor, this majestic structure is an outstanding foretaste of U. S. architecture. To the businessman it suggests the exciting things being done today with Nickel Stainless Steel in modern construction.

What's more, with every re-entry through the International Arrival Building, their favorable first impressions will be reinforced...for years to come.

Perhaps this is the most important fact to remember about architectural forms of Nickel Stainless Steel. Their beauty, their utility are lasting...almost everlasting.

Take the 26,000 square feet of Nickel Stainless Steel sheet that roofs this arch. Ten, twenty, fifty...who knows how many...years from now it will still look beautiful, still defy all that the elements and industrial atmospheres can do to corrode it.

And hardly a moment will pass during all those years that the properties of this Nickel Stainless Steel roofing will not contribute to the beauty and protection of the building. It has the strength to resist wet snow loads and high wind stresses. It has a coefficient of expansion that keeps it well adjusted to contiguous materials, brick, stone, cement. It stands up against corrosion by leaching mortars. It's virtually self-cleaning in rain. Never needs painting, lacquer, varnish, wax, cleaning nor maintaining, and never shows white corrosion products.

All this with a material so strong, and with such a favorable modulus of elasticity that it may be used in light gauges with safety at low cost!

What are the architectural forms of Nickel Stainless Steels? How can you make the most of them? Get the answers in our new booklet "Architectural Uses of the Stainless Steels."

THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY, INC.

70 WALL STREET NEW YORK 5, N. Y.
STEEL WINDOWS HAVE THE STRENGTH AND RIGIDITY THAT NO OTHER WINDOW CAN MATCH

ACADEMY AVENUE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, WEYMOUTH, MASSACHUSETTS

Coltiti Brothers, Architects
Louis Praia Construction Co., Inc., Contractors

FOR THIS SCHOOL (twelve classrooms, offices, cafeteria and an all-purpose meeting room) the only available site was one broken by a steep ledge. To solve the problem of economical construction, while providing the best possible land use, the architects' design uses two stories on one side and one on the other. The long walls on both sides are Hope's steel framed Window Wall units supporting Hope's Heavy Intermediate ventilator sash above porcelain enameled insulated panels. Their strength, rigidity and assurance of positive operation throughout the life of the building are the reasons why Hope's Windows and Window Walls are selected in school buildings that are planned with the greatest care.

Write for catalog No. 166.

HOPE'S WINDOWS, INC., Jamestown, N.Y.

THE FINEST BUILDINGS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD ARE FITTED WITH HOPE'S WINDOWS
MEARLCRETE INSULATING ROOF DECKS

Time-Tested! Ideal for School Construction!

Illustrated are a few of the roof deck types in which the use of Mearlcrete Concrete provides particular advantages for school construction. In all applications, the required insulating values are achieved by proper choice of density and thickness of the Mearlcrete Concrete. In addition, Mearlcrete Concrete makes a firm base for built-up roofing.

In nationwide use for schools, warehouses, shopping centers, industrial buildings and other types of construction, Mearlcrete has proven itself on-the-job in installations totaling many millions of square feet. For complete information, write for your copy of Technical Data Bulletin R-411A.

MEARL chemical corporation
206 Westfield Avenue West, Roselle Park, N. J. • Chestnut 5-9500
Three conventional 3' by 4' flush troffers each with two 40-watt fluorescent lamps.

One Silvray ILC 8' by 5" unit with one Power-Groove fluorescent lamp.

more ceiling less fixtures

With Silvray's ILC (Indirect Luminous Ceiling) the lighting equipment will occupy 75% less ceiling space than by using conventional fixtures with equivalent illumination. You'll get semi-indirect quality light, with less fixtures, less installation costs, less maintenance costs—but greater opportunity for better design and resultant aesthetics.

Fill in and mail coupon for enlightening facts about ILC for architects, designers and engineers.

Silvray Lighting, Inc.
Dept. #
Bound Brook, N. J.

Gentlemen:
Please send me by return mail new comprehensive illustrated brochures.
□ "ILC Lighting Engineered for the Architect."
□ "New Lessons in School Lighting."

Name ____________________________
Firm ____________________________
Address ____________________________
City_________ Zone______ State_________
NATCO VITRITILE COMBINES BOTH BEAUTY AND DURABILITY IN MODERN WESTLAKE SCHOOL

Natco ceramic glazed Vitritile was selected for extensive use throughout Westlake Junior High School near Erie, Pennsylvania, for two very important reasons:

First, because Vitritile is a cheerful, colorful building product that is ideal for inside wall construction. It is available in a variety of brilliant, modern, permanent colors that will never fade. Cleansed periodically with common soap or detergent and water, walls of Vitritile will always retain their original "new look."

Second, because Vitritile is a durable building product. It is a genuine, load-bearing clay tile material and, thus, completely fireproof and capable of lasting for the lifetime of any building in which it is used.

Specify the beauty and durability of Natco Vitritile into your school building plans. Write for complete information.

NATCO CORPORATION
GENERAL OFFICES: 327 Fifth Avenue, Pittsburgh 22, Pennsylvania
BRANCH OFFICES: Boston • Chicago • Detroit • Houston • New York
Philadelphia • Syracuse • Birmingham, Ala. • Brazil, Indiana
IN CANADA: Natco Clay Products Ltd., 55 Eglinton Ave. E., Toronto
Guth lighting

TAKES THE "DAZE" *
OUT OF SCHOOL DAYS!

...AND KEEPS YOUR COST LOW

*SCHOOL "DAZE"—
General fatigue, eye-strain and hazy feeling caused by improper lighting!

FUTURLITER®
with cross baffles

GUTHLITE®
with GrateLite Louver Diffuser *

PRISMOID GRATELITE™

Guth School Lighting helps keep young eyes bright and school children alert from kindergarten through college:

FUTURLITER—The handsome, practical, economical, new school luminaire. Available in 12", 17" and 24" widths—with solid steel sides or with plastic windows.

GUTHLITE—All-time school favorite. Brand new models in two and four lamp widths...all metal with light spill, or luminous plastic sides.

PRISMOID GRATELITE—Sparkling, crystal-clear prismatic louver-lens adds new beauty and efficiency to Guth School Fixtures.

THE EDWIN F. GUTH CO.
2615 Washington Blvd.
St. Louis 3, Mo.

* Patent pending.

© U.S. Pat. No. 2,745,001

Com. Pat. 1937, No. 138,048

Guth LIGHTING
SPECIFICATIONS FOR ATMOSPHERE MUSIC BY MUZAK®

1. The Music shall be soft and relaxing. It shall be arranged and recorded specifically for the purpose, avoiding all attention-getting musical devices, as well as extreme highs or lows.

2. The Musical Program shall be such that it anticipates and adjusts to the changing mood patterns of the audience. It shall be planned by qualified musicologists to offset "static environment" by creating the appropriate atmosphere hour-by-hour.

3. The Music Source shall include selections sufficient in number to minimize repetition. With exception of highly popular current favorites, no selection shall be repeated in an eight-hour program sequence within twelve days.

4. Currency of Music shall be maintained through regular additions of recordings of latest popular tunes and modern renditions of standard favorites. All additions shall meet requirement number one, above.

5. Objectivity in Programming shall be maintained by avoiding individual preferences and requests. All selections shall be incorporated into an objective pattern which meets specification number two, above.

6. Continuous Music shall be avoided to prevent development of its own monotony. A silent recess of not more than 1½ minutes shall be provided at the end of each 13½ minutes of music.

7. The Sound System shall be capable of faithful reproduction of 40 to 10,000 c.p.s. It shall
Wherever there are people there will be noise. In restaurants, motels and hotels, stores, terminals, lobbies and reception areas, school cafeterias, lounges and study areas.

Today an architect can tame this noise—modify it to work with his buildings. Specifying Music by Muzak is one important way.

Don’t confuse Muzak with its imitators. Muzak is scientifically arranged and recorded to offset distracting noise, to ease tension, anxiety and fatigue, to create a pleasing atmosphere—important sales points for your prospective clients.

For your convenience, Specifications for Atmosphere Music by Muzak are listed here. A.I.A. File No. 31-I-7.

For further information contact your local Muzak franchised distributor, or Muzak headquarters.

Muzak Corporation
229 Park Avenue South
New York 3, New York

The Music Player shall not be located on the subscriber's premises. The subscriber shall not be responsible for operation or maintenance of any music-playing source.

8. Equipment Maintenance shall be the responsibility of the music supplier.

9. The Signed Warranty shall specify that the service is provided subject to the above mentioned requirements. The music supplier shall provide proof that his service and equipment have been tested and proven under conditions similar to those under consideration.

10. A Signed Warranty shall be provided by the music supplier. It shall specify that the service is provided subject to the above mentioned requirements. The music supplier shall provide proof that his service and equipment have been tested and proven under conditions similar to those under consideration.

11. Performance Licenses shall be obtained by the music supplier. The subscriber assumes no liability in connection with performance or mechanical license obligations.

include provision for paging or signalling and zone control of volume.
never before... **TYPE 1** FLAME SPREAD SAFETY WITH WOODFIBER ECONOMY...

*To be listed as Class 1 in the Acoustical Materials Association bulletin XXI-1962 indicating 0-25 flame spread.*
Now, on your very next job, you can specify Simpson woodfiber tile containing amazing PCP—and get Type 1 flame spread safety with up to $\frac{1}{2}$ savings on material cost.

PCP (Pyro-Chem Protection)—another revolutionary new product from the Simpson research laboratories—is a unique process that gives Simpson woodfiber tile a flame spread rating equal to that of far more costly, highest quality mineral tile.

PCP performance was confirmed in the Flame Tunnel Test, results of which are shown above. Note the almost indistinguishable difference between Forestone with PCP (bottom line) and mineral tile (second from bottom).

The Simpson Certified Acoustical Contractors listed here will be pleased to show you samples and demonstrate the efficiency of the complete line of Simpson acoustical products with amazing PCP. Before your next job call the one nearest you. All are listed in the Yellow Pages under “Acoustical.”

The label shown below appears on every carton of PCP acoustical material. It is your assurance that PCP is produced under the label and inspection service of Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc.

PCP acoustical tile certified as 0-25 Flame Spread. ASTM E66-60T

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flame Spread</th>
<th>55 - 75</th>
<th>Type II</th>
<th>76 - 100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fuel Contributed</td>
<td>25 - 35</td>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoke Developed</td>
<td>15 - 25</td>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Chemicals used in treating PCP products are water soluble.

The label shown below appears on every carton of PCP, attached to or suspended from combustible surfaces with noncombustible attachments.
INTERIOR LIGHTING THAT PRACTICALLY ELIMINATES GLARE!

The demonstration above proves that Westinghouse PolRized Mainliner and Airliner Luminaires can substantially eliminate glare and improve your lighting environment. Here's how it will help your clients:

They'll see better in offices -- where glare now bounces off papers, desk tops, typewriter keys or polished floors.
They'll work better in factories or laboratories -- where glare now results from extra-high illumination required for precision work.
They'll save vision in schools -- where glare from desks, paper, etc. disturbs the eyes of students and staff.

Wherever Westinghouse PolRized fixtures are used, they improve the visual environment an average of 100%. Dr. H. Richard Blackwell indicated the effectiveness of PolRized panels in studies conducted by the Institute for Research in Vision at Ohio State.
Here’s a new idea in lighting systems from Westinghouse:

interior lighting that practically eliminates glare!

This message was typed on a piece of high-gloss paper and deliberately positioned to create as much glare as possible with a standard 4-tube fluorescent fixture. That’s the picture on the left. Then, a single change was made for the picture on the right — a Westinghouse PolRized® fixture panel was inserted. The reflected glare disappeared.

You can substantially eliminate glare from your buildings by specifying Westinghouse Mainliner and Airliner Luminaires with PolRized panels.

Universally during the past two years, polarization makes things look sharper, colors truer, contrasts easier. For installations where economy is a factor, Westinghouse PolRized fixtures produce greater visual efficiency per foot candle than any other type of illumination.

Westinghouse PolRized Luminaires are easy to specify from the PolRized Panel tables of the New Visual Effectiveness Factor, and the C.O.V.E. (Coefficient of overall visual effectiveness) values. They cost only pennies a square foot more than conventional fixtures. For V.E.F. and C.O.V.E. tables and complete technical luminaire information, contact your Westinghouse Lighting Sales Engineer, or write: Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Lighting Division, Edgewater Park, Cleveland, Ohio. You can be sure ... if it’s Westinghouse.

Westinghouse
Attention to details...

reduces maintenance problems and cost

Two views of top corner of projected-out ventilator (removable)

Pivot housing — die cast aluminum — riveted

Housed compression spring

Sliding friction shoe — non-corrosive metal and large plastic insert

Hardware secured by screws into pressed-in splined grommet nuts

Retainer

3/16" collar-pivot

Stainless steel bushings

3/16" x 1" balance arm with cold drawn pivot ends

Extra deep sections

1/4" wide double metal to metal (or weatherstripped) contacts

Re-enforced web (also tubular rails available)

Simple, attractive, rugged handle fastener

Sections of projected-out and projected-in ventilators with fixed meeting rail. White bronze hardware secured with stainless steel screws.

BAYLEY ALUMINUM WINDOW

Such details of window design as these are the practical application of years of window experience by engineers who have been responsible for many of today's most worthwhile window developments.

The same "attention to detail" in every phase of their window manufacturing operation — from the time they render the service of window consultation, through all stages of planning, fabrication, and erection, until the owner accepts the final installation — is a policy for which Bayley has always been known.

Gain the extra benefits which this policy assures you, by calling Bayley in the early stages of your next project.

The WILLIAM BAYLEY Company
Springfield, Ohio

Representatives in All Principal Cities

District Sales Offices:

SPRINGFIELD, OHIO NEW YORK 16, N.Y. CHICAGO 2, ILL. WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
1200 HARDEN ST. 280 MADISON AVE. 105 W. MADISON ST. 1426 "G" ST., N.W.
FAirfax 5-7301 MUrray Hill 5-6180 RANDolph 6-5996 Sterling 3-3175

BAYLEY
ALUMINUM and STEEL
WINDOWS and CURTAIN WALLS
for SCHOOLS
TERRABOND
terrazzo
for
Schools
and
Classrooms

Beautifully practical...

Costs no more to install than resilient flooring.

A truly sensible innovation for schools and classroom design, genuine terrazzo by the TERRABOND process for floors brings with it the infinite beauty, long life and low maintenance cost of portland cement terrazzo—coupled with low installation cost. TERRABOND terrazzo can be installed at 1/2 inch. Grade levels are not raised appreciably. Deadweight, floor thickness, installation time, and material costs come down. TERRABOND terrazzo can be installed anytime, anywhere—even in place of existing worn-out resilient floors. In classrooms, it stands up beautifully to abusive traffic, cleans up with the whisk of a damp mop. Maintenance of TERRABOND flooring costs 15c to 20c per square foot per year compared to 65c to 95c for resilient flooring. For complete information write Thiokol or use coupon.

Thiokol
CHEMICAL CORPORATION
780 N. Clinton Ave., Trenton 7, N.J.

In Canada: Neogatek Chemicals Division, Dominion Rubber Company, Elmira, Ontario

Gentlemen: Please send me complete details about TERRABOND process terrazzo.

NAME
FIRM
ADDRESS
CITY STATE
Only new Lumi-Flo air handling Troffers offer all these advantages

Now...one fixture handles school lighting, heating, and air conditioning

CLEAN CEILINGS WITH COMPLETE FLEXIBILITY

With Lumi-Flo you can be assured of ceilings which are esthetically clean without any visible ceiling obstructions. All you see is an attractive, well illuminated ceiling. With the new Benjamin Triple-Shell Lumi-Flo, you can light, cool, heat and ventilate interior areas through the same concealed troffer. When it comes to flexibility, Lumi-Flo can't be topped—you can design your building so that every 25 or 250 sq. ft. of floor area has its own air conditioning and ventilating. Better yet, when your requirements vary, you can have both in the same installation.

OFFERS MAXIMUM LIGHT EFFICIENCY

With Triple-Shell Lumi-Flo, the air supply is separated from the lamp chamber by an insulating air gap. Used on cooling or heating cycle, Triple-Shell construction permits heat dissipation to the plenum, yet prevents lamp chamber from over-cooling (which causes "pink-light") or over-heating (which reduces lamp efficiency).

Lumi-Flo offers the highest average operating efficiency possible through the normal cooling and heating ranges.

Lamp flicker and color variation caused by over-cooling are things of the past with Triple-Shell Lumi-Flo.

AN AIR CAPACITY TO MEET EVERY JOB CONDITION

With Triple-Shell Lumi-Flo, you can meet the exact requirements of any job, large or small. Two types of dampers engineered by Tuttle & Bailey give air-handling capacities from zero to over 200 CFM and combine with two basic air patterns to offer the best possible combination of capacity and distribution for your specific application.

FASTER, MORE ECONOMICAL INSTALLATION

No cumbersome yokes—a swivel bar hanging device cuts installation time as much as 50%. Damper installation is simple and quick—one snap and a special locking device makes the damper a permanent part of the troffer. Special neoprene gasketing eliminates the possibility of air leaks.

DAMPERS ARE QUIET, EASILY ADJUSTABLE

Dampers are engineered by Tuttle & Bailey for quiet operation at all capacities. The dampers adjust quickly, easily—give precise adjustment over wide pressure ranges. Balancing is simplified.

Lumi-Flo is the only complete line listed by Underwriters' Laboratories for lighting, cooling and heating.
Here is a cutaway view of the new Benjamin Triple-Shell Lumi-Flo troffer. See how the damper diffuses the air and directs it evenly to air manifolds on both sides of the troffer. Note also how the lamp chamber is separated from the air passageway at top and sides by an insulating air gap. This lets lamps operate at near their optimum design temperature—unaffected by the cooling or heating air flow.

Write today for new, 40 page Lumi-Flo Catalog
The most complete manual on Air-Handling Troffers ever compiled.

Here's what Triple-Shell Lumi-Flo troffers do for ceilings. The integrated lighting and air conditioning system is totally compatible in function and appearance with the handsome architecture of the Illinois Agricultural Building at Bloomington, Illinois.

Air Handling components by Tuttle & Bailey Division of Allied Thermal Corporation, New Britain, Connecticut.
Will your school design stand the test of time?

The school you plan today will live through many years of change. How well will it serve in these dramatic days ahead? Education is already in revolution. Some of the demands for flexibility in schoolhouse design and facilities can be seen and dealt with now. What requirements may yet be imposed by the swift march of progress cannot, unfortunately, be wholly anticipated. But this much is sure: Maximum learning depends upon a controlled thermal environment in every space. And with the definite trend toward the greater use of a school’s facilities, it is little short of planned obsolescence to build a school today without means for air conditioning as well as heating and ventilating. You can be sure your building will provide this year-round comfort with economy by giving thoughtful consideration to it in the designing stage. Nesbitt—with long experience in the school field—offers a slide film presentation, case studies, cost data, and many other services to help you and your clients appraise the importance of air conditioning for your next school.

MORE LEARNING PER SCHOOL DOLLAR

Nesbitt
AIR CONDITIONING FOR SCHOOLS

Glazed, rock-hard surfaces sprayed like paint!...durable

GLID-TILE

for exciting beauty with economy

A wall coating that rivals highest-priced materials in good looks and durability, GLID-TILE sprays on, like paint.

Economical to apply, this special plastic resin finish is economical to maintain, too! Outlasts conventional paint by years, resists impact, abrasion, acids, solvents, alkaline detergents, and hot water.

For glamour or utility, with economy, make it GLID-TILE! Wide range of colors...literature available!

THE GLIDDEN COMPANY
COATINGS AND RESINS DIVISION
900 Union Commerce Building • Cleveland 14, Ohio
In Canada: The Glidden Company, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Light-controlling Thinline panels provide excellent natural light, help reduce heating and cooling costs for the new $20-million Intelex Systems Post Office in Providence, R. I. Charles A. Maguire & Assoc., Providence, supervised design and construction.

All exterior walls of the new research facility of Miles Laboratory at Elkhart, Indiana, designed by A. M. Kinney & Assoc., Cincinnati, will utilize the light-controlling features of colored Thinline panels. The ground-to-roof installation will provide a more pleasant controlled environment for modern research.

Northwest Suburban Y.M.C.A., Des Plaines, Illinois, is one of a series of new Y.M.C.A. buildings in the Chicago area in which Thinline is used. Y.M.C.A. architect Eugene White commissioned Eckroth, Martorana & Eckroth, Chicago, to design Des Plaines Y.M.C.A.

Severe New England winters called for a weather-control exterior at the Split Ball Bearing plant in Lebanon, N. H., so C. M. Koelb Associates, Weston, Mass. specified Thinline curtain wall with vista panels and ceramic accent panels.

Architect Enos Cooke, New Kensington, Pa., used Thinline in a major way at Stewart Junior High School, Lower Burrell Township, Pa., blending light-controlling panels with windows and aluminum-faced insulating panels.

Lee Center School, Lee Center, Ill., used Thinline Curtain Wall for this new addition that has taken years off the appearance of the school. Samuelson & Sandquist, Chicago, architect.


West Carrollton (Ohio) Senior High School (Architects—Outcalt, Guenther & Assoc.) features extensive use of prismatic and window panels to protect occupants from sun and weather in classrooms, corridors and cafeteria.
Thinlite panels of Clear Vista accented with ceramic colors, admit maximum light with low heat transmission in the new office building of the State Employees Building Corporation, Sacramento, Calif. West America Engineering Company, Inc., San Francisco, designed the structure.

At Fontbonne Academy, Allegheny County, Pa., architects Celli-Flynn, McKeesport, combined light-controlling panels of green Thinlite with window and metal panels to achieve this unusual effect in the classroom wing.

**Thinlite Curtain Walls**

enclose buildings across the nation

Unique system offers many practical advantages for wide variety of structures:

- **Distinctive Appearance**
  Wide selection of panel materials, colors and arrangements permits unlimited design possibilities.

- **Sun Control**
  Thinlite solar-selecting tiles diffuse sunlight on all exposures. Distribution of light is excellent and brightness is well controlled.

- **Solar Heat Control**
  Tests show Thinlite tiles transmit less solar heat than any other light-transmitting medium.

- **Savings in Heating and Air Conditioning**
  Significant savings in heat and air-conditioning can be achieved with Thinlite curtain walls. Tires transmit less solar heat while the double-glazed construction guards against heat loss. through-metal is kept to a minimum.

- **Factory-Controlled Pre-Fabrication**
  All possible fabrication is performed at factory under controlled conditions. Field cutting and fitting is reduced to the barest minimum. Field caulking is unnecessary except at wall perimeters.

- **Low Maintenance Cost**
  Thinlite glass tiles are self-washing. Colors are permanent and metalwork is durable anodized aluminum.

- **Complete Curtain Wall System**
  The Thinlite system includes all necessary framing metal and parts, as well as glass or metal panels in 2' x 4' or 2' x 5' sizes.

For complete information including details, see Thinlite catalog in 1961 Sweet’s Architectural Files —Curtain Wall Section.
Walkways roofed with Alcoa V-Beam: beauty at a bargain!

For good-looking covered walkways at lowest overall cost, specify Alcoa® Aluminum V-Beam Roofing. You save from start to finish!

Standard sheets of Alcoa V-Beam keep material costs way down. Its light weight, even in biggest sizes, speeds assembly and saves on labor. Handsome stucco-patterned natural finish needs no painting. You just put up Alcoa Aluminum V-Beam and forget it.

Save tax dollars. Alcoa Aluminum is the exception to soaring costs of school construction and maintenance. For more information, call your nearest Alcoa sales office; or write: Aluminum Company of America, 1820-L Alcoa Building, Pittsburgh 19, Pa.

OWNER: Santa Clara County School District, San Jose, Calif.
BUILDING: Eaton Elementary School, Cupertino, Calif.
GENERAL CONTRACTOR: Wayne S. Pendergraft, Saratoga, Calif.

Entertainment at its Best... ALCOA PREMIERE with Fred Astaire as Host... Tuesday Evenings, ABC-TV

ALCOA ALUMINUM

THE ARCHITECT'S METAL
new ideas in Indiana Limestone

Indiana Limestone provides the architect with an excellent permanent material for sensitive, delicate treatments. Genuine limestone affords a choice of textures and finishes ranging from very smooth surfaces to rustic, informal applications. Indiana Limestone blends handsomely with other building materials. A wide choice of fabrication techniques is available to the interpretive architect. Architects are invited to write the Institute for the newly published Handbook on Limestone, a comprehensive text on limestone applications.

Music Library, Washington University, St. Louis, Missouri
Architects: Smith and Entzeroth
Clayton, Missouri

INDIANA LIMESTONE INSTITUTE

BOX 757 • BLOOMINGTON INDIANA
FOR OVER 30 YEARS

GEARLESS HIGH-SPEED PASSENGER ELEVATORS

HAVE BEEN A SUBSTANTIAL PART OF

montgomery®

OVER 30 YEARS AGO . . .

Montgomery installed one of its earliest gearless-type Traction Machine systems in two of the first modern skyscrapers in Kansas City and Seattle. Since 1931, Montgomery elevator installations have been providing quiet, smooth, dependable operation to thousands of buildings from coast to coast.

Featuring sturdy, top-quality construction, Montgomery’s complete line of elevator equipment includes the latest designs (like Montgomery’s “Measured Demand” passenger-operated systems) in passenger and freight, electric and hydro-electric elevators, plus many exclusive Montgomery patented elevator accessories. “You can depend on Montgomery.”

Get in touch with your nearest Montgomery representative by consulting the yellow pages of your phone directory.


* A few of the prominent buildings served by dependable Montgomery high speed gearless elevators since 1931

FIDELITY NATIONAL BANK BUILDING
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.

MIDLAND SAVINGS & LOAN BUILDING,
MIDLAND, TEXAS

montgomery®
ELEVATOR COMPANY • Moline, Illinois

Exclusive Manufacturers of Passenger and Freight Elevators for over Sixty-Eight Years
Spruce up the old... Accent the new

LIGHTING INSTALLATIONS
MADE WITH
LUSTREX® PERMA TONE


Luminous ceilings, luminaires, louvers, refractors, diffusers and modules made with Monsanto Lustrex Perma Tone Styrene have given years of service as a dramatic and effective source of light in hundreds of buildings of all types—both new and old.

In major renovation projects, these lighting installations are an economical and easy way to brighten up dark corners with strong, yet softly diffused illumination. Over-high ceilings can be brought down and unsightly beams and pipes can be masked behind a ceiling of bright new beauty. In new construction, lighting installations made with Lustrex Perma Tone give you a highly flexible means of creating unique decorative effects and accounts.

Fixtures made of Lustrex Perma Tone deliver uniform surface brightness and excellent color stability. Exceeding IES-NEMA joint specifications for ultraviolet light stabilized styrene, Perma Tone assures the whitest of whites or a wide range of molded-in clear, permanent colors. Dimensionally stable, they are also light in weight for easy handling, installation and maintenance. To make sure you get this combination of performance at an economical cost, specify installations made with Monsanto Lustrex Perma Tone.

MONSANTO DESIGNER IN PLASTICS

If you would like additional data on Lustrex Perma Tone in lighting, and the names of manufacturers of fixtures molded of Lustrex Perma Tone, send coupon below to Monsanto Chemical Company, Plastics Division, Room 818, Springfield 2, Mass.

MONSANTO CHEMICAL COMPANY, Plastics Division
Room 818, Springfield 2, Mass.

Please send me comprehensive report on general-purpose and impact Lustrex Perma Tone Styrene, and other data on styrene in lighting. Also list of manufacturers of lighting fixtures of Perma Tone.

NAME ____________________________ TITLE ____________________________
COMPANY ____________________________ ADDRESS ____________________________
CITY ____________________________
Stairwell of Polished Misco Wire Glass contributes to overall appearance as well as safety in the Fort Saunders Elementary School, Knoxville, Tenn.
Architect—Painter, Weeks & McCarty, Knoxville, Tenn.

For details, see your nearby distributor of quality glass or write for latest catalog. Address Department 6.
Impact and fire resistance are twin features of this Polished Misco Wire Glass Installation in Tennessee School for the Deaf, Knoxville, Tenn. Architect—Painter, Weeks & McCarty, Knoxville, Tenn.

**MISSISSIPPI GLASS...**

LEADS THE WAY IN **Daylighting WITH SAFETY**

Combining beauty, utility, and economy, Mississippi leads the way by making available an extensive selection of trans-ient glass patterns that do wonderful things with daylight. In addition, rugged Mississippi Wire Glass, whether for obscura-tion or clear vision, affords effective but inconspicuous fire protection while enhancing the appearance of any structure... installed in partitions, skylights, wells, windows, doors, or wherever fire and breakage protection is desired. The versatility of Mississippi Glass provides architects and engineers a practical solution to virtually every lighting problem, including safety decoration, with heat absorption and light diffusion and direction.


**MISSISSIPPI GLASS COMPANY**

W YORK • CHICAGO • FULLERTON, CALIFORNIA
8 Angelica Street • St. Louis 7, Missouri

MANUFACTURER OF ROLLED, FIGURED AND WIRED GLASS
For information on split block, see your local concrete block producer.

Atlas Masonry Cement provides the right mortar

Split block is one of the most popular of the decorative types of masonry, with its rough texture and rugged contours that so closely resemble natural stone. It is available as a veneer block or a load-bearing unit in various sizes and colors. Use it for exterior and interior walls, partitions, chimneys, fireplaces, planters, etc. To lay up split block or any type of masonry, ATLAS MASONRY CEMENT continues to be the preferred cement for mortar. It produces a smooth, workable mix... saves labor... cuts waste... helps assure a good bond... gives durable mortar joints that are uniform in color. Complies with ASTM & Federal Specifications. For information on masonry cement, write: Universal Atlas, Dept. M, 100 Park Avenue, New York 17, N.Y.

M-86 "USS" and "Atlas" are registered trademarks.

Universal Atlas Cement
Division of
United States Steel

OFFICES: Albany - Birmingham - Boston - Chicago - Dayton - Fort Lauderdale - Kansas City - Milwaukee - Minneapolis - New York - Philadelphia - Pittsburgh - St. Louis - Waco
WILKINSON
Garbage-Rubbish Chutes

A Profitable Investment You Can't Afford To Miss

Studies prove that Garbage-Rubbish Chutes, installed in multi-story apartment buildings, pay for themselves in 3 years. From then on, savings are clear profit!

How they save money!
1. By reducing payroll expenses.
2. By eliminating the need of rubbish storage space on each floor.

Plan your building for modern rubbish-garbage removal—with Wilkinson Chutes.

Write for details or see our catalog in Sweet's Architectural File

WILKINSON CHUTES, INC.
619 East Talimadge Ave., Akron 10, Ohio

Attractive stainless steel intake doors can be hand or foot operated. Doors are self-closing and noiseless.

STOPS RUST!

530% better than other widely promoted brands

DRY IN 20 MINUTES!
TOP COAT IN 2 HOURS!

Krylon Rust Magic penetrates rust in minutes, bonds itself to the metal, positively prevents further corrosive action. Compatible with almost any finish... lacquers, enamels, varnishes, acrylics, epoxies, vinyls, latex, oil-base and water-base paints. Earned a near-perfect 9.1 rating in ASTM Rust Prevention Index tests... 530% higher than other leading brands! At leading jobbers and paint stores everywhere—or write on your company letterhead for information.

KRYLON, INC.
NORRISTOWN, PA.

INTEGRATED CEILINGS & GRILLEWORKS, INC.

INFINILITE

REG. T.M.
U.S. Pat. No. 2,937,265

CONCEALED JOINTS—NO T-BARS—THROUGH USE OF SPECIAL NYLON CLIPS

INTEGRATED CEILINGS & GRILLEWORKS, INC.
11766 W. Pico Boulevard
Los Angeles, California

For information on INFINILITE write today
TRUSCON PRODUCTS

TRUSCON ALUMINUM VISION-VENT Curtain Wall construction is a fast, economical method of school building. Select practically any type of Truscon Aluminum Window. VISION-VENT is available with a choice of high-gloss panel colors, porcelain enamel, stainless steel, or aluminum. Write for complete information. Above, Proviso West Township High School, Hillside, Illinois. Architects: Perkins & Will.
for Low-Cost Schools...

To get more school for your taxpayer dollars, look to strong, long-lasting, fire-resistant Truscon and Republic school building products. For example:

Truscon Aluminum VISION-VENT Curtain Wall construction, a wall with the window already in place, saves installation time and costs. VISION-VENT skin-type construction provides more usable floor space and reduces weight on frame and foundation. Use of VISION-VENT assures higher natural light factor, insulating value, and better ventilation. Panels can be provided with louvers for heating or ventilating. Exterior walls are strikingly modern and beautiful. All, at lowest possible cost.

Republic offers a wide range of other steel building products for low-cost school construction. And, Republic Products are recommended by architects, engineers, and builders—are approved by budget-conscious school administrators.

In planning new school building or remodeling programs, consult your Truscon-Republic representative for cost-saving ideas. Call, or write direct. Use convenient coupon below.

---

**REPUBLIC PRODUCTS FOR LOW-COST SCHOOLS**

- Republic Steel Lockers
- Republic Stainless Steel - Equipment for cafeterias and home economics workshops
- Republic High Strength Bolts — strong, safe school construction
- ELECTRUNITÉ Electrical Metallic Tubing — economical raceways to meet future school needs

---

**Name**
**Title**

**Firm**

**Address**

**City**  **Zone**  **State**
From its sensational retractable roof down to the tiniest detail, Pittsburgh’s new auditorium is designed for the future.

That’s why Eljer was chosen. Because Eljer’s styles are so advanced—because Eljer’s quality is so lasting in every way.

For new home construction or modernization, the Eljer residential line of plumbing fixtures is also first in style, design and lasting value. The Eljer residential fixtures shown below are but a small sample of the complete Eljer line.

For further information contact The Murray Corporation of America, Eljer Plumbingware Division, 3 Gateway Center, Pittsburgh 22, Pennsylvania.
NOW AVAILABLE!

NEW,
COMPLETE
STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS
and LOAD TABLES

FOR HIGH-STRENGTH
OPEN WEB STEEL JOISTS

This 52-page reference manual, reflecting the recently adopted changes in specifications and load tables for three series of high-strength joists, replaces all previous standards. The new specifications and load tables cover three series of joists:

J-Series (replacing the old S-Series), based on a design stress in tension of 22,000 psi
LA-Series (replacing the old L-Series), longspan joists compatible with the new J-Series
H-Series (completely new), high-strength joists made from 50,000 psi minimum yield strength steel

This single edition contains all the information needed for the easy, accurate specification of joists to carry uniform loads on spans of up to 96 feet.

Complimentary copies are available on request.

STEEL JOIST INSTITUTE
1346 CONNECTICUT AVE. N.W.
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
No matter what the specifications, LAB-FLO has the exact selection of quality-built service fixtures you need — for every piece of equipment in the laboratory. LAB-FLO has won the coveted stamp of the nation's most discriminating architects and engineers — men who know quality and performance best. LAB-FLO justifies this professional confidence in many major industrial, commercial and educational installations ... where strict standards and specifications must be met. For your next laboratory plan, insist on top-rated, advanced design LAB-FLO and you will be sure of the finest.

LAB-FLO SPEC MANUAL
For Lab Heads and Planners
The most complete, integrated service fixture planning guide available for fully equipping all types of industrial, institutional and educational laboratories. Write for your personal, registered copy.

THOSE IN THE KNOW SPECIFY LAB-FLO

THE SAPPHIRE BY PETERSON
perfect window complement to modern architectural styling

The Sapphire Aluminum Rolling Window by Peterson is recognized as the ultimate in fine fenestration for commercial buildings, institutions and thoughtfully-planned residences throughout the architectural field.

Clean, linear styling ... smooth, effortless operation on permanently lubricated, corrosion-resistant ball bearing rollers ... rugged, lasting construction ... maintenance-free service life. These are just a few of the many reasons for the Sapphire's wide acceptance by architects, as well as by builders and owners.

Famous Peterson attention to design and production detail assures positive weather protection. Air infiltration in the closed position tests to .36 cubic feet per minute per foot of sash perimeter when subjected to a pressure equivalent to a 25 mph wind. This is better than twice the performance recognized by national standards.

The Sapphire is supplied in vent heights to 6'6" and widths to 10' with single, double or sealed insulated glazing. It is also available in curtain wall construction in single or multi-story units. Write for complete dimensional and structural details today.
Regardless of whether you're planning new construction or remodeling, there's a Norton door closer styled and designed for every school door. More than seventy-five years of Norton door-closer engineering and manufacturing experience gives you positive assurance of quality, safety and dependability.

Each Norton representative is a "door-closer expert" well qualified to help you in selecting the proper closer for each location and available for "on the job" service to help you adjust closers after they are installed.

For complete information write for Manual S.
IF YOU DESIGN BRIDGES, SKYSCRAPERS, PIERS, INDUSTRIAL PLANTS, DAMS, WHARFS, LOCKS, OVERPASSES OR ANYTHING ELSE THAT NEEDS A DEPENDABLE PILING FOUNDATION, YOU SHOULD KNOW THESE IMPORTANT FACTS ABOUT USS NATIONAL SEAMLESS PIPE PILES. AVAILABLE IN DIAMETER UP TO 26 INCHES O.D. A VARIETY OF WALL THICKNESSES AND CERTIFIED BY MILL TEST REPORTS TO CONFORM TO ASTM A252

MORE STRENGTH AND LESS WEIGHT WITH SEAMLESS STEEL PIPE PILES BECAUSE THE CIRCULAR CROSS-SECTION OF THIS STRUCTURAL SHAPE OFFERS HIGH COMPRESSION LOADING

GREAT LOADING CAPACITY WITH SEAMLESS STEEL PIPE PILES BECAUSE THEY HAVE HIGH COMpressive YIELD STRENGTH WITHOUT LOSS OF WELDABILITY. AND YOU CAN FILL THEM WITH CONCRETE
CUT CONSTRUCTION COSTS
WITH SEAMLESS STEEL PIPE PILES BECAUSE THEY CAN BE DRIVEN HARD AND FAST.
...THEY PROVIDE POSITIVE PENETRATION THROUGH EVEN THE MOST RUGGED DRIVING CONDITIONS WITHOUT BROOMING. AND YOU CAN SPLICE THEM FOR EXTRA LENGTH.

YOU CAN CHECK SEAMLESS STEEL PIPE PILES AFTER THEY'RE DRIVEN MERELY BY LOWERING AN ELECTRIC LIGHT INTO THE PILING. THIS WAY, YOU CAN CHECK THE ALIGNMENT, PILE CONDITION AND EVEN THE BEARING AREA IF THE PILING IS DRIVEN OPEN END.

USS and National are registered trademarks.
Easiest of all to use...and harder than any to misuse!

This exclusive Haws design sends vandalism worries down the drain! Trim, neat, push-button valves leave nothing for youngsters to grab and twist. Slow-closing valves work smoothly under slight pressure. The curving pantry faucet also frustrates damage with an extra-heavy gooseneck (3/4" IPS brass pipe) that even a grown man can't bend. Here is the smartest, most practical classroom package you can specify: with stainless steel and enameled iron receptors, both 16" x 24" and 20" x 30" sizes! Detailed specs sent immediately on request. Get the facts on the entire model selection, by writing to: Haws Drinking Faucet Company, 1441 Fourth Street, Berkeley 10, California.
PRACTICALLY SPEAKING...

You just can’t buy any better means of light control than LUXOUT Draperies. LUXOUT virgin vinyl draperies offer you maximum beauty with minimum maintenance. Remember, behind each LUXOUT Drape stands the years of experience and knowhow that have made LUXOUT first in the field of vinyl drapery manufacturing. Don’t be fooled by “Look-alike” drapes. You can’t always see experience... but with LUXOUT, you know it’s there.

For free brochures and samples write:

LUXOUT

% Plastic Products Incorporated Dept. A-F
1822 East Franklin Street, Richmond 23, Va.
Air condition for 1/2¢ a ton/hour*... with GAS and a CAT Natural Gas Engine

Size up the savings when the power source for your air conditioning system is a CAT Natural Gas Engine. The combination of low-cost gas and Caterpillar's higher compression ratio engine can power a centrifugal compressor for about ½¢ a ton/hour, and less in some areas. This includes fuel, engine depreciation and maintenance. □ Add dependability to that low, low operating cost. CAT Natural Gas Engines can run continuously under full load, indefinitely, without derating. And modern gas cooling gives your clients year-round comfort, cleanliness, safety, dependability, top fuel economy. □ For full capacity cooling at low cost, specify gas air conditioning, powered by a Caterpillar Natural Gas Engine. Call your local Cat Dealer or Gas Company for complete information, or write Engine Division, Caterpillar Tractor Co., Peoria, Illinois.

FOR HEATING & COOLING GAS IS GOOD BUSINESS!

*OVERALL COST PER BRAKE HORSEPOWER HOUR IS APPROXIMATELY 1/2¢ USING 1000 BTU GAS AT 90°F PER MCF, BASED ON 200 HP AT 1200 RPM.
Another new school selects...

NEW CARRIER HEATING AND VENTILATING SYSTEM
THAT PROVIDES 8 ADVANTAGES YET COSTS LESS

This modern junior high school provides another excellent example of how any new school can enjoy a superior heating and ventilating system at less than the cost of ordinary unit ventilators. And this new kind of system is ready for immediate conversion to year-round air conditioning with the simple addition of packaged refrigeration equipment in the machine room.

In their recent planning of new schools the architects considered unit ventilators and several popular central station systems. They carefully compared the performance characteristics, maintenance requirements, first cost and operating cost of each method. Their conclusion: The new Carrier Reheat Weathermaster* System provides the highest quality automatic heating and ventilation currently available to schools. It is the easiest to convert to complete year-round air conditioning. It costs 10% less, installed, than the next best method. And it costs less to operate and to maintain than other automatic systems.

The eight important advantages of the Reheat Weathermaster System which led to these conclusions are listed on the opposite page. They are unique because these Carrier units are the only room terminals which combine the performance benefits of the induction principle with either high or low velocity air distribution and the superiorities inherent in all central station systems.

If you are designing a new school, it should be well worth your while to look into the Carrier Reheat Weathermaster System—either for heating and ventilation only, or with an eye to future air conditioning. The nearby Carrier office will be glad to give you complete facts on this advanced system. Or write to Carrier Air Conditioning Company, Syracuse 1, N.Y.

Only the Carrier Reheat Weathermaster System offers these 8 advantages for heating and ventilating

1. Positive ventilation and air circulation under all conditions and seasons for improved odor dilution. Constant air volume from units.

2. Quieter operation—no fans or other moving equipment in classrooms, with all powered equipment located in machine room for easy servicing.

3. Superior air filtering at central station—minimum filter maintenance.

4. No costly wall openings, subject to rain and wind leakage, required in classrooms for ventilation air.

5. No operation of fans required for night and week-end heating, with gravity heating handling the load.

6. Individual temperature control in every room solves zoning problems; air damper assures easy initial system balancing, requires no adjustments thereafter.

7. Valuable classroom floor and wall space is saved by the compact units; cabinet only eight inches deep.

8. Easily and economically converts to full-year-round air conditioning at any future date with simple addition of packaged water chilling machine in central apparatus room. No revision of classroom units, controls or air ducts required. Condensate drains not needed. Nominal conversion cost about 65c per sq. ft., or less.

Carrier Air Conditioning Company
for innovators in reinforced
new 1/2" dia. structural wire fabric
concrete goes in place 1/3 faster than bars

New Structural Wire Fabric will speed up and improve multistory building construction. Just consider these advantages:  ■ Structural Wire Fabric mats go in place at least ½ faster.
 ■ Structural Wire Fabric eliminates thousands of time-consuming spacing and tying operations. ■ Structural Wire Fabric mats are prefabricated to your exact specifications of size and design requirements. ■ Structural Wire Fabric mats are "stiffer," your assurance that the steel will remain in the proper position in the concrete slab. ■ Structural Wire Fabric is made from high-tensile, high-yield cold drawn wire up to ¼" diameter, permitting increased working stresses with a greater factor of safety. ■ Structural Wire Fabric is electrically welded at all intersections, assuring positive mechanical anchorage in the concrete. ■ For designs that call for innovations in concrete, look into Structural Wire Fabric. We'll be glad to assist you or your structural consultant with technical recommendations. Just contact our nearest sales office or write American Steel and Wire, Dept. 1248, Rockefeller Building, Cleveland 13, Ohio. Innovators in wire.

American Steel and Wire Division of United States Steel

Trademark

Columbia-Geneva Steel Division, San Francisco
Tennessee Coal & Iron Division, Fairfield, Ala.
United States Steel Export Company
Plenty of Pittsburgh Polished Plate Glass means more natural light, less eyestrain for Finneytown High pupils.

This school was designed with eyesight

Wherever you look around the Finneytown High School in Finneytown, Ohio, there's glass—PPG Glass that lets in plenty of natural light, adds an extra measure of beauty to the buildings, and provides an ideal learning environment.

Two PPG Glass products play a big part in making this school the bright, spacious place that it is: Pittsburgh Polished Plate Glass and PENNVERNON® GRAYLITE™14 Glass. Polished Plate Glass is used in areas that demand maximum light transmission where natural light is essential. PENNVERNON GRAYLITE is used where glare is a problem. GRAYLITE 14 is heat-absorbing glass that has a pleasing neutral shade which is undetectable to occupants, does not change outdoor colors, yet substantially reduces glare that can be so hard on the eyes. It helps keep the school cooler and more comfortable in warm months, too.

Inside and out, this is a modern, attractive school building... as beautiful as it is functional... thanks to glass from PPG. For more information on PPG products, write Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company, Room 1162, 632 Fort Duquesne Blvd., Pittsburgh 22, Pennsylvania.
Finneytown High School, Finneytown, Ohio
Architect: Woodie Garber & Associates, Cincinnati, Ohio
Contractor: Holt & Reichard, Norwood, Ohio

Pittsburgh Plate Glass products enhance the appearance and help make the Finneytown school a pleasant place to attend.

PENNVERNON GRAYLITE 14 reduces the sun's glare and helps make this school a cooler and more comfortable building during the warm months.

in mind... with Glass from PPG

PPG Glass products for schools:

OLEX® Plate Glass—green tint, heat-absorbing, glare-reducing glass
SOLARGRAY® Plate Glass—a neutral gray, heat-absorbing, glare-reducing glass
PENNVERNON® GRAYLITE™—a neutral gray, heat-absorbing, glare-reducing, heavy sheet glass
HERCULITE®—shock-resisting tempered plate glass
WINDOW®—the world's finest insulating window
Polished Plate Glass—for clear, true vision
PENNVERNON® Window Glass—window glass at its best

Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company
Paints • Glass • Chemicals • Fiber Glass
In Canada: Canadian Pittsburgh Industries Limited
The roof of the modern building is designed as part of an over-all concept—metal envelopes for the permanent enclosure of space. Their primary functions are to add to the aesthetic projection of the building's design and to provide a life-long shelter for its interior. Overly's Batten Roof System offers the architect a new technique of roof construction with life-time, maintenance-free service—metal envelopes to keep the outside out—in all climatic extremes.

**Metal envelopes to keep the outside out**

Overly crafts these metal envelopes to enclose any building contour, with a sensitive interpretation of the architect's design. Careful fidelity to design during fabrication is complemented by Overly erection supervision at the building site. When your plans include custom-crafted roof design, think of Overly—*The Architect's Craftsman.*

**Overly Manufacturing Company**
Greensburg, Pennsylvania
St. Louis 19, Missouri
Los Angeles 39, California

Send for the 1961 Overly Architectural Metal Products Catalog
"It costs the taxpayer almost as much each year to run school buildings as it does to acquire them... upkeep costs have been largely taken for granted... A ten percent reduction in these costs is almost as important to the taxpayer as a ten percent reduction in the cost of the building."

From a study made for the New York Dept. of Education by the faculty of the School of Architecture, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute.

Contrary to opinion of all too many building owners, there is no economy in "cheap" floor maintenance products. Pennies saved here mean dollars lost in higher labor expense for floor re-treatment and maintenance—and, perhaps, permanent damage to expensive flooring.

If, without your guidance, the client guesses and guesses wrong, he will be the loser. So will your building.

Write today for your Free copy of "A Study of Economies".

3 FREE Hillyard Services for every job:
2. Complete Maintenance Manuals you can give your client.
3. Job Captain Service of the Hillyard "Maintainer***", the floor care expert who is "On Your Staff, Not Your Payroll"

THE BEST PROTECTION FOR YOUR FLOORS IS THE BIGGEST SAVING FOR YOUR CLIENT

You'll Both be Ahead with HILLYARD

Branches and Warehouse Stocks in Principal Cities
specify for **LIFE!**
in schools everywhere

GLYNN-JOHNSON
Door Control Hardware
designed to absorb shock and noise

By offering a cushioned stop for violent door openings ... GJ devices greatly reduce wear, distortion, and damage to walls, reveals, jambs, hinges, door closers, and other hardware, eliminating excessive repair and maintenance bills. By holding the door open at dismissal time the unnecessary wear and abuse of continuous openings and closings are avoided.

Behind every GJ specification is a 30 year reputation for highest quality hardware.

Send for condensed GJ School Hardware Catalog B/k5

---

Overhead Type Door Holders, Stops, and Shock Absorbers for ENTRANCE and CLASSROOM DOORS opening up to 110°

Floor and Wall Type Door Holders and Bumpers for ENTRANCE and CLASSROOM DOORS opening beyond 110°

Noise quieting Door Silencers and Mutes
Anaconda copper tube up to 8” throughout

There are many reasons why Anaconda Copper Tube is so often the choice for modern water supply and drainage systems. It is, for example, extremely easy to handle in limited work spaces. This, of course, helps keep initial costs low. Add such advantages as long life and trouble-free maintenance and you have a material mighty hard to beat.


In the new Pittsburgh Hilton the hot, cold and chilled water supply is delivered by 130,000 lbs. of Types K and L Anaconda Copper Tube in sizes to 8”.
how to use gas-fired duct furnaces most profitably


Duct furnaces offer a relatively new way of heating through air distributing systems. They provide all the economies of direct fired heaters, yet may be located at a distance from the space to be heated. Installation is easy — just connect gas pipe, power, and a vent.

To use duct furnaces most advantageously requires some knowledge of special considerations involved in specific commercial and industrial applications.

That's the purpose of this new handbook, published by Reznor, the world's largest manufacturer of gas unit heaters. It tells about the various ways Reznor duct furnaces can be used for heating or in combination with cooling systems. Also included are illustrations, load calculating data, and practical suggestions to help you get better heating at lower cost.

For your copy, mail the coupon to Reznor. And for more information on Reznor heaters, call your distributor or nearby district office listed in the Yellow Pages under "Heaters-Unit".

REZNOR HEATERS

REZNOR MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Dept. AF-11, Mercer, Pa.
Send me a copy of "Commercial and Industrial Applications of Duct Furnaces".

name
address
city
state
**LIGHT**  Flexalum Audio-Visual Blinds, with slats open, provide controlled daylight without glare, plus ventilation, for ordinary classroom activities. The soft, diffused light is easy on the eyes... and dispositions.

**MEDIUM**  Slats partially closed, give light enough for note-taking, yet darken room so projected slides of charts, etc., may be clearly viewed. Precision tilt mechanism with fine adjustment, affords exact degree of light needed.

**DARK**  Completely closed Flexalum Audio-Visual Blinds give projection-room darkness. No light seeps in, thanks to light trap channels, and Flexalum's tighter overlapping slats. Projections of fine line drawings, microscopic slides, colored maps, etc., show up sharply on screen. All Flexalum Audio-Visual Blinds are fully guaranteed for five years, in writing.

Write for specifications to Bridgeport Brass Co., Hunter Douglas Division, 30 Grand Street, Bridgeport 2, Conn.
Down with the 20th century!

This is to introduce Mr. Richard Wagner, president of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States. Like the rest of us, Mr. Wagner favors private enterprise; and like some of us, Mr. Wagner is dead set against Big Government. Last month, Mr. Wagner came out swinging against one particular activity of Big Government—urban renewal. Said Mr. Wagner: “The faults already apparent in the federal urban renewal subsidy program should persuade us that there is no newly discovered theory here... men and women dedicated to the private enterprise system cannot support the subsidy approach.” There was a good deal more along the same lines.

Now, there are several things that should be said about this:

First, it is quite true that the urban-renewal program—like all big, relatively untried, relatively experimental programs—is still full of flaws. But these flaws call for reform—not abolition.

Second, it is quite true that all of us, as taxpayers, would be delighted to have the entire slum-clearance and urban-rehabilitation problem solved by private enterprise on a local level—with not a nickel of public subsidy. Alas, every intelligent private entrepreneur knows that the problem is far too big to be handled by private enterprise alone.

Third, Mr. Wagner ought to realize that several of his best friends—e.g., the local Chambers of Commerce throughout the U.S.—have given all-out support to urban renewal, because they have found it to be in their own, best, economic interest. For example: in Boston, the local Chamber of Commerce has been sponsoring a vast water-front redevelopment study; in Hartford, Conn., the local Chamber has been tremendously influential in all urban renewal and city planning, even hired a professional planner for its own staff and to assist the city; in Philadelphia, the local Chamber has backed all phases of urban renewal through the establishment of the Philadelphia Industrial Development Corp.; and corporations like Reynolds Metals and Republic Steel have been similarly active in support of federally subsidized urban renewal all over the country.

And why not? In their recent book, Capital Requirements for Urban Renewal, Authors Dyckman and Isaacs suggest that the U.S. might, conceivably, spend as much as $800 billion on urban renewal over the next dozen years. If the U.S. were to follow that suggestion even in part, many of Mr. Wagner’s best friends would stand to gain. After all, since the federal government is not in the brick-baking business, someone other than Washington bureaucrats is likely to benefit from this vast expenditure.

There is plenty of room for improvement in urban renewal. But going back to the city-building practices of the nineteenth century will simply bankrupt the building industry and bankrupt our cities.

20-20 vision

There are some memorable dates in everybody’s life; one of ours is April 11, 1955. That day the New York Daily News, a paper with the most reliable horoscopes in the U.S., ran an editorial commending News reader William H. Bender Jr. for some remarkable suggestions on how to solve the city’s fiscal problems. The main building of the New York Public Library, by Carrère & Hastings, stands on some really valuable real estate, Bender continued on page 109
From the 208-ft. diameter dome of this all-purpose field house, a carefully designed pattern of Wasco Skydomes floods 34,000 square feet of floor space with daylight... evenly diffused, glare-free. Molded of Acrylite* — the shatterproof, weathering plastic — Wasco Skydomes hug the roof, enable this great white dome to bring dramatic outdoor illumination into a vast interior. Wasco welcomes other opportunities to combine daylighting with advanced architectural ideas. Write or phone our Custom Engineering Department.
Editorial continued

had pointed out in a letter to the News. So why not cap the library with a "giant office building" and put the city back into the black with the revenues?

The News' editorial writer thought that was a very hot idea. "It does stir our imaginations no little," he wrote. The trouble was, however, that very little else got stirred: Only ten lines farther down, the News got equally excited about "easing the Midtown Manhattan traffic congestion problem"—a problem which Reader Bender was about to turn into a catastrophe. Evidently Reader Bender had given this matter some thought also: his suggestion was to drill a few tunnels through the rock bottom of Manhattan, so that pedestrians wishing to get from Grand Central to Penn Station could use these new "subwalks" (moving belts to whisk pedestrians along before they succumbed to caisson disease).

For our part, we preferred another suggestion made on that same memorable editorial page by a "Voice of the People" contributor from Queens, who signed himself, exasperatedly, "Overtaxed." Said Mr., Mrs., or Miss Overtaxed: "These city fathers make me sick, raising fares, taxes, and so forth in order to get money. They should chop down the Central Park trees, sell the wood, and then pave the place over. Set up a race track in the northern part, a Coney Island at the south end, and a mambo dance palace in the center. The remaining space could be rented for parking."

All this was only half a dozen years ago. The latest "giant office building" is going up a block and a half east of the library, over the New York Central tracks, ready to plug up midtown traffic for good; something that looks rather like a giant "mambo palace" is planned to replace McKim, Mead & White's fine old Pennsylvania Station; the trees are still in Central Park, but the park commissioner has warned the citizens to stay out of the place at night; and two dozen acres of land around City Hall are in the process of being paved over to make the biggest highway spaghetti in town. And we had thought the News was pulling our leg!

---

Quote . . . unquote

"New York is a city where they leave up the temporary buildings and tear down the permanent ones."—Architect Sir Hugh Casson.

"We ought to cease degrading our municipal government. The assumption [of] too many people is that municipal government is composed of . . . ward heelers and time-serving politicians."—Chicago Planner Julian H. Levi.

"Two thirds is greater than the whole in real estate, if you improve the third that's left. Set the third aside for gardens and playgrounds. You can enhance the value of any property that way, and it won't become a slum in 30 years."—Realtor William Zeckendorf.

"The strongest argument for the unmaterialistic character of American life is the fact that we tolerate conditions that are, from a materialistic point of view, intolerable. . . . American life, in large cities, at any rate, is a perpetual assault on the senses and the nerves; it is out of asceticism, out of unworldliness, precisely, that we bear it."—Author Mary McCarthy.

"Even a holy priest, unless his humility is directed toward a deep respect for competence, may perpetrate monstrous churches."—Father C. J. McNaspy, S.J.

"In an epoch in which we have achieved speed records by jet planes and rockets—when Commander Shepard reaches outer space and comes back again within 17 minutes—it still takes us over an hour, on the New Haven Railroad, to get from Grand Central Station to Stamford, Conn."—Architect-planner Victor Gruen.

"If we are not careful, we shall leave our children a legacy of billion-dollar roads leading nowhere except to other congested places like those they left behind."—General Omar Bradley.
New proposals to cut school costs


With all the science, skill, and organizational ability available in the world’s most advanced free-enterprise industrial community, should it not be possible to lift the whole discussion of schoolhouse economy to a new plateau? Should there not be a technical break-through?

These thoughts were stimulated when New York State’s progressive Governor Rockefeller recently pushed through the legislature an appropriation of $1 million to promote school economy through the familiar old “stock” plan idea. His action set off a flurry in other states, and stirred the American Institute of Architects to reiterate its undeviating opposition. Quite frankly, FORUM’s editors, battle-scarred from fights for better value out of the school dollar, were bored, not stimulated. Here was “the same old new stuff,” dusted off for a predictable stalemate.

What might be done? Underlying the Governor’s approach was a great fund of good will and a hunch that was sound in its direction if not in its program. Was not the real purpose to make available to all school boards the skill of the best professionals? Was not the real purpose to get industrial efficiency applied to operations that were routine, so that the big effort could be made at the creative, educational level?

Looking at other recent developments, the editors were struck by the phenomenal progress made in schools in Great Britain. Facing a school crisis after the war, certain “counties” (the equivalent of U.S. states) had begun what looked like a stop-gap prefabrication effort. Yet, instead of tapering off during the last decade, this effort had blossomed, grown more comprehensive, solid, and permanent. It had not only created economies of its own that are specific and provable, but it had stimulated the nonprefab school architects to compete with it on the basis of its own advances. It had dominated international competition, as at the Triennale in Milan last year where a British CLASP school ran off with the highest honors. Might the U.S. get from this effort at least a direction?

At this point the editors found an enthusiastic ally: the Ford Foundation’s Educational Facilities Laboratories, Inc. Dismayed by the repeated failure of stock plans to deliver on their promise, this organization concluded that a very different approach was needed. E.F.L. too had felt challenged by the British success and already had begun one experimental project of a parallel kind.

Proposed E.F.L.: “Let us set up an ‘Inquiry’ among some of the best minds on the subject both here and abroad: school men, government officials, progressive manufacturers, imaginative architects.”

FORUM happily agreed. Those who accepted and gathered in New York for a two-day session are listed at the left. On the following 18 pages are some of their most constructive ideas, and a statement of their recommendations.
Testimony:

First answer: "stock plans," as proposed in New York State—patterns for complete schools, available to all school districts, to save cost and time in planning.

The Governor's hope: the community can choose to pick up complete a set of plans by expert architects, then adapt cheaply. The Inquiry's conclusion: There will be no savings worth noting, because of unexpected costs of adaptation to particular sites and programs. Educational costs may even rise, and educational progress will be inhibited. Might there be a better way to spend New York's million dollars?

WARREN SCHMIDT: We have nine sets of stock plans under way. Three for elementary, one for junior high school, two for senior high schools, and three for junior-senior high schools. They vary in size. Also each plan is supposed to be designed so that it can be expanded to increase its capacity. We expect the final plans to be available early next year—that is, shortly after January.

The architects who were selected are familiar with the state standards and requirements, and I think that everyone who has reviewed the list has agreed that it was an excellent choice. The state architect also invited an advisory committee of school people, an architect, and a builder primarily to help in the programming and reviewing the preliminary plans. Obviously, the plans cannot be complete, because sites vary, so that the standard plan will begin about a foot below the first-floor level. Any school district wanting to use the stock plans will need to employ engineering or architectural consultants to prepare the necessary foundation plans and to make any alterations in the plans that the local school district may feel are needed to meet their own particular local situation.

It is hoped that the time lag between the need for a school building and its completion can be shortened substantially by the use of standard plans. In other words, the study time that it takes in developing the efficient plans will already have been contributed. So from that point on, it is only a matter of adaptation to local conditions.

I would say that these are not going to be cheap buildings in the usual sense of the word "cheap." They will be economical, but they will be good buildings. We have an appropriation of about a million dollars to develop these plans, and we may need more if we are going to expand the program.

ANTONY PART: I was wondering if we could get closer to the scale of the expected saving.

SCHMIDT: Well, I would say it would be on the order of 4 per cent of the cost of the building, roughly.

PART: Then you are hoping to get this building at 2 per cent in architectural fee?

SCHMIDT: I am just guessing at that. We have no experience whatsoever as to what an architect will charge to adapt a stock plan to its site, but we assume he would charge roughly 2 per cent and perhaps 1 per cent, or a half per cent, depending on the amount of adaptation that is necessary to prepare
President & Chief Executive Officer: In Minneapolis, we don’t use stock plans, but we have built two similar junior high schools of about the same size, one thousand capacity. We paid 6 per cent for the first plans and specifications. The same architectural firm did the second building for just half that: 5 per cent. These structures ran about 2 million dollars, so we did save $60 thousand by using the second set of plans.

Chairman DOUGLAS HASKELL: Is that 3 per cent a significant saving?

SCHMIDT: Well, the taxpayers think so.

HASKELL: I have a point in this. In 1953, at a round-table meeting, we made up a list of 50 ways to save on schoolhouse construction. Again and again we found magnitudes involved which were so vastly beyond an architect’s or engineer’s fee that it seemed like an awful waste of time to see where you could cut off a couple of per cent from fees.

For instance, the programming by the superintendent could make differences in a range of 10 or 20 per cent.

PUTNAM: That is right.

HASKELL: And the financing could make differences of 20 or 25 per cent, and the question of when the contracts were let could make a difference of 10 per cent. The question whether a school district should consolidate half a dozen high schools into a larger unit could make savings that would make 2 or 4 per cent look like peanuts.

But in the public mind the one thing that seems to register is that architect’s fee—what he good for? And cutting fees hurts quality, I think, worse than anything.

Alterations you speak of only as alterations in foundations. Are those the only alterations there will be?

SCHMIDT: I didn’t mean to give that impression. The architect may make other changes in the plans.

HASKELL: You think you can get all that for one-half of one per cent?

SCHMIDT: Well, I am guessing at it. I don’t know.

WILLIAM PENA: I don’t think that is proven. The history of stock plans shows that they have been discarded. One of the reasons is that changes are so numerous that you might as well start from scratch.

[Discussion brought out that the stock plans, intended primarily for use by less prosperous communities, might instead actually be embraced by the prosperous as an easy solution. Said Harold Gores: “It might work out that only the most economically able could afford the stock plans, and the community that is hard-pressed must invent its way out of its dilemma by going into forms of design and construction that you could not expect to find in a stock plan.”]

SCHMIDT: To try something new and different invariably is likely to cost money and there are very few school districts that have the kind of money to experiment with, unfortunately. Now, the state, being a large agency, can afford to spend a million dollars on a project, or an idea, to see whether it will work or not.

GIBSON: In stock plans, there is plenty of hindsight to be had. Many, many states in this country have tried this over the long years. Our own experience in California stretches back 33 years. We have over 150 school districts in our school system that have used stock plans. We could have told you in a hurry what happened to them. Every cliché that we have been talking about has actually been tried. We sum up by saying: “Stock plans represent the lazy, inefficient, and expensive way to provide school housing.” The facts are as plain as the nose on my face. It never has worked in the fashion in which we have tried to make it work. It is not less expensive. Nobody has ever recovered his original investment in the preparation of these things at the governmental level—nobody.

This big fuss in New York, of course, has stimulated stock planning generally all over the country, and Utah and Washington particularly are catching it. Yet the accumulation of experience from all over the U.S. as presented in a report we made for the California Senate [see review, right] is uniformly discouraging.

Of course, Gibson’s law is that government is more by attitude than statute, anyway: the attitude of the head man. Everybody knows how narrowly this squeaked through in New York. The governor had to put his full weight behind this legislation. But history is opposed.

HASKELL: But here are a million dollars going into this very wonderful expression of the desire of the state. Could that size money be better spent in another direction of school development?

Evidence:

STOCK PLANS FOR SCHOOL BUILDINGS. Prepared for the Senate Fact Finding Committee on Education by the California State Department of Education, Bureau of School Planning; Charles D. Gibson, chief; Sacramento, Calif. 8½” x 11”.

The stock-plan siren song, holding out hope for lower costs and quicker construction, perhaps sounds most alluring in California, where population growth creates a staggering need for schools. It has pushed Charles Gibson, chief of California’s Bureau of School Planning, into preparing for his state Senate a report that has become perhaps the ablest examination of stock-plan thinking extant—and the most damning. A measure of the effectiveness of Gibson’s report is the fact that for the first time in 25 years, no stock-plan bill was even introduced in the recent session of the California legislature.

Even if schools are considered just another kind of building, Gibson demonstrates that claims for stock-plan economy and speed fall apart. But when schools are considered as schools, i.e., as educational instruments, the claims become irrelevant. “The capital cost of a school building represents only 8 to 10 per cent of the total cost of education. The instructional program represents approximately 70 per cent. If the building is not planned to meet the specific needs of the instructional program, the value of the instructional dollar—70 per cent of the total—is materially reduced.”

A dated but significant survey shows that, more often than not, those states which have experimented with stock plans have since abandoned them. Stock plans are little used in states where they are available. There is nothing in the record of stock plans in actual use to justify much optimism on the part of supporters.

The report also points out how stock plans can inhibit the improvement of schoolhouse construction. To demonstrate this, Gibson lists no fewer than 48 improvements in building techniques, from plastic piping to high-strength steel bolts, which took place in the 1950s. Anyone limited to a slightly dusty stock plan would have had to pass all these improvements by—or, rather, be by-passed by them.

Gibson’s report is high-caliber ammunition for opponents of stock plans; for proponents, it is a sobering presentation of the arguments they must overcome and the facts they must explain if they are to survive.
Second answer: Britain's Erector set of prefabricated components, economically factory-made, adaptable to almost any plan a school architect comes up with. The big trick: to guarantee a market big enough to repay manufacturers for the really ardent development work and the high tooling costs demanded by a system which has genuine adaptability of parts to a wide range of community schoolhouse needs. To do it, the British ingeniously organized groups of guaranteed buyers. They also obtained the special type of architectural skill evidenced in their "CLASP" system.

ANTONY PART: After World War II we had a lot of war damage to make good and we had a great increase in the birth rate: in 1945 we had 5 million school children and we knew that by about 1960 we would have 7 million, and there was going to be a good deal of shift of population, so that we would have to provide well over 2 million additional new school places in 15 years. It was also clear that we were going to be short of site labor . . . for many of the building craftsmen who would have been available to us before the war had gone into light engineering. Therefore, it made sense to transfer as much labor as we could from the site to the factory.

For the first four years after the war we were pretty lax on financial controls simply in order to get a post-war building program started at all. In 1949 we discovered that to cope with our continually growing commitments we had to make an economy of about 25 per cent per student place. We did this in two years largely as a result,
I think, of a fairly sophisticated system of cost control.

In Britain it is quite practicable to set a maximum cost of any individual school by combining the allowance of square footage per child with the allowance of the cost per square foot, multiplying the two together and thus getting a total permitted net cost for the building. (There are certain additional items connected with sitework, of course, which we treat separately.) As long as minimum space requirements are satisfied and the building does not cost more than the single figure of total net cost, then the architect knows that his plans will be approved. This gives him a great incentive to make the best possible use of the money available, and it also enables him to put in sculpture and murals or, indeed, more teaching space if he wants to, and can find a way.

It is this method of cost control which was, in the first instance, responsible for the fact that between 1949 and 1951 we cut the cost of school space by 25 per cent over the country as a whole, and we have since been able, without sacrificing quality, to keep the increases in the cost of educational building well below the increases in building costs generally. The system is described in Ministry of Education Building Bulletin 4 on Cost Control. [See page 118 for availability—ED.]

Meanwhile, the prefabrication story was developing. In 1946 we were able to begin going in for a component approach—I believe the American term would be the Erector set approach—of sets of standard building parts which could be put together in any way that anybody wanted, up to four stories high.

If you are very keen on having a brick school, then you don’t like using one of these Erector sets. But subject to that very important point, I think we can quite firmly claim that any condition which any architect or educator has desired to have, in terms of space, can be satisfied by any of these Erector sets.

There is absolutely no compulsion on anybody to use these Erector sets, but in point of fact, they have been used over the years for something like 20 per cent of the school building program in Britain.

For some of the manufacturers who are here, I should say that we firmly refused to set any development contracts whatever on the ground that they could count on getting a pretty good share of a national building program worth at least $150 million a year. The latest development has been the formation of a consortium of local educational authorities, a consortium of school boards. These people together have created a development group from among their own architects, and do ally themselves closely with the manufacturers, designing a set of components which all parties concerned undertake to use for a minimum of three years for all of their schools.

It does appear that by working directly with the manufacturers it has been possible to get some quite spectacular savings on the cost of items which one would have supposed—because these are announced by the manufacturers as standard items—to be pretty cheap anyway. In the case of windows, they got a saving of 25 per cent, which seems to me fantastic when I think how cheap standard windows are supposed to be.

It is of course essential to this particular system that there should be in one way or another an assurance of sufficiently substantial orders to make it worth the manufacturer’s while. But even more essential is that you have got to have the best available architects you can lay your hands on to design the Erector set, because it is a terribly difficult and skillful thing to do. You need the best mathematicians, the best designers—you really have to have a very highly talented group.

When it comes to designing the individual school, broadly speaking, any architect can do that because he has got available this box of tricks, just as he has when he is designing a traditional school, and it is a very easy box of tricks to understand.

There are a number of standard drawings—I believe it is 130—and then, of course, the preparation of the drawings for an individual school is quite quick, and certainly quite simple in terms of numbers of drawings.

You are in effect just doing a sketch design coupled with a sort of numbered indication of the various bits and pieces that are used when it comes to working drawings.

So when you get to the planning of individual schools you do in fact economize on architects’ time and, therefore, you get your school earlier. The question of cutting architects’ fees did not arise because the architects are salaried employees of the local educational authorities. Components ordered throughout the consortium amount to about half the cost of the schools concerned. They are ordered for a year’s program at a time, and a good number of items are put out to competitive tender.

CHARLES GIBSON: This consortium actually would compare to a group of school districts in this country.

PART: That is right.

GIBSON: They employ private architects representing each of the districts.

PART: They could, but they do not. They use their own staff of architects. They are like the city of Los Angeles, or something like that, but they have their own architectural staff.

GIBSON: How many of them would you have operating at a time? How many different groups of these local agencies?

PART: I should make it clear. First of all, the original Erector set was designed by a single group at Hertfordshire. We then thought it was highly desirable that that should be no monoply even though that Erector set was technically in competition with traditional manufacturing.

Therefore, the Ministry of Education set up a research and development group. We pinched some of Hertfordshire’s best architectural talent and asked them, with their colleagues, to design five or six Erector sets, which they did.

Then we came on to the consortium approach. There is at the moment only one consortium in the country (although I think there is going to be a second soon), and that consortium employs its own group of architects, selected from the staffs of the local educational authorities, the school boards concerned.

I don’t think there is anything particularly magical about the architectural make-up of a consortium. It would presumably be perfectly possible, if you wished, to get a private architect, or private architects, to do this work. The consortium approach just happens to suit our circumstances better because the staffs are there anyway.

HASKELL: Are there American ways of producing Erector sets?

It might be through an American consortium—or something else.
Evidence: Britain's CLASP system proves it can be done.
Latest model of English component prefab school is called CLASP, for the “Consortium of Local Authorities, Special Programme” which sponsored its design beginning in 1957. It is based on other pioneering prefab schools developed in England since World War II. Shown is the typical CLASP school erected at the 12th Milan Triennale in Italy in 1960.

Components of CLASP schools are to a substantial degree factory-produced on a 5-foot, 4-inch module which permits local architects wide latitude in the actual design. The panel walls of the Italian exhibit model (later presented as a gift to the city of Milan) were tile, but other wall alternates, ranging from wood boards to aluminum panels, can be used. The CLASP system is designed to cut sitework and speed erection, and has succeeded: currently CLASP schools go up in about half the time needed to build conventional schools; site labor is about three man-hours per square foot of floor area. Beginning with costs for pilot models higher than standard schools, CLASP costs have decreased steadily as production runs of components have lengthened, and are now well below conventional construction. Midway in 1960 one county’s CLASP schools were running almost 8 per cent below conventional school costs. The consortium continues to invest one-fourth of one per cent of its gross yearly construction expenditure in research and development, further to improve the system.

Earlier English prefabricated schools had worked on modules as big as 8 feet, 5 inches, and as small as 2 feet, 8 inches. The developers of CLASP reasoned that the 5 foot, 4 inch module could adequately meet the wide range of different requirements in educational buildings, yet not become so small as to present immense complications in manufacture or assembly. Their program called for external walls which could change direction at intervals of 6 feet, 8 inches and 10 feet—or any combination of these two dimensions. Steel columns can be located at any intersection of the 5 foot, 4 inch square grid; partitions—built dry—are centered on grid lines, with their faces 4 inches to either side, and changes in partition direction can be made at 3 foot, 4 inch intervals. Window sills are either 2 feet off the finished floor, 2 feet, 8 inches, or 3 feet, 4 inches. Transoms and door heads are at 6 feet, 8 inches; floor-to-ceiling heights can be 8 feet, 10 feet, 12 feet, 14 feet, or 16 feet.

Factory-made components in the CLASP system include steel frame units, parts for the heating system, precast concrete panels, window frames, aluminum sliding windows and ventilating louveres, finished rubber floor, eaves units, roof lights, light-gauge steel vitreous enameled panels, internal doors, prefabricated partitions, and sanitary fittings—no startling industrialization of building components. But the key to savings is the fact that contracts for these are let on the basis of the estimated quantities required for all the buildings in the annual program—and these have grown to become substantial quantities. The manufacturer can run the complete quantity ordered all at once or produce in times of slack, and stockpile.
CLASP schools are set on concrete slabs varying from 5 to 8 inches thick. One requirement in their design was to accommodate some ground movement because many must be erected in old mining areas. For this reason the vertical columns are pin-jointed, and are stabilized by spring-loaded diagonal wind braces. Also for this reason, window frames are wood (Swedish redwood) although sash are aluminium. At left is a diagram showing typical column and slab meeting; above, the typical column head. All columns are square. All components are kept comparatively small and light to avoid the necessity for large machinery to handle them on site.

Diagram at lower left indicates the vertical flexibility of the system, and typical details are shown at the top of the facing page. (Eaves gutter is drained through a prefabricated rain-water head fixed to the fascia.) Below, opposite, is the window schedule for the CLASP system, totaling 50 sizes, with a vast possibility of combinations by the local school architect. About 120 standard drawings are issued to show the components and assembly details of the CLASP system, so architects need spend only half as much time on production of drawings.

CLASP can be built to a height of four floors, and has been used for other building types besides schools. The British War Office Computer Building in Winchester (right) was assembled from these same components. Drawings here are from British Ministry of Education Building Bulletin 19, The Story of Clasp, obtainable (price 95 cents) from Sales Section, British Information Services, 45 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, New York. Other British building bulletins may be secured from the same source.
The image contains a diagram illustrating the modular construction of a building. It shows various components and their dimensions, with annotations explaining the assembly process. Key elements include:

- **Horizontal Module Line**
- **Edge Bead of Roof Deck Unit**
- **Fascia Board**
- **Ply Tongue Joining Units**
- **Eaves Gutter Unit**
- **Hardwood Cover Strip**
- **Steel Bolts and Washers**
- **Horizontal Module Line**
- **Plaster Board Ceiling**
- **Typical Roof Deck Units**

The diagram also shows a cross section through the roof, detailing the framing and materials used. The text mentions typical examples of window assembly, showing units coded, with the dimensions shown being modular and not illustrating manufacturing and erection tolerances. Types 1 and 3 are used in internal corner conditions where all frames must be 8" short. Types 2 and 3 are supplied by the specialists; sections A, B, C are shop glued to the main frame A, all other beads are supplied loose and size fixed. The text also notes that these sections are supplied by the specialists; sections A, B, C are shop glued to the main frame A, all other beads are supplied loose and size fixed.
Testimony:

Third answer: factory-built classrooms for sale—a line of proprietary school “packages” initiated by manufacturers to meet existing boom-area markets.

This U. S. enterprise of progressive manufacturers is based on markets already on hand in “population explosion” areas. The Inquiry preferred instances when the commodity offered was educational space, not a specific building material. The Inquiry debated the flexibility of such proprietary “packages” compared with generalized systems, and questioned the design of rooms as the basic unit, compared with components suited to creating any space.
J. W. HINCHLIFFE: There is another alternative to the consortium approach: for industry to take the ball and produce something that Mr. Pena and Mr. Sharp will use and the school boards will want. Northrop has been working two years, and we have probably invested a half million dollars, and we are not through yet. A large portion of this time and money is in the manufacturer's necessity to do detailed design and work out production problems to satisfy the architect's requirements.

We have built two classrooms, one square, one hexagonal. All our work to date has been based on these two shapes [see page 123]. We firmly believe that we are producing a component, not a classroom. We are producing several components.

However, which comes first, the chicken or the egg? If you produce a component, how is it going to be used in any kind of construction, unless it can be put together with something else to come up with a complete unit? So, we have engineered wall and roof components which, together with a joining system, can be arranged by the architect to meet the requirements of the school district. We have tried to incorporate a higher degree of flexibility and a higher degree of quality through the use of modern techniques and materials than has been possible in the past. Further advances along this line remain to be accomplished, and it is our belief that industry can do this.

Also, there is one significant thing that has not been mentioned here, at least not in terms of hard dollars, and this is that the market, if we want to get crass and commercial here—HASKELL: We do.

HINCHLIFFE: the market for school construction in the 1960 decade is fantastic by any measure that you want to make.

Just in the state of California, I think the latest figures are 15,000 classrooms a year. This is one hell of a volume of business. In Los Angeles County alone in the 1960s there will probably be 4,000 classrooms per year built in that one county.

GIBSON: Out in San Jose we have projected at least 50 high-school sites in one school district. You can't get a much bigger market than that. That could support the development of a complete component development in a single school district.

GORES: Can I say a word with respect to what I think the difference of Northrop's approach is and the approach of a good many others who have attempted to get into this field?

Northrop started with the first question, which was: How do we create good educational space?

Many of the others who have moved into this field started with a much different question: How do we sell a certain metal that we manufacture, that can be put into educational space? Northrop started with the space, without regard to what might turn out to be made of it. They regarded the materials as being secondary; isn't this correct?

HINCHLIFFE: Right. We don't make materials.

EHRENKRANTZ: But this system actually has been developed to meet a very specific need. The whole use of it is predicated on possible clusters of buildings under 5 thousand square feet total, fitting into certain code requirements within the state of California. The classroom sizes are based obviously on the California code requirements, and all the parts are related to this so completely, I believe, that it can only be considered in terms of special purpose. Although units can be grouped together and form clusters in other ways, this approach, as I see it, will be second best for other things, for which it was not really designed.

MCQUADE: Beyond that there is something less tangible in favor of a more adaptable component system.

The only one of these British schools I have seen was in Italy, erected at a fair. One of its great qualities was that it did have an entirely industrial look. Sure, it was a sleek industrial wall frame, but the frame was filled in with a very old and charming material: roof tile. Although the market is immense for classrooms, I wonder if the resistance to an industrial classroom isn't also immense, and whether this is not a mighty factor in favor of component prefab as opposed to prefab classrooms.

HINCHLIFFE: You are exactly right. There will be resistance. Everyone is fearful that it will turn out to look like a factory building, or a tin can. It is up to the people who go into this field, whether it is us or someone else, to overcome this by providing the proper esthetic treatment to make the building esthetically pleasing.

GEORGE MARTIN: Kawneer has been active in the development of components rather than entire buildings or rooms. We believe it is important for the architect and educator to express the processes and functions of an individual school and hence we shy away from the concept that there is an "ideal building" or an "ideal classroom."

We and others could produce prefabricated structures. There have been a number of good ones on the market for several years. We believe that the lack of widespread acceptance is due primarily to the lack of flexibility both in function and appearance design.

However, I do think that further development of components will be accelerated and will lead to continually improving schools rather than the "consortium of buyers" approach which has been so ably administered by Mr. Part in England.

It would appear that in the U. S. we can benefit greater from the activities of a group of manufacturers. I doubt at this point if we have any single manufacturing concern which could muster the many skills and the many areas of knowledge that are required to fabricate the complete set of components—building envelopes, mechanical, equipment, and the many other groups of products and specialties that go into a school. Nevertheless, in a group of manufacturers we do have opportunity for substantial progress. The advantages of this approach are numerous, but particularly important would be a wide range or assortment of "large" manufactured components. This would provide economy and just as important would provide great design freedom to fit a variety of educational and community needs.

PART: It seems to me you have to have a team which includes a progressive group of manufacturers, some very good educators, and some really first-class architects with rather special talents. This has to be a small group. It has to be a working group, not a committee. It may have a steering committee, but the actual working group has to be quite small.

The most important thing is to get something started somewhere on a really first-class basis. If you start this thing on a second-class basis, I believe it will kill it, because you will come up with a slightly substandard, not very satisfactory, not very acceptable solution, and that will be the end of Erector sets in the U. S.
Evidence:
American prefabs make a beginning.

Network of short metal connectors framed a test school at the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor in 1951, and was further developed in a research building erected there in 1953 (left, and below). The framing is a proprietary system, Unistrut, widely used elsewhere in construction, but the manufacturers have not pushed it in the school market. (Wayne, Mich. does boast three Unistrut schools.) A big advantage of the three-way framing is the small size and easily handling of the struts; a disadvantage may lie in the extensive jointing.

Portable double classroom, complete except for its foundation, is made by Transa Structures, Inc. of Fullerton, Calif. The system of erection is guaranteed to fascinate a class of children, as well as house it. The classroom is folded into a trailer and rolled to its site; a pair of gigantic balloons are inflated in the unpacked assembly to raise the roof into place; as the balloons are deflated, the floor, which had been perpendicular, moves down into place. The final wall then is lifted into place. The school is designed to move on to other neighborhoods when the demand becomes less urgent on its first site.

Plastic parasol can be planted in groups to shelter schools. Developed by Architect Marvin Goody under a grant to MIT by the Educational Facilities Laboratories of the Ford Foundation, it is made of 8-foot-square sandwiches of reinforced plastic facings and foamed polyurethane cores bolted to steel stems, which also are the drains for roof water. Photograph was made at test installation now being completed in Cambridge, Mass. Also encouraged by EFL, New York's Tishman Research Corp. will shortly announce a development program for a prefab, multi-modular system for schools.
Flexible classroom component developed by a subsidiary of Northrop Corporation (Architects: Charles Luckman Associates) will be a completely packaged set of parts to be assembled either in square classrooms or hexagonal (left). If hexagonal is the choice, the classrooms may be clustered, with pipe columns replacing the wall-bearing components toward the center of the cluster. Panels of this prefab have a core of polystyrene; skin is aluminum. This model is demountable; when the need for classrooms evaporates in any one neighborhood, the manufacturers expect no difficulties in unbolting the structure and moving it in parts to another neighborhood of the school district.

Factory-made schoolrooms, or even factory-made components for making schoolrooms, vary in finish in the U.S. from steely to splintery; production quality of several of these is high, but only occasionally is there a design which architects and school superintendents admire. Too many, say critics, look like cheap motels. The range is shown in this gallery of some of the prefab and component prefab schools available in the U.S.: top left: Butler Manufacturing Co. school; top right: Panelfab Products, Inc. classroom; middle: Southern Mill and Manufacturing Co. classrooms; bottom: Unitec Corp. School.
Fourth answer: component systems, more flexible than Britain’s, to match diverse architecture, universal bids, and the vagaries of local boards in the U. S.

So many boards, so many programs, so diverse an architecture, so much unrestricted opportunity to bid, means that components in the U.S. must be on virtually an industry-wide basis, contended one Inquiry member. First step: a test run where one architect is systematizing standard catalogue components so another can get his Erector set on a bid system. But the question remains: how much economy does this “cross-over” method achieve?

EZRA EHRENKRANTZ: The difficulties of embarking on a program of specific component prefab systems are greater in this country than in England. I think much more variety would have to be introduced into the program in order to make it possible here.

I was in England during the period of development from 1954 to 1956, which would probably be midway within the program. I was very much impressed, but I also had the feeling that the systems themselves were based on a substantial volume for a single manufacturer’s kit of parts for an Erector set, and the standardization suited to a whole county in England might not be terribly successful in the U.S., with relatively smaller school boards and a greater need for variation. One other difficulty is the U.S. system of open bidding. Different manufacturers must submit bids separately, on the basis of price, for various products, such as windows, reducing the opportunity to take advantage of working with a single manufacturer’s components. There is
an advantage in working with a number of manufacturers, however, in that it enables the architect to specify what he believes to be the best product for a specific job.

Yet there is a possibility here, I believe, of setting up a system of Erector sets on a much wider basis, so that an individual architect could design a school using the parts of several separate manufacturers and not sticking with any particular Erector set. By reasonable coordination of the majority of components already used within the building industry, you can begin to make a great big Erector set—in effect, the total complexity of products which are available for regular construction. Thus, the coordinated component systems could be related to one another so that the designer could combine the most desired element of a number of manufacturers.

HASKELL: Ezra, aren’t you trading one advantage for another?

EHRENKRANTZ: I don’t think so. I think in this case you can have your cake and eat it, too. The flexibility for which you can design components is such that you are not limited to a single large grid. The increments of flexibility could be quite small: 4-, 3-, or even 2-inch increments.

PART: I see what Ezra is driving at, and the only concern that I would have would be that one should set one’s self a manageable target to start with. If one’s aims are too ambitious, the mathematical and design problems will be so extreme that everybody will collapse in dismay. So one must be reasonable.

I think one has to be rather careful not to get led down the path to subdividing this whole thing into 4 inches, because then you get into a thing which is really not a module in terms of practicality, in terms of Erector sets at all. I don’t say it is impractical to make component systems interchangeable, but it is very ambitious.

EHRENKRANTZ: May I explain in a little more detail what we are trying to do in our E.F.L. project with the Cupertino school district in California? Two architectural firms are involved in this project. Our own firm is trying to set up the flexible group of components for another architect to use—Kal Porter, who is the district architect for Cupertino. The separation of the design of the components and the use of them is made so that we could not be accused of designing our own specials, which we would then incorporate in a given school system.

Our firm is coordinating the products that Porter normally uses. There are a number of different window types, for example, that he specifies on an approved basis, so that we have worked on these manufacturers’ sizes and sections to coordinate them with other wall, floor, ceiling, and roof materials that he uses, including the interior cabinetwork, furniture, and floor materials. We also work with the manufacturers to explain the idea, the principles of the coordination, to see what sizes they can produce with existing production equipment. When analyzed, most of these components have flexibility possible in increments of 1 foot downward. We have worked with probably 25 different components. We are also going into lighting systems and heating systems, trying to be as comprehensive as possible.

The manufacturers indicate that there would be considerable potential savings if such a standard range could be used in a more general and wider application. If a range of these standard components could be developed and used which would give various architects reasonable flexibility for custom-designed schools, large economies could result.

MARTIN: It is not uncommon to see two processes on a job: one the process of specification, and subsequently the process of selling what is actually used on the building. The material in the building can certainly be different from what was specified.

SHARP: I would like to get back to another point that was discussed. I think we have got some pretty good manufacturers of different parts. But it is always the connection that comes hard. Also, knowing which kind of deck you are going to get, particularly in public bidding.

For example I think there is more chance of succeeding if the Erector set is thought through all the way. So when we decide on a certain kind of window-wall panel, we know either what decks will go with it or have a system that, because of standard connections, will accept a number of alternate roof decks.

HASKELL: Let me tell you how I was imagining this thing being set up. I was imagining that the state of New York, without saying anything at all in this context about its present thoughts on stock plans, might propose: “Boys, we have another thing we want to try. We are going to call together an industry committee and some architects to try to work out a coordinated system which would be available just as the stock plans we have been doing are available, for bidding in this state, and in that case any manufacturers that conform to that system are available to bid, or contractors can bid any manufacturer’s product that fits that system.”

Is that bad?

JONATHAN KING: I too keep thinking of Governor Rockefeller’s million dollars and wondering if this could not be used to some advantage in this direction. I would like to ask Mr. Part if he has any notion of the rough cost of developing these several Erector-set principles that were done in Britain.

PART: I am not sure I really ought not even to try to guess, but talking order of magnitude, the time of 20 or 30 men for a year—that sort of thing.
Evidence: flexibility within a component system?

Although the problems are considerable, Architect Ezra Ehrenkrantz believes that prefabricated, modular construction can be an effective method of providing flexibility to cope with changes in school theory and layout.

The physical requirements are varied and seemingly contradictory. Large and small architectural spaces as well as a wide variety of standard materials and products must be accommodated within the same modular system: walls as short as 3 feet or as long as 90 feet, bricks 4 inches wide, and window mullions 2% inches to 3½ inches must somehow have workable meshing points in common. No single unit can accomplish this; for example, the smallest dimension which will accommodate multiples of a partition element at 30 inches, a window of 45 inches, and a ceiling panel of 24 inches, is an almost incredible 30 feet.

Ehrenkrantz, therefore, offers a solution based on "component ranges." What this amounts to is a sort of anagrams played with unit lengths. If only one unit of 4 feet is used, connections, changes, and turns can be made only at 4-foot intervals. But, if both 3-foot and 4-foot lengths are used, the interval drops to 1 foot (starting with 6 feet). And, if a third unit of 30 inches is added, then 6-inch flexibility is obtained. This can be continued: four different units can produce 3- or 4-inch flexibility, and as few as six units can produce 2-inch flexibility.

It is not necessary, nor is it generally possible, for different product ranges to provide the same increment of flexibility. Multiples of small units coincide so often that workable flexibility is almost automatic. (See chart below, right. For a more complete discussion of modular coordination, see "How to make things fit together," by Ezra Ehrenkrantz, FORUM, Aug. '60.)

How would this type of flexibility mesh with currently available product ranges for school construction? Ehrenkrantz has examined three of the most important products for prefabricated school construction: movable partitions, windows, and sheet products, and has reached some optimistic conclusions:

Movable partitions: The products of four major manufacturers were analyzed and it was discovered that each

![Diagram showing relationship of 2-inch, 3-inch, 4-inch increments of flexibility in any 2-foot run (left).]
made from 10 to 19 different-sized partitions. According to Ehrenkrantz' figures, a selection of six or eight sizes is required to produce 2-inch flexibility, so that no change in the industrial process would be required to instigate Ehrenkrantz' coordination system. In fact, there could actually be a reduction in the number of standard sizes.

Windows: Only minor dimensional changes and the occasional cutting back of a section or the addition of an extra edge section would be necessary for modular coordination. No reduction or addition to the number of current standard sizes would be required.

Sheet Products: There is no technical reason, Ehrenkrantz maintains, why softwood plywood cannot be manufactured in 3 by 8 foot and 5 by 8 foot sizes as well as in the standard 4 by 8 foot panels. If the 4-foot panel were split into 2-foot pieces and the 5-foot panel into 20-inch and 40-inch pieces, 4-inch design flexibility would result without waste.

This approach to modular construction does not require that any developments which have already taken place be thrown out. On the contrary, materials and products which have been sized to various increments of 4 inches would actually become part of larger product ranges.

Says Ehrenkrantz: "Flexible and efficient school construction cannot be the sole aim. If a system is to succeed, all those concerned with the building process—designers, manufacturers, contractors, and clients—must find it an asset, for resistance by any one group can block the entire project."

He lists the advantages: For the designer the system could provide a neutral keyboard allowing varied architectural possibilities without esthetic bias. Time saved on structural engineering and detailing could be spent on design itself. For the materials manufacturer it could mean a simpler line of products, virtual elimination of "specials"—the cost of which, Ehrenkrantz maintains, usually exceeds the cost of resetting a jig—and the opening up of a new market. The contractor should be able to do more accurate bidding, closer scheduling, and have more freedom for substitution—the "or equal" problem which can make or break a building. And for the client it could mean cost reduction and quicker occupancy as well as providing flexibility for planning and later changes.
Conclusions and recommendations

The School Economy Inquiry did not take its positions by votes registering a majority and a minority but sought to unite on the "sense of the meeting," with which all agreed sufficiently to endorse it. Antony Part, although his lucid reporting and commentary greatly contributed, made it clear all along that he would not join in any conclusions because he was a guest in a country not his own, where he did not affect to understand the full situation. Here, then, is the sense of the meeting, concurred in by the others:

Stock plans were not fully discussed; rather, the question of stock plans was laid to one side on the premise that a favorable outcome was so debatable, and the gains at best so minor, with so much history of failure, that the time of the Inquiry might better be spent on more promising proposals.

Appropriations by states and cities might henceforth better be applied, it was concluded, not to stock plans but to the development of prefabricated component systems, so-called Erector sets out of which any number of schoolhouse plans could be assembled. This the Inquiry thought must happen subject to certain qualifications:

1. Whether to choose any prefab system or not would be up to the individual school board, just as today boards are free to use stock plans or not at their own discretion. The Inquiry noted, however, that the very existence of component systems, or Erector sets of parts, would stimulate architects, even when creating completely independent designs, to adopt the newer techniques.

2. Prefabrication should not be developed by states in their own architectural departments if they have them, because the type of thought involved lies outside accustomed channels. It would be better either to contract for the development research of such systems on the precedent of defense development contracts, or to make available state funds to aid qualified groups that have initiated such development. About the essential composition of such groups, see second paragraph below.

Initiative can come from sources entirely private, such as progressive manufacturers of building components. The market in areas of rapid population growth, like the city of Los Angeles, needs none of the guarantees which were given to manufacturers in Britain by counties grouping themselves into "consortiums." Some concentrated American markets are so huge that they justify the whole heavy investment necessary for a true development program. In any event no prefab system of any worth can be developed without the assurance of a market.

An agreeable surprise is that even small runs of identical units, e.g., 100 stock windows, will start to cut costs if there are no specials (while a few thousand stock windows will cut costs significantly even if ordered over a period of time).

Participation in any balanced development program for prefab components must include not only progressive manufacturers and their skilled development engineers, but two kinds of architects of very rare and special ability: one that has the mathematical skill to work out components capable of being combined in hundreds of situations, the other a real school planning architect and not just a "big name." Fine educators must be consulted. For, "if this is started on a second-class basis," as Part said, "this will kill it, because you will come up with a slightly substandard, not very acceptable solution, and that will be the end of Erector sets in the U.S."

Among many kinds of prefabrication, the Inquiry had its strong preferences, though noting that the ultimate arbiter is the group of free-acting school boards that make up the market.

1. "Diner" or "motel" types of school prefab stood lowest on the Inquiry's scale. The first of these—a complete, cheap building into which education must be squeezed—would prevent any really good educational planning. The second—prefabs based on individual schoolrooms as the unit—though useful for additions and offering mobility as an asset, tend to freeze education dangerously into existing concepts. Nothing has been more characteristic in recent years than radical reshaping and regrouping of rooms to meet not only teacher shortages but new educational techniques.

2. Proprietary Erector set or component systems were placed higher, on the assumption that big school-market areas would induce enough of these to compete with one another to satisfy the American demand for real bidding competition. The form of proprietary prefab system in which some manufacturer was trying to sell a product such as a primary material was considered less likely to succeed than one in which educational space was regarded as the primary commodity offered. In actuality such a proprietary Erector set would probably require a joint venture by a number of manufacturers so that framing, walls, roofing, mechanical equipment, plumbing, and lighting would all fit together.

3. The "universal" or "cross-over" Erector-set system proposal was noted with interest. In this line of development a skilled "development architect" would pick out of existing catalogues those components that could fit, as is or with minor modifications, into the dimensioning system. The system would be available to other "design architects" planning individual buildings. In this way there would be a maximum number of chances to cross over from one manufacturer's product to another's. This would yield a greater spread of possible bidders, with consequent economy; on the other hand, the volume possible to one manufacturer might be less favorable, the adaptabilities less thorough.

The Inquiry ended on the high hope that the vast industrial ingenuity of the U.S., coupled up with the brightest members of the architectural profession and given opportunity by enlightened administrators, might really lift programs for economical school production from today's compromised, future-destroying basis to one of high value for America's children.

The children are worth the trouble.
Modern fortress for an ancient faith

The Abbey Church of St. John's is the dramatic focus of Marcel Breuer's master plan for the Benedictine Monastery at Collegeville, Minn. The main approach to the church is between the massive supports of a great vertical slab (photo left), upturned 126 feet to form a bell tower. Next comes the low-ceilinged baptistry, and, finally, the great, wedge-shaped concrete hall itself. Its enclosing walls and roof form continuous folded bents that rest on two rows of buttresses.
The vertical slab substitutes for a traditional belfry. Not only does it house the wooden cross and four bells from the old Abbey Church, but, as a reflector, it bounces sunlight back against the glass and concrete honeycomb of the north wall of the church (left). Inside (right), a balcony raised on four heavy, cantilevered supports brings most of the worshipers close to the altar, thus avoiding the drawbacks of the traditional, long nave with its many distant pews.
A canopy, suspended on rods and stretched on wire beneath a skylight, lets brilliant shots of light fall upon the altar. On both sides of the altar are pews for the Brother's Choir, and to the rear is an arc of seats for the Monastic Choir.

The 1,600 seats for the college students face this composition as an auditorium faces a stage, bringing them close to the heart of the church without destroying the profound sense of mystery which is intrinsic in the Catholic ritual.
At the rear of the church are the monks’ quarters (left, photo above). To the right of the ashlar-walled cloister garden is a chapter house. Looming over the entire composition is the granite-faced frame of the Abbey Church itself. Beneath the great hall of the church are a 440-seat chapel for the preparatory school and for neighboring parishioners, a 125-seat chapel for the Brothers, and 34 small individual chapels for the private devotions required daily of the priests.
The Minnie Jeffries Primary School in Detroit—four classrooms and an activity center—was designed to take the overflow from an existing school, as shown in the plot plan to the right. But it was designed at the same time to serve as a prototype for solving another kind of problem. Detroit has found it needs small but permanent school buildings for children who live in neighborhoods that have been isolated from existing schools by traffic arteries and other anomalies of city planning. The architects were asked to design a basic two-classroom unit that could be used either alone or in combinations of up to six classrooms, with or without an activity center, to be administered by a "mother" school either adjoining or at some distance.

The resulting design—in its first use shown here—cost $75,132, excluding fees. The cost of $11.92 a square foot neatly hit the program target of "approximately $12."

The basic unit (see plan, opposite page) is flexible enough so that pairs of classrooms (grouped around a mechanical core) can be added to one another or to existing facilities almost ad infinitum—with or without connecting links.
Basic unit of two classrooms, laid out on a 4-foot module, is 32 by 36 feet. In the mechanical core at the center are toilets, sinks, and a gas-fired furnace for warm-air heating, making each pair of rooms self-contained and, if need be, relatively self-sufficient.

An activity room 32 feet square joins the two pairs of classrooms and provides higher-roofed main entrances for the little building on each side. Although the unit was designed as a prototype for several combinations, it is not regarded as a "cure-all."
Arched entrances from classrooms into the higher-ceilinged activities area help make a very special place out of what could have seemed a routine, standardized unit, were it designed less imaginatively. Because of the open planning, a suspended acoustical tile ceiling is used throughout the school's interiors to dampen noise.
Older "temporary" addition on the same grounds shows dramatically the progress represented by the new expansion unit.

Classroom view (right) shows the mechanical core wall with a glimpse through to the other paired classroom. The view below is across the activity room. The basic two-room unit was designed to fit on a single residential lot where necessary. The structural design is based on stock components to cut construction time.
Four buildings on an open court

The heart of Rivers Country Day School in Weston, Mass. is a central, open-air court, appropriately so because the school, for boys aged 13 to 18, was first organized in 1914 (in Brookline, Mass.) by a group of Boston physicians as an open-air school. This tradition has been retained with the move to a new, rolling site.

Classrooms are grouped around the court in four buildings, one of which includes offices, faculty lounge, library, and study hall, and another the science facilities. In addition the school includes a gymnasium, not shown, which is being used temporarily for meals until a dining building can be provided. The buildings, of rough, buff-colored brick with gray asphalt shingled roofs, fit casually and easily into the unspoiled rural site.

The construction cost of the courtyard grouping and gymnasium, excluding fees, was $530,000; $18.50 per square foot.

The strung-out plan, together with the repetitive pattern of pitched roofs, makes the school look like a group of informal farm buildings, thus avoids the institutional character that so often plagues today's schools.

The outdoor courtyard, paved with cobbles and bordered by a walkway canopy joining the buildings, is the center of the school, summer and winter. Its trees, paving, and alternations of openness and enclosure give it a pleasant and positive character (left).
Classroom buildings form a visually varied grouping, with the largest building two stories in height. The clump of trees marks the central court. All the building sites chosen are on slopes, leaving the level ground uninterrupted and undisturbed for sports.
Interior finishes, as in the hall (above) and library (below), are of natural oak, masonry block painted a putty color, and plaster with a white-sand finish. Fireplace pattern is by Amy Chapman.

Typical classrooms have one full wall of glass rising to the gable roof, which is repeated over each pair of classrooms on a 24-foot module. Structure is of steel beams supporting wood rafters.
Split-level classrooms in an open plan

The Paul L. Dunbar Elementary School, in Gary, Ind., is difficult to describe with the ordinary words used for the parts of more conventional schools. The classrooms, one might say, are open-ended against a raised central corridor. But the raised corridor and its steps are also an integral part of these classrooms. Moreover, the corridor is only incidentally a corridor. It provides several of the most important instructional spaces.

Deep and compact in plan, the school has an average of 60 square feet per pupil in comparison with a "normal" figure of about 85 square feet. But this remarkably low ratio has not in the least been won by skimping facilities; if anything, they are more varied and generous than is usual. It was won by a remarkably high score in space efficiency: 80 per cent of the floor area is used directly for education. Construction cost, including fees, was $529,428, or $11.87 per square foot; an average of $22,060 for each of the 24 classrooms.

One reason for the low unit cost of the school may be found in the openness of its plan, and the many varied uses found for the areas at the core of that plan (right).

*Outside walls of classrooms are glass, shaded by the deep overhangs of outdoor walkways. The multipurpose unit shown to the left is a separate building to allow the community to use it.*
Kindergarten commons (below), used jointly by four classes, occupies a portion of the central “corridor” and corresponds to the library commons for older classes shown on the opposite page. The gable roof is formed of steel beams carrying wood joists.

Raised “corridor” end of each classroom (above) serves, among other uses, as a permanent stage. Although classrooms are open-ended, noise has not proved an annoyance, owing largely to acoustic treatment of ceiling and of work alcoves at the corridor end.
Raised corridors serve so many educational uses that circulation is almost the least of their functions. Special work and study classes, or reading groups as in the photograph, use the space while other classwork continues in the open, adjoining classrooms. Class bookshelves, placed where the classrooms and corridor merge, make a natural library of the area adjoining classrooms for older children.
The two brightest stars of the new Garinger High School in Charlotte, N. C. are the library, with book stacks revolved like a carnival carrousel around a bright, skylit reading room; and a cafeteria, with its floor broken into multiple levels and its space shaped with screens like a fashionable restaurant. But ranged around these facilities are three down-to-earth academic units (each virtually a complete school-within-a-school), a spacious gymnasium, and a connecting loggialike building housing business education and the school administration.

To these parts of the scheme, built in three stages, will be added a fourth, housing shops, a girls' gym, and an auditorium-music building. After the completion of these facilities, the plan will be a neat, binuclear scheme.

The cost per square foot of the gym, cafeteria, library, and two academic units was $12.84 for 108,756 square feet in 1959. The administration link cost $16.27 for 16,675 square feet in the same year. The third academic unit cost $11.21 for 40,244 square feet in 1960. Total cost to date is $2,118,546, not including land, landscaping, furnishing, or architect's fee.
Tier of steps rising from the academic quadrangle joins the cafeteria terrace to the grass-sward. The diamond-shaped roof fascia reveals the roof-framing system of purlins bearing alternately on the top chord of one truss and the bottom chord of the adjacent truss. This system is used over the cafeteria and gym, also over entrances and television classrooms.

Library ceiling rises to a cone formed from flat wedges of honeycomb plastic panels over the reading area. The wedges show a face of clear resin within the room while the exterior face, seen out-of-doors, is brightly varnished. Perimeter areas, roofed in the diamond pattern which is the theme of the school, contain book stacks, offices, workrooms, and various service spaces.

Academic units are linked together by large television classrooms (photo, above). Each academic unit, virtually a complete school in itself, is arranged around an interior court planted to a theme. The desert court (photo right, above) is planted with an arboretum of cacti. Science classrooms flank the court, which opens to interior corridors through floor-to-ceiling glass.

Cafeteria (photo, below) is a lively, high-ceilinged space separated into smaller segments by changes in the floor level marked by table-height rails and diamond panel screens. Exterior walls are mostly floor-to-ceiling glass, offering a view into the academic quadrangle. The carousel-like library is opposite, at the end of the rectangular, grass-floored courtyard.
Daly City and its amazing schools
How Architect Mario Ciampi gave this plain suburb a new vision of education.

By Allan Temko

Daly City, just south of San Francisco, was a wide-open town during Prohibition, and long after Repeal.

Today, however, Daly City is quite a different kind of bedroom community. Since 1947 the once magnificent countryside has been swallowed up by merchant-builders, one of whom, Henry Doelger, has alone erected 6,500 houses, 1,800 apartments, and two shopping centers of indifferent design. Sin—except for the unchecked desecration of the landscape—has been largely banished. The new Daly City is a fairly typical, lower-middle-income community. But its children attend some of the most atypical schools in the nation.

In the midst of the insipid subdivisions the schools appear with sudden brilliance: gay, technically inventive, adorned with paintings and sculpture, carefully sited, thoughtfully planned. In size and scale they range from monumental Westmoor High (I), to minuscule Fernando Rivera Elementary (II) nestled beneath its plywood shell roof. Each school is strikingly—almost defiantly—individualistic. Yet all bear the mark of one man—Mario J. Ciampi, who has singlehandedly put Daly City on the architectural map.

In the past five years Ciampi’s schools have brought to this plain town no less than two AIA first national honor awards, the collaborative medal of honor of the Architectural League of New York, and a dozen more prizes and citations which wealthier and more sophisticated suburbs might envy.

Such a victory for serious design was achieved against great odds. Ciampi first came to Daly City in 1949 to do a trim recreational center which remains the only decent building in the tawdry business strip that lines outer Mission Street. It was a good start, but when he began doing the town’s schools the following year, innumerable difficulties confronted him.

Daly City has no industry, and therefore lacks a strong tax base. By the standards of the prosperous Bay Region, it is not only crass, but comparatively poor. Still, a handful of citizens cared enough to see that every school bond issue proposed in the 1950s was passed.

Ciampi has been forced to work within the tight budgets of a bureaucratic state-aid program: none of his schools has cost more than $15 per square foot. And because the town is exploding with children—population since World War II has quadrupled to nearly 45,000 and existing schools were on double sessions—he has had to work fast. He has also had to deal with constantly changing school boards and profes-

Westmoor High School (I), Fernando Rivera Elementary School (II), Olympia School (III), Westlake School (IV), Vista Grande School (V), Vista Mar School (VI), Pauline Brown School (VII).
CRITICISM

sional administrators: four different elementary school superintendents, and two in the high school district during the past ten years.

In the face of such social turbulence, Ciampi wisely proceeded with caution, sensing that there was much to be gained by patience. His first five schools—built one a year between 1950 and 1955—are all equally undistinguished works, rather coarsely executed in wood. They all adhere prosaically to the “finger plan,” strung out and sun-admitting, which became popular in California after the war.

They were cheap: they met local preferences and state rules; they presented no special problems to contractors, and could be built quickly.

Very early Ciampi tried his best to convince the administrators that the finger plan made less sense in Daly City than in balmier communities. During a good part of the year the city’s coastal terrain is cold and foggy, and swept by damp salt winds from the Pacific (which greatly increase the cost of maintaining wood). The overcast weather also makes artificial illumination a necessity in spite of all the glass.

Under these conditions, Ciampi argued, a compact school, which contains only a kindergarten and the first three grades, would provide protection from the elements, decrease maintenance costs, and offer other advantages, too. Vandalism, for example, could be controlled. A cloister concept—sealed, as in the Middle Ages, against the disorderly outer world—would guarantee security to quiet internal spaces which could be put to good educational purpose.

Not until 1955 did Daly City finally appreciate the logic of Ciampi’s reasoning. Then, in the little Olympia School, organized about interior courts and built of industrial materials, would provide protection from the elements, decrease maintenance costs, and offer other advantages, too. Vandalism, for example, could be controlled. A cloister concept—sealed, as in the Middle Ages, against the disorderly outer world—would guarantee security to quiet internal spaces which could be put to good educational purpose.

Ciampi found his answer in the flexible loft plan. He had been fascinated by the first schematic design for such a school which the late Matthew Nowicki developed specially for FORUM in 1949. Not far from Daly City, John Lyon Reid was building just such a revolutionary structure: the long Hillsdale High School (FORUM, Jan. ’56) with windowless but skylit interior classrooms, formed by movable partitions into spaces like an industrial plant.

Westmoor, brimming with bright primary colors, enlivened by sculptural forms in concrete, relieved by small interior courts, and charged with a certain restless exuberance (which Ciampi cheerfully concedes to be “Latin”), is a lyrical variation on the Hillsdale theme.

The advantages of the loft-plan school were dramatically revealed by Ciampi when he showed how easily the interior of Westmoor could be rearranged, without modification of basic structure. (The vast interior did create some new problems.)

Not only fog and wind, but the inchoate town itself is effectively kept out of Westmoor by the sleek facades of glass. The rather theatrical entrances, with their overstated essays in concrete sculpture, are really ceremonial portals...
3. Olympia School

4. Westmoor High
to the kind of an idealized inner environment to which the community might one day aspire. The great central court, between the two main instruction blocks, is actually a civic square: an agora for the new generation.

Since the building is for the young, an uninhibited freshness—some would say flashiness—abounds. The mixture of colors is not always sure, but the architect has had the heart to try them, and the over-all effect is lively. Once more there is a display of art: a long, abstract mural of ceramic panels by Anne Knorr (donated by a local builder), and some sculpture by Ernest Mundt (donated by Ciampi). Technology, too, is proclaimed an art in the long, precast concrete shells which cover the gym. These shells, 61 feet long, 15 feet wide, and 3½ inches thick are supported on precast frames that span 90 feet. The shells were the first of their kind used in the Bay Region.

Westmoor revealed Ciampi as a facile virtuoso of new forms. He had by now traveled extensively in Latin America and Europe, where he met and became friendly with the Engineers Nervi and Torroja. With characteristic acumen he made the lessons of these masters a part of the indoctrination course he was giving to Daly City.

Westmoor was followed by four excellent elementary schools, which brought Ciampi’s total in Daly City—counting the early works—to ten. Gradually, but insistently, his buildings were becoming landmarks. Each of the later schools embellished its particular neighborhood with vivacity and tact—just as Olympia had. Again there was the emphasis on compactness, an inward-directed plan, adroit technology, and low cost.

The first of this later group, Vista Grande (5), is set on a hill across the broad valley from Westmoor. Its precast barrel-vaults, spanning the parallel classrooms and central corridor of the little building, and jutting over its sides as sunbreaks, are an echo of the huge vaults of the high school which are clearly visible in the distance.

Vista Mar (6), seen on the slope below Westmoor, as a prelude to the high school when one walks up the hill, is somewhat finer than Vista Grande. Here Ciampi decided on a circular scheme reminiscent of Neutra’s famous ring-plan project of 1928, but imbued with local veracity. The site was graded to form a bowl, so that the folded shells of the roof are seen as a rich geometric pattern from above, enclosing a gracious court.

In the latest two elementary schools, designed at the end of the decade, Ciampi decided to turn from precast concrete to plywood shells in order to obtain even lighter and more fanciful roofs. Plywood would, of course, enable him to lighten the supporting structure, and also to break up his composition into smaller, more intimate units. As to cost, there was no cheaper way to roof a small building. The Daly City authorities were quickly convinced, but Ciampi had to wage a long battle with Sacramento for the innovation.

Luckily, he won. In the Pauline Brown School (7), completed this fall, Ciampi developed an intricate but fundamentally simple pattern of pyramidal shells, some square, some oblong in plan, which neatly cover the classroom units nested about their intimate courts.

In Fernando Rivera (8), finished last year, he did even better. The lithe folded plates of this cheerful structure dip down over open passageways. The result is a well-organized visual world for children. The school gave Daly City a second national honor award to follow Westmoor’s.

This should have been the culminating triumph of ten years of incessant effort in a community which had not known of modern architecture. Instead, the victory was marred by a deplorable reversal of the town’s artistic direction. Ciampi had been awarded commissions for two other elementary schools. The contracts were signed and he was ready to go ahead, when a new school board decided that his small office (his staff numbers only Associate Paul Reiter and five other men) could not produce the buildings quickly enough. Ciampi voluntarily agreed to relinquish the commissions. They were turned over to another firm willing to work at a fee lower than Ciampi’s standard 8 per cent. This firm has now produced three almost identical, undistinguished schools for Daly City—at a fee of 6 per cent per school.

Meanwhile, not far from Daly City, on a site overlooking the open Pacific, a second high school by Ciampi—Oceana—is now nearing completion (9), and already shows what might have been accomplished elsewhere had Daly City retained Ciampi or a man of comparable talent. Oceana is a great crescent of a building, handsomely lodged in the curve of its hill. Even in its unfinished state it is a lucid and powerful concept, boldly defined in great bending ribs of concrete.

"Maybe the kids who go to this school," said Ciampi, "will learn to want the best." And this, after all, is the ultimate purpose of education.
7. Pauline Brown School

8. Fernando Rivera Elementary

9. Oceana School
For many years, U.S. teaching theory and basic classroom layout showed remarkable resistance to any fundamental change. After World War II, Georgian and Gothic gift wrappings were thrown out in favor of the curtain wall, but the contents of the package remained much the same.

In the past few years, however, architects and educators have begun to look inside. Armed with Trump Reports, new educational devices, and various theories of "team teaching," they have been re-evaluating the learning process and the space needed to accommodate it.

One response has been to match varied teaching methods and pupil groupings with a range of fixed rooms of different sizes for different needs. Though many benefits have been realized, lack of flexibility and complex problems of room scheduling can result from this approach. Other schools have attacked the problem of varying needs more directly by trying to provide truly adaptable spaces. On this and following pages are shown a variety of means, each with essentially the same goal: more flexible and efficient use of space.

Some flexibility is demanded of the occupants, as well. Without discipline and cooperation from students, and close planning by teachers, few of the new schemes can succeed. Noise and visual distraction are problems the architect cannot afford to overlook.

No one is yet certain that team teaching and variable group sizes will be permanent institutions, but a school which can provide a variety of different spaces at will is not limited to a single approach.
Corridors as rooms

In order to meet a reduced budget, Architects Sherwood, Mills & Smith enlarged the corridors of the Ridge School, Ridgewood, N. J., to the point where they could count as part of the school's usable space. Each corridor-room is surrounded by six or seven classrooms serving the same age level, so that it not only creates a focal point for the group, but also provides space for group activities ranging from square dancing to art exhibits. Glass partitions between corridor and classrooms add visual unity. Little distraction is reported.

No corridors

Two methods are used to eliminate corridor space in the Paul L. Dunbar School in Gary, Ind. by Caudill, Rowlett & Scott. Fifth- and sixth-grade classrooms are entered via a large "instructional materials center" with study and conference alcoves as barriers along the way (plan and photo above). This "instructional materials center" houses library, audiovisual aids, and teaching machines. Classrooms for the lower, nonmechanized grades are backed by lavatories, mechanical rooms, and offices with circulation taking place on a raised area to the rear of the classrooms (lower photo and plans), which can be reclaimed as a stage or sitting area.
Two auditoriums in one

Thirty seconds is all it will take for a folding wall to divide or unite a tiered lecture hall seating 100 and an auditorium-cum-stage in the Dundee Elementary School now under construction in Greenwich, Conn. Architects Perkins & Will designed the flexible unit to handle simultaneously groups of different size with different noise levels and lighting requirements. The rooms can be joined into one large space seating 200 to 300 for major assemblies, lectures, and performances. Particularly advantageous for a "team teaching" school such as Dundee, a divisible auditorium could be an asset in almost any school. (Dundee also has several classrooms with folding walls for the higher grades, although not for kindergarten or first grade.)

No walls at all

In each of the two nongraded, team-teaching areas of the Carson City Elementary School in Carson City, Mich., the only nonmovable object is a central block containing washrooms and closets. As all furniture is easily and constantly moved, students are not assigned permanent desks; each keeps his personal paraphernalia in a plastic "tote" tray which he carries about and slips into slots in the desk he is using at the time. Architects Louis C. Kingscott & Associates have controlled the over-all sound level by covering ceilings with acoustical tile and equipping all furniture legs with rubber tips. Singing and reading groups are not, however, placed next to each other.
Two-way flexibility

Like the Ridge School (page 158), the new Englewood Elementary School in Englewood, Fla., was originally laid out for a conventional program. Here, however, educational rather than monetary considerations gained the upper hand, and it was decided that a building was needed which could adapt itself to whatever teaching programs might emerge. The only permanent parts of the solution by Architects Bolton McBryde and West & Waters are the roof, its supporting bents, and the mechanical cores. All else is movable or removable. Thanks to folding vinyl walls in two large rooms (lower photo), and sliding glass doors on the exterior of all rooms (upper photo), the non-graded teaching groups can combine, contact, or move outdoors.

Instant walls

In Sarasota, Fla., a student at Brookside Junior High School (Ralph and William Zimmerman, architects) easily pushes aside a folding panel wall to join two classrooms. Other types of operating dividers have been tried in other schools: accordion-type plastic walls (sometimes used in double thickness to improve its acoustical qualities); “air walls” of tightly fitting wood panels held in place by an inflatable rubber rim at the top; steel-faced sandwich panels with a sound-absorbent filler which are electrically powered and have an automatically inflated joint.
Rebuilding

Two ways to expand a school:

New classroom additions
make notable improvements on the old.
In most growing U.S. communities, school modernization is an almost constant race to keep up with bursting classrooms and new concepts in teaching and design. In New Canaan, Conn., the problem has been met recently with two smart new additions to schools themselves barely five years old. Both incorporate marked advances, and, significantly, both are designed for still further expansion.

Shown on this page are the new classroom and science wings added to one building of the cooperatively owned New Canaan Country School. Apart from fine detailing and a friendly silhouette, the most notable aspect of Architect Landis Gores' design is its attic skylight scheme. Wood trusses 5 feet on centers straddle the load-bearing corridor walls, supporting roofs that are largely glass (section above). Daylight entering the attic space passes through ceiling openings of wired glass into fourth- and fifth-grade classrooms and work alcoves, and the corridor in between (photos, right). Movable horizontal blinds just above this glass give a good measure of light control; gable-end fans remove built-up attic heat.

The 12,000-square-foot addition, detailed and bid in frame construction for $17 per square foot, was built in masonry (to satisfy new fire laws) at $19, including all built-ins and equipment. Engineers: Werner-Jensen & Korst. Contractor: John C. Smith.
Faceted classrooms and alcoved halls make a lively high-school addition.
Though it politely echoes the same red brick and white trim, this handsome addition behind the New Canaan High School differs sharply with an aging parent built less than five years ago. Its undulating walls, in fact, enclose one of the first school plans based on polygonal spaces instead of rigid rectangular ones. Dividends are already apparent. In developing his hexagonal classroom, Architect Victor Christ-Janer brought classes more intimately together in a space adaptable to various seating schemes, including circular groups (photo, right). By cutting his corners, Christ-Janer also saved space equivalent to another classroom per floor, and created corridors nicely broken into alcoves where lockers and drinking fountains are nestled out of traffic's way (lower photo). On entering a classroom, students face a single, slightly bowed window, ample for views yet easy to shade and to darken for visual aids (artificial light and ventilation are required anyway by law, the architect points out, so why overdo the 'window wall'?). Outside, Christ-Janer has replaced the usual ugly air-intake grilles with a simple and articulate slot around the under-window panels. The building, designed for a third story, cost about $18 per square foot. Associated architect: Landis Gores. Engineers: Henry Pfisterer (structural); Muzzillo & Tizian (Mechanical). Contractor: Gellatly Co.
U.S. business lays plans for group-shelter survival

In the face of deepening East-West tensions, individual efforts to provide home fallout shelters have made much recent news. Less well publicized is the fact that some U.S. business leaders have been laying their own plans for group-shelter survival in the event of nuclear war:

The John Hancock Mutual Life Insurance Co. of Boston and International Business Machines Corp. of New York have both instituted extensive fallout-shelter programs. The John Hancock program, designed to provide food, water, and shelter for 6,000 home-office employees, has been under development for 18 months. Company officials designated the first six floors, and the basement area immediately below the first floor of the 26-story building as shelter areas. There is an interoffice alert system which in the case of attack would direct personnel to assigned core areas which provide a protection factor of over 1,000 according to radiation experts who have studied them. A hospital area with medical supplies already stockpiled has been designated and enough food and water has been stocked to give each person in the shelter a sparse but nutritionally adequate diet for ten days. Radiation-detection equipment has been set up at key points, and there are portable detection devices to probe other areas. Auxiliary power has been installed and the air-filter system has been redesigned to permit shutting off sections which would draw in air from the outside after attack. First aid equipment is stored in closets on each of the floors. Portable toilet facilities are to be installed in the shelter areas. The cost of all this is about $35,000, or $6 per employee.

IBM’s program is similar to John Hancock’s, although not quite so extensive. Shelter areas in stair wells and basements have been designated in IBM corporate headquarters in Manhattan, and food, water, and medical supplies have been stock-piled. Auxiliary power and a filtered air system are to be installed. Radiation-detection equipment is already provided. First aid courses are given to personnel. IBM reports that all its branches throughout the country have working emergency planning programs which include group fallout shelters.

Possibly the largest shelter undertaking is now going forward at Manhattan’s city-within-a-city, Rockefeller Center. Undeterred by the fact that the 16-building complex is located in the heart of what is seemingly a prime target area, the center’s management recently announced the start of a fallout-shelter program to protect the 38,000 office workers and 160,000 visitors who come to the center on work days.

Some inside corridors and certain rooms have long been designated as shelter areas in accordance with civil defense regulations. But the new program, undertaken with the assistance of an outside engineering firm, Guy B. Panero, Inc., represents a drastic revision of plans. It will leave the center prepared to resist both light fallout, when 24-hour protection would suffice, and heavy fallout, which might require hibernation of two weeks or longer.

Preparing first for light fallout, the center management is marking off shelter space on each floor and asking tenants to help provide food, medical supplies, and emergency lights for the shelters. Water provisions are simplified by the location of the center’s water tanks: underground and safe from radiation. Windows in the central engineers’ control room are being bricked up to preserve vital communications and service between buildings. Next year comes the second, and harder, part of the program: converting deep spaces to shelters where office workers and sight-seers could wait out heavy fallout.

While government, both state and federal, has often reacted sluggishly to its own civil defense program, one tangible demonstration came recently with the completion in Albany of a basement fallout shelter in New York State’s Capitol building, adequate to house all 1,100 Capitol workers for as long as two weeks. The shelter is stocked with food, water, and bedding; radiation baffle walls and emergency power for ventilation and lighting have been provided. Like most other group shelters, it is not designed to protect against blast from a nearby hit. But it does show that the shielding properties of an existing structure can be adapted with relative ease to provide effective group protection against radiation.

No-neon natives unbuild big San Francisco signs

Since it was erected in 1954, the gigantic (40 by 70 foot), red and blue neon sign atop Southern Pacific’s San Francisco headquarters building (photo above) blinked on each night as the sun set over the Pacific, blinked off as it rose over the brown hills across the bay. Now the sign blinks no more.

The initial outcry which greeted the big billboard soon subsided; but it revived recently in response to local newspaper editorials and a TIME cover story which quoted SP President Donald Russell as saying: “The sign was a mistake. It will come down some day before long.” Plans were for SP to remove the sign when the lease on its headquarters came up for renewal; but suddenly, six months early, workmen appeared and began the four-week-long dismantling operation.

Encouraged by SP’s compliance with public sentiment, local guardians of civic beauty began sharpening their spears for further game, cast about for more offensive signs which might be removed. Likely candidates were those of Matson Lines and Shell Oil. George Rockrise, an active member of San Francisco’s City Planning Commission, promptly asked the two concerns how they felt about taking down their signs. Matson President Randolph Sevier was temporarily unavailable for comment but, by the next day, Rockrise had an answer from Selwyn Eddy, Shell’s West Coast division vice president. Said Eddy: “I don’t give a hoot. We don’t believe in putting signs on our office buildings.”

San Franciscans, already adept at stopping freeways that destroyed their scenery (FORUM, April ’59 and ’60), seemed to be starting another new sign of the times.
Shopper stopper of steel. Long before the Preston Royal Village Shopping Center in Dallas, Texas, was completed, this unusual curved steel roof was attracting hundreds of potential customers. This supermarket roof, using structural steel in striking Lamella construction, is just one part of the $2,000,000 center. The vast supermarket building alone encloses almost 20,000 square feet of shopping space containing one of the most complete displays of food in the Southwest. And there isn't a column or post in the entire sales area. The Lamella construction was by Roof Structures, Austin, Texas.
“Steel fastest, most economical.” Speed of construction, low cost and reduced fire insurance rates were the main reasons why Structural Steel was used to build the 25-acre Preston Royal Shopping Center in Dallas, Texas. “Structural Steel in this type of construction is year-in and year-out the fastest and most economical method of framing in this area,” the contractor said. “The quicker erection time with steel was figured in on this project from the very start.” Readily available and speedily fabric-
cated, 300 tons of USS Structural Steel did the job. Structural Steel can cut construction time 25% in structures like this. Fast deliveries and quick fabrication of USS Structural Steel can be obtained in any part of the country. USS is a registered trademark.

United States Steel Corporation • Columbia-Geneva Steel Division • Tennessee Coal and Iron Division • United States Steel Supply Division • United States Steel Export Company.

Owner: Trammell Crow and Associates.
Architect: Harold A. Berry, with Donald H. Speck as associate.
Contractors: McFadden & Miller.
Managing and Leasing Agent: Henry S. Miller Company.
Steel Fabricator: Mosher Steel Company.
Adjustable WALLMOUNT Hat and Coat Racks

Mount directly on any wall-shelves adjustable for height on permanently fixed columns to accommodate any age group 3'2" and 4'2" long. Units fit in anywhere or interlock to make continuous racks of any length or desired capacity. Double rails below double hat shelves take coat hooks or coat hangers. Holds wraps spaced apart in orderly, healthful manner, 5-6 hooks or 3-4 coat hangers per running foot. Fireproof, vermin-proof, strong beyond need. Lifetime construction—welded heavy gauge steel, baked enamel finish.

Matching Overshoe Racks
Mount on wall at baseboard—keep overshoes paired, and off the floor. Write for Schooline Catalog S1-48

VOGEL-PETERSON COMPANY
RT. 83 AND MADISON ST. • ELMHURST, ILL.

34

In the last decade Architectural FORUM and its editors have received 34 editorial awards and honors. In all modesty, we think this makes FORUM the most acclaimed publication in the building field.

Among FORUM's honors:

- 5 AIA Journalism Awards
- 13 Industrial Marketing Awards
- 5 Jesse H. Neal Awards (ABP)
- 2 Howard Myers Awards (Architectural League of N. Y.)

If you would like to know more about these 34 awards, send for a copy of the Awards Booklet, Architectural FORUM, Room 1823, Time & Life Building, Rockefeller Center, New York 20.

CRES-COR the most complete line of school food service equipment

CABINETS ALL SIZES
CABINETS HOT-COLD
RACKS ALL SIZES
PROOF CABINETS
MOBILE REFRIGERATORS

FOOD CONVEYORS
VERTICAL DRYING AND HORIZONTAL RACKS
HAND LIFT CABINETS AND DOLLY
INFRA-RED FOOD WARMERS
PROPANE HEATED CABINETS
STEAM TABLE PAN CARRIERS

FREE - CRES-COR CATALOG 459
A Buying Guide for Mobile Pan and Tray Handling Equipment
For Bakeries • Hotels • Hospitals • Restaurants
Cafeterias • Caterers • Airlines • Institutions
Schools • Industrial Food Service Operations

Write for Your Copy Today
CRESSENT metal products, inc. 12771 Taft Ave. • Cleveland 8, Ohio • Ulster 1-6800
Business environment inspired by Nature: with a few simple components the new Forecast Series by Mills frees the designer to create a unique movable interior partition system for every client. Write for details.

THE NEW FORECAST SERIES BY MILLS

Mills Company • 947 Wayside Road • Cleveland 10, Ohio
DUNHAM-BUSH HEATING-AIR CONDITIONING PRODUCTS SERVE* VARIED SCHOOL DESIGN and LOCATE

*Photos are a sampling of D/B conditioned schools

New schools or old schools, in warm, temperate or cold sections present varied heating and air condition­ing problems. But the Dunham-Bush complete product array meets all needs. Ranging from a steam trap to a whole engineered heating system, from a cooling coil to roof mounted air conditioning systems, Dunham-Bush offers "1 Source-1 Responsibility" for school building or remodeling needs.

There's a nearby Dunham-Bush school conditioning specialist ready to assist in your building planning. Quite likely his wealth of experience can prove informative and beneficial. Write for Dunham-Bush school heating-cooling data today.

DUNHAM-BUSH, INC.
WEST HARTFORD 10, CONNECTICUT, U.S.A.
SALES OFFICES LOCATED IN PRINCIPAL CITIES
The best ideas are more exciting in concrete

Tapestries of precast concrete give new Maytag headquarters a decorator’s touch!

Visitors receive an impressive and efficient introduction to the Maytag Company in this new office building at Newton, Iowa.

The huge concrete curtain wall panels, weighing up to 10 tons each, were designed as an original sculpture by Los Angeles artist, Malcolm Leland. Varicolored exposed quartz chips and white cement add sparkle to the panels’ dramatic light and shadow effects. A trim of Italian mosaic tile demonstrates again concrete’s compatibility with other materials. The same tile lines the entrance canopy.

Architects find spectacular effects are easily achieved and unusually practical in modern concrete.

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION
A national organization to improve and extend the uses of concrete
"CERAMIC TILE...A DURABLE MATERIAL

...A DECORATIVE EXTERIOR COVERING"


Ageless ceramic tile will enhance any commercial or institutional project you may have on the boards. And it will pay its way over the years for your clients with savings on maintenance.
Penn’s town . . . Jefferson’s campus . . . Medds’ mirror

The claim to attention of this book is that it carries a copiously illustrated history of architecture in Philadelphia straight through from the beginnings to 1961, having been commissioned, along with a corresponding exhibition, for the 1961 convention of the AIA in Philadelphia. No other volume exists on Philadelphia that is so complete in its continuity. Dr. George B. Tatum, the author, is associate professor of the history of art at the University of Pennsylvania, and primarily an architectural historian. Says Tatum: “The story of the great buildings of Philadelphia and the men who built them, in fact, a kind of history of American architecture . . . . The architects and architecture of Philadelphia in a remarkable number of instances helped to create new styles or lead the way to their acceptances.”

A good feature of the book is a full set of notes keyed to the illustrations. The antedeluvian state of the printing crafts in the U.S., however, still makes it impractical to put the two together.


This is the first of a proposed three-volume series to be based entirely on original documentary material. Mr. O’Neal has divided his text into two parts: an attempt to reiterate the development and construction of the Rotunda in a narrative format, and the documents, letters, sketches, and quantity tallies themselves. As might be expected, the latter section captures more flavor of Thomas Jefferson as a man, and the Rotunda as an architectural endeavor.

Little attempt is made at analysis or even commentary, at times leaving the reader somewhat in the dark. For example: O’Neal merely drops the fact that the idea of a rotunda as centerpece came in a sketch from Benjamin Latrobe. No mention is made of their personal relationship, nor of the fact that Jefferson had considerable correspondence with Latrobe concerning the work at the university.

There is more to be done with the subject matter than Mr. O’Neal has chosen to do, but he is easing the burden of those to follow. The plates are elegant and ample, but most will be familiar to Jefferson buffs.

Mr. O’Neal is currently associate professor of art in the School of Architecture at the University of Virginia.

—W.C.

JEFFERSON’S BUILDINGS AT THE UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA. Part II, The University. Published by The University of Virginia Press, Charlottesville, Va. 149 pp. 8½” x 11½”. Illus. $8.

Although no credits are given, this comprehensive publication evidently is the work of British Architects David and Mary Medds, who made a careful tour of the U.S. in 1958 and 1959 to see what the British could learn from our patterns of school construction. The unnamed authors should be proud of their work. It is unique and authoritative—a good look in the mirror for a good many Americans. Compared with most educational material published in the U.S. it has a refreshing lack of jargon, a clear personal style.

continued on page 175A

Participating Companies

American Encaustic Tiling Co., Inc.
Atlantic Tile Mfg. Co.
Aztec Ceramics, Inc.
Carlisle Tile Co.
Continental Ceramics Corporation
General Tile Co.
Gladding, McBean & Co.
Hood Ceramic Corporation
Jackson Tile Mfg. Co.
Jordan Tile Mfg. Co.
Lone Star Ceramics Co.
Monarch Tile Mfg. Inc.
Mosaic Tile Co.
Murray Tile Co., Inc.
National Tile & Mfg. Co.
Olean Tile Co.
Oxford Tile Company
Pomona Tile Mfg. Co.
Redondo Tile Company
Ridgeway Tile Co.
Robertson Mfg. Co.
Styton Corp.
Styton Southern Corp.
Summitville Tiles, Inc.
Texeramic, Inc.
Wenczel Tile Co.
Winburn Tile Mfg. Co.

TILE COUNCIL OF AMERICA, INC.
800 Second Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.
Room 933, 727 West Seventh St., Los Angeles 14, Calif.
Room 207, 5738 North Central Expressway, Dallas, Texas

CERAMIC TIE

Design for a commercial office building entrance by Kahn & Jacobs

Inside or outside, ceramic tile surfaces give your clients more beauty, less maintenance. Improved lower cost installation methods are leading the way to even wider use of this quality product.

The many benefits of ceramic tile will make sense for both you and your clients in any residential, institutional or commercial project you undertake. Consult your tile contractor for up-to-date information, including all the details on the new lower cost installation methods and the new dry-set portland cement mortar.
In general the Medds liked what they saw. Some of their asides, politely put, are quite telling, however. For instance:  
“Prefabricated systems of construction in the U.S. . . . appear to be a minor issue beside the main stream of development in the building industry, although there are those who feel that such systems of construction should be available in an industrialized country.”

Other comments bear less on the architecture (most of which is familiar to U.S. readers) than on its occupants: “No opportunity is missed for competition, awards, and the spotlight of publicity. In one West Coast school there is even a driving competition to establish the top ten drivers. This event, coinciding with a safety week, culminates in a dance at which door prizes include ‘five gallons of gas, an oil change, lube job, a donated hamburger, a flashlight, and a squirrel knob.’ Almost without fail there will be a photograph in the school paper of someone who, for example, is the ‘Girls’ League choice for April for congeniality,’ or who ‘has been chosen as the girl of the month for scholastic achievement, capability, and poise,’ with a paragraph of family details. The desire to create prestige groups (so fundamentally at variance with American democracy) touches every corner of school life. But perhaps this reaches its zenith in the unveiling of Rose Festival Princess, who is subsequently crowned May Queen. This event is the culmination of prolonged and serious competition and publicity, regardless of its effect on winner and losers, and has all the air of a major public event.”

The book is highly recommended. For centuries now, the British have been discerning tourists of the U.S.; seldom have they been more constructive than in the Medds’ report.

—W.MCQ.


This book contains photographs and floor plans of 36 American houses designed by 31 architects, some world famous, others not so well known. What makes it more interesting than just another collection of pretty good house photographs is that the authors queried all the owners to find out how well the house met their requirements. For each house, the authors supply a brief description, often incorporating quotes from the architect about the problems and how he tried to solve them, and a lengthy report of the owners’ feeling about the house—and their architect. The authors conclude, somewhat blandly, that the owners “seem to give the contemporary American house an overwhelming vote of approval. . . . Not a single one . . . said he didn’t like his house.”—M.E.Y. END
Almost half the INSULROCK made today goes to school . . . with honors.

And no wonder. INSULROCK wins its letter for outstanding performance on all counts: beauty, strength, acoustical and insulating efficiency, durability, economy. These single-unit wood fiber/Portland cement panels provide handsome exposed ceilings . . . make possible 60-70% light reflectance from factory-applied INSUL-GLO 70° finish . . . stimulate excellent contemporary design within school budgets. And Insul-tones®, INSULROCK in five factory-applied pastel colors, are available in minimum order quantities.

The 145,000 board feet of INSULROCK used in this new Illinois school add to INSULROCK’s position at the head of its class—*for beauty that stands up through the years.*

FREE Question and Answer booklet.
Write to Insulrock, Box 516, Richmond, Va.

*Jefferson Junior High School, Mattoon, Illinois
Architects: Gatewood & Fields, A.I.A.
General Contractor: Hart & Belby Contractors and Engineers
Insulrock Erectors: Freelite Products Company, St. Louis*
Building materials and equipment for the school

The manufacturers' literature listed below is, in FORUM's opinion, worthy of particular note because of its specific and exclusive reference to the problems of school building.

Acoustics


“Sound Conditioning for Schools”—discussion of the uses of acoustical tile and panels in various kinds of schoolrooms. 12 pp. Celotex Corp., 120 S. LaSalle St., Chicago 3, Ill.

“Classrooms for Easy Listening”—description of how ceilings of hard surface serve as a sounding board for teacher's voice and how acoustical elements in classroom control reverberation. 16 pp. The Flexicore Co., Inc., 1932 E. Monument Ave., Dayton 2, O.

Classroom acoustics—account of the use of cellular glass acoustical units in the modernization of schools in Bloomington, Ill. 4 pp. Pittsburgh Corning Corp., 1 Gateway Center, Pittsburgh 22, Pa.

Building systems

“Modular School Design”—graphic description by Architect Roland S. Senseman of the various applications of a standardized structural steel framing system. 22 pp. Mecomber Inc., Canton, O.

“Blueprint for Better Schools”—three concepts of school design showing use of lumber, timbers, laminated beams, and other wood products. 22 pp. National Lumber Manufacturers Assn., 1619 Massachusetts Ave., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.


Prefab steel schools—four “packaged” schools made of prefabricated steel products, ranging from roof decks and joists to cabinets and lockers. 12 pp. Republic Steel Corp., Truscon Div., Youngstown 1, O.


Daylighting

Skydomes for schools—illustrated examples of preassembled plastic skylights. 4 pp. American Cyanamid Co., Waesco Skydomes, 5 Bay State Rd., Cambridge 38, Mass.

Aluminum windows—several kinds of aluminum windows with specifications suitable for school classrooms. 20 pp. William Bayley Co., 1200 Warder St., Springfield, O.

“Light Control”—data on Venetian blinds with “S” shaped slats to darken school classrooms for the showing of films. 4 pp. Eastern Products Corp., 1601 Wicomico St., Baltimore 30, Md.

Translucent walls—examples and specifications of schools built with prefabricated translucent wall-panel units. 8 pp. Kalwall Corp., 45 Union St., Manchester, N. H.

Laminated glass windows—photographs of how glare-reducing glass windows are used in Michigan elementary and high schools. 2 brochures, 8 pp. Laminated Glass Corp., 9767 Erwin Ave., Detroit 13, Mich.

“Sun Control Spells Economy”—exterior louvers to reduce sun glare through classroom windows. 4 pp. Lemlar Manufacturing Co., Box 332, Gardena, Calif.


“Glass Block Makes the Difference”—examples of how older schools can be renovated with glass block. 12 pp. Owens-Illinois Glass Co., Toledo 1, O.

Fiberglas panels for schools—illustrated examples of areas in which fiberglas panels can be used in schools. 4 pp. Rechhold Chemicals, Inc., Alsynite Division, 4654 DeSoto St., San Diego 9, Calif.


Electric lighting

Glass diffusers—selection of products for use with fluorescent and incandescent light sources. 4 pp. Corning Glass Works, Corning, N. Y.

Classroom lighting—description, suggested arrangements, and engineering data of fluorescent ceiling fixtures appropriate for classrooms. 8 pp. Day-Brite Lighting, Inc., 6260 N. Broadway, St. Louis 15, Mo.

Lighting fixtures—description of several fluorescent lamps (“Futurliters”) for close to ceiling or pendant mounting. 8 pp. The Edwin F. Guth Co., 2615 Washington Blvd., St. Louis 77, Mo.

“High Level Lighting and Common Sense”—brief discussion of the advantages and costs of various lighting techniques, different continued on page 191.
What to use for a "Gizmo" Floor?

Murray Quarry Tile was selected for this student eating area because of its warm earthy colors and its well-known durability. These new Ember Flash tiles give a pleasing mottled effect, and the 8"x3½" size was used to achieve a subdued feeling of pattern. Quarry tile was preferred, too, in this heavy traffic area, because it is rugged, yet so easy to keep clean. Write for Murray Quarry Tile catalog 861.
Not a flutter in new Westinghouse elevators—just the smooth feeling of getting there fast. The difference is Synchro-Glide Mark IV, a totally new kind of elevator landing control. It accelerates and decelerates at a soothingly constant rate...

provides direct measurement of elevator speed for precise control from start to cushion stop. Gives the smoothest landing ever developed. Ask your Westinghouse elevator man about the Synchro-Glide Mark IV. Ask about Selectomatic Mark IV, too—the supervisory control that reduces waiting time up to 30.6%. Both are available for 1962 installation. You can be sure...if it's Westinghouse.

Elevators by Westinghouse

WESTINGHOUSE, ELEVATOR DIVISION, DEPT. AK02, 150 PACIFIC AVENUE, JERSEY CITY, NEW JERSEY

J-98802 AA
the russswin “R”
...what it means in building security

One set of keys operates locks during building construction. The other set (the owner’s keys) cancels out the first set after work is completed. No lock cylinders or pins to change. Russwin’s unique Master Construction Key* System makes security simple . . . fast . . . completely practical for any building. Look to Russwin . . . for the finest in doorware . . . for the services of a specialist, your Russwin distributor. Russell & Erwin Division, The American Hardware Corporation, New Britain, Connecticut.  

*Pat. appl’d. for
Glittering nightmare... decent housing... city streets

GLITTERING NIGHTMARE

Forum:
In the midst of New York City, on 51st Street between Lexington and Third Avenues, are flagrant examples of disregard for cityscape and neighboring architecture (for one example, see photo above).

It has been apparent for a long time that many new buildings in New York do not sufficiently take into account the problems imposed by proximity and continuity, not to mention the best tastes and techniques available to modern design. When three or more buildings of this kind come together, the result is a glittering nightmare. What can be done to stop this kind of mess?

R. GARY ALLEN
New York City

RICHER CITY STREETS

Forum:
Jane Jacobs' provocative urban design theories were refreshing to read in the September article, "Toward richer city streets." The idea of adding pedestrian cross "streets" to long city blocks was a significant part of the original West Side Renewal Plan for Manhattan. Unfortunately this has been largely eliminated in the current "practical" version.

Among the few benefits of New York's gridiron street pattern are the slices of sunset as the sky cuts right down to the ground. In a new superblock between Lincoln Center and the Hudson River a mammoth slab of an apartment house runs across the former street blocking the sky from the innards of the city. This kind of a loss can be mitigated by requiring developers of these increasingly large-scale projects to conform to an open-space pattern which is a part of the city's over-all plan.

NORMAN KLEIN
Architect
New York City

BUILDING FOR PEACE

Forum:
Your editorial supporting President Kennedy's plea for decent housing for the world's ill-housed [FORUM, Sept. '61] deserves wide circulation. This is a fine article and we intend to publicize it appropriately.

I note that this is one in a series on the subject of "Building for peace" and look forward to others.

DAN R. HAMADY
Assistant administrator
Office of International Housing
Housing and Home Finance Agency
Washington, D.C.

INVESTORS AND ARCHITECTURE

Forum:
Allow me to congratulate you for the article in the September issue, "Can investment builders afford good architecture?" It touches a very sensitive field and uncovers realities which are usually carefully hidden and painful for architects themselves to acknowledge.

I regret to say that, unfortunately, FORUM's comments are too optimistic. What has not been said, and seems to me to influence the architectural results a great deal, is that most speculators are actually concerned only with the equity they put into a project and not with its total cost.

The bank's appraisers consider for the mortgage evaluation almost exclusively the usable area and the number of rooms of a building, not its character. The architect's fee comes entirely out of the cash the speculator is going to invest. With the excuse that their experience permits them to buy only partial professional services, many builders shop around for plans already used, already satisfying areas and code characteristics, and use them with minor adjustments. As Mr. Friedman says, most tenants are willing to pay only for space and location, and even the disadvantages of poor construction make little difference to the speculative builder.

continued on page 18.
GOOD ENGLISH BEEF

Fitted together as precisely as a three-dimensional jigsaw puzzle, Architect Denys Lasdun's new luxury apartment block overlooking London's Green Park preserves the tone of its classical surroundings with heroic scale and fine finishes. It is a notable demonstration that straight-forward structural expression, without decoration, can provide rich visual rewards.

The building houses elevators and stairs in a core of reinforced concrete. Columns of the same material support the poured-in-place floor slabs, which terminate in broad edge beams stiffening the cantilevered balconies.

MUSHROOMS MILANESE

Inevitably, and appropriately, dubbed the Mushroom Houses, this striking three-building apartment group in San Siro, a suburb of Milan, is the work of noted Italian Architects Mangiarotti & Morassutti. The epithet derives, of course, from the single, mushroom-shaped column of reinforced concrete which supports each three-story building. What would normally be the ground floor is thus freed for plaza areas of varied spaces and intimate scale, providing transition from street to apartments.

The three buildings were designed as cylinders to catch maximum light and views, and are grouped in cluster fashion around a service tower in the center. The tower contains elevator, stairs, and, at ground level, the entrance lobby. Corridor bridges radiate from the tower, connecting it to the three cylinders.

The curved facades are made up of prefabricated sections of glass and solid panels, which are arranged according to each apartment owner's needs.
MUSHROOMS BRASILIENNE

Sprouting from the ground like a giant jungle mushroom grown rampant in the heavy tropical rains, this service station is part of a complex which includes a motel and restaurant on the outskirts of Brasilia. The architect, José Bina Fonyat Filho, sectioned the area beneath the canopy like a pie, using freestanding, brightly tiled walls. The structure nicely shelters cars and mechanics from the sun and rain, yet is deliberately left open to bring in the breeze.

PRECAST HOLLANDAISE

Designed by Dutch Architect B. J. Odink and Engineer J. W. Kamerling, Amsterdam's new telephone building is a deliberate exercise in trompe l'oeil. Its apparently massive scale is deceptive in the absence of a human figure: where at a glance it appears to be eight stories high, in reality it is only two. Precast panels in a honeycomb conceal true floor divisions, creating the enlarged scale.

SWISS BOILERMAKERS

Like the boilers it produces, this factory in Thun, near Berne, is characterized by strength. Designed by a team of architects who call themselves Atelier 5, it displays rough forming techniques on facades vigorously punctuated in the Corbusian manner.

The boilers are produced in the two-story main hall. Atop the factory is the owner's apartment (below) overlooking a large roof garden and the mountains beyond. END
where large volumes of hot water are needed... Specify

Ruud Copper Sanimaster
Commercial Gas Water Heaters

Solid Copper Tank
Reinforced with Steel

Corrosion Can't Happen: Sanimasters were especially built for the high-volume, high-temperature commercial needs. The tank is solid copper, reinforced with steel, and all fittings are non-ferrous metal. Rust can't get a toe-hold, anywhere!

No Expensive Extras Needed: Copper Sanimasters are self-contained, underfired, automatic storage water heaters. They're factory-assembled, fit through standard doorways, need no expensive, on-the-job additions of insulation, circulators, temperature controls, support frames, etc.

Grows Easily, Economically: When demands increase, simply add another Sanimaster, at less than the cost of replacing an external storage tank. The Ruud Equa-Flow Manifold connects 2, 3, or 4 units, equalizes water flow, yet keeps them working separately.

Carries Industry Seals: All Ruud Copper Sanimaster Water Heaters are approved-listed by the National Sanitation Foundation. They are also approved by the American Gas Association Laboratories and are constructed in accordance with the A.S.M.E. Boiler and Pressure Vessel Codes.

FREE FACT-FILLED BROCHURE!
□ Please send me a free, detailed brochure on the Ruud Copper Sanimaster line of commercial gas water heaters.
□ I would also like information on how I can obtain the new Ruud Engineers Manual & Certified Sizing Guides.

Ruud Manufacturing Company
A subsidiary of Rheem Mfg. Co.,
7600 S. Kedzie Ave., Dept. NAAF-11, Chicago 52, Ill
Manufacturers of a complete line of commercial and residential gas water heaters of the highest quality.

Name ________________________________
Firm Name ________________________________
Address ________________________________
City __________________ Zone ______ State ______

because by the time the high maintenance bills appear he will have "unloaded" the property by selling it for an established multiple of the rent roll.

Any society has only the architecture that expresses it. If we are living in a materialistic time of greed and gadgets, that is just about all we can expect.

GIOVANNI CAVALLO
Architect
New York City

Forum:
You were doing a convincing job of rebutting Mr. Friedman's allegations [FORUM, Sept. '61] until you began using the Harper's magazine article as the authority for your position. At that point, I lost complete confidence in your argument. Moreover, it was shocking that you would dignify the Harper's article by your apparent agreement with it.

HENRY S. MILLER JR.
Realtor
Dallas

□ Forum merely quoted from Harper's on selected points where the two magazines agreed.—ED.

EDITORS NOTE: Herbert McLaughlin, whose comparisons of round and rectangular nursing unit schemes were presented in "Hospitals in the round" [FORUM, July '61], has refined the analyses of these schemes subsequent to development of the material presented in FORUM. McLaughlin’s new analyses are based on a recent and more accurate method of determining nursing-unit efficiency developed by Robert Pelletier and John Thompson of Yale. The new analyses, while resulting in somewhat different figures from those reported in FORUM, reinforce McLaughlin's point that rectangles can be superior to circles in nursing and construction efficiency. This is particularly true in the case of larger nursing units.

Comparisons of refined designs of the 10-bed nursing units which appear in the July article are shown below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rectangular</th>
<th>Circular</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ave. dist. patient bed to patient bed</td>
<td>63.2'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ave. dist. nurse's station to patient bed</td>
<td>44.8'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ave. dist. utility room to patient bed</td>
<td>45.2'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dist. nurse's station to utility room</td>
<td>17'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dist. nurse's station to elev. lobby</td>
<td>70'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dist. nurse's station to medicat. room</td>
<td>4.5'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total area (sq. ft.)</td>
<td>7,981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area per bed (sq. ft.)</td>
<td>382.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of ext. wall</td>
<td>326.5'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

END
for fire door specifications...

U.L. APPROVED COMBINATION

RIXSON

"F" type PIVOTAL HARDWARE
with
UNITED STATES PLYWOOD'S
WELDWOOD
ALGOMA-MADE FIRE DOORS
for
CLASS "B" and "C" openings

CLOSERS: "F" type UNI-CHECKS
4 spring capacities
N.H.O. ½" offset only

or PIVOT SETS: primed iron
no. F117
no. F117¼

TOP PIVOTS:
no. F280
half surface
prime iron

SIDE JAMB
no. F480
full surface

PIVOTS:
no. FM19
full mortise
primed iron

no. F219
half surface
primed iron

An excellent combination. RIXSON offset hung floor installed closers or pivot sets with labeled WELDWOOD FIRE DOORS are now approved by Underwriters' Laboratories for use in vertical shaft, room and corridor partition openings.

From the variety of RIXSON hardware shown, most any installation requirements can be met.

Complete information available on request

THE OSCAR C. RIXSON COMPANY

9100 W. Belmont Avenue • Franklin Park, Illinois

IN CANADA:
The Oscar C. Rixson Company (Canada) Ltd.
43 Racine Road, Rexdale (P.O.) Toronto, Ontario
Here's a new fluorescent fixture that offers the ideal solution to many special, wall mounting lighting applications. Switched units provide a choice of up-light, down-light or both up and down light depending on the lighting need.

When up-light and down-light are used together, you get a desirable balance of direct light for reading, writing or working, with soft, comfortable general room illumination.

Ideal for lighting the areas illustrated—as well as for private offices, lounges, apparel fitting rooms and similar locations. Equally desirable for new buildings or modernization of older areas. Comes in 2, 3 and 4 foot lengths for individual or continuous wall mounting.

Premium quality acrylic refractors at no premium in price, softly diffuse the light—will never discolor. All switched units are equipped with a convenient, built-in electric outlet. A built-in night light is optional. Easy to relamp and clean.

For complete catalog information, write Department 1061 or contact your Miller Representative.
ON THE CURTAIN WALL THEME—
WITH FUNCTIONAL, COLORFUL GLASSES BY A-SG

AWARD WINNING HEADQUARTERS BUILDING
of Washington Water Power Company gains
strong visual interest from spandrels of HUETEX®
In two shades of blue, Huetex, A-SG's insulating glass
facing, consists of glass, polished or textured on the
weather side, with permanently bonded coatings of
ceramic enamel and aluminum on the reverse. Colors
may be matched to the architect's sample.
Architects: Kenneth Brooks and Bruce Walker.

UNITED NATIONS
HEADQUARTERS BUILDING
was one of the first notable
skyscrapers to utilize wired glass
as a spandrel material. Here,
heat-absorbing AKLO® in its
wired form lends both structural
qualities and cool dramatic green
to one of the most breathtaking
sights on the New York skyline.
Architects: Harrison & Abramovitz,
Glazing Contractor:
David Shuldiner, Inc.

SUBTLE TEXTURE, DEEP REFLECTIONS
characterize the facing of the Time and Life
Building. Polished wired glass gives stunning
effects in an unusual application of a
familiar material. Architects: Harrison &
Abramovitz & Harris, Glazing Contractor:
David Shuldiner, Inc.

LONG, HORIZONTAL ACCENT is achieved by broad
spandrel stripes of Huetex in striking Glacier White.
Color adds dimension to the Fastener Division
Architects: Ragnar Benson, Inc.

AMERICAN-SAINT GOBAIN
Creative ideas in glass
Flat glass by A-SG, in its almost infinite variety of finish, texture, color and transparency makes light a truly versatile building material in the hands of a talented designer. Glass is beautiful, practical, permanent. It is easy to install and maintain. For your next project, do as the noted architects whose work appears in these pages have done: Look to glass by A-SG.

For detailed information, see the following Sweet's files: Architectural: 7a/Am ... 16d/Ar ... 3e/Am. Industrial Construction: 6a/Am ... 3b/Am. Light Construction: 2d/Am. Plant Engineering: 10n/Am.

For other information ... call the A-SG sales office nearest you, or write: American-Saint-Gobain Corporation, Box 929, Kingsport, Tennessee.
ATTENTION: J. R. WERTZ, MGR—VON DUPRIN

YOUR CONCEALED VERTICAL ROD DEVICE AND SINGLE POINT 3/4 THROW LATCH HAS SUCCESSFULLY MET UNDERWRITERS LABORATORIES REQUIREMENTS LISTING FOR FIRE AND PANIC IN OPENINGS UP TO 8' WIDE X 7' HIGH. LISTING REPORT WILL FOLLOW. HARDWARE OF THE SAME DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION AS TESTED IS ELIGIBLE TO BEAR LABORATORIES LABEL READING "INSPECTED FIRE EXIT HARDWARE." FIRE DOORS EMPLOYING THIS HARDWARE WHICH SATISFY THE CONDITIONS OF FIRE AND PANIC ARE ELIGIBLE TO BEAR THE MARKING "FIRE DOOR EQUIPPEED WITH FIRE EXIT HARDWARE." IN COMBINATION WITH THE LABORATORIES 1-HR. B, 3/4 HR. C, 1-1/2 HR. D OR 3/4 HR. E FIRE DOOR LABEL.

R. W. MALCOMSON, PROJECT ENGINEER
FIRE PROTECTION DEPT.
UNDERWRITERS LABORATORIES, INC.

This fire exit hardware may be used with several existing Von Duprin crossbar assembly designs. Detailed catalog information will soon be available for specifying Von Duprin devices for schools and wherever fire exit hardware is required. Just write, wire or call to reserve your copy as soon as it's off the press.

VON DUPRIN DIVISION
VONNEGUT HARDWARE CO.
402 W. Maryland • MEIrose 2-2321
Indianapolis 25, Indiana
lighting levels. 6 pp. Holophane Co., Inc., 342 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

“Surface and Pendant”—five styles of fluorescent ceiling fixtures. Brochure includes charts for determining the number and spacing of units at any level of illumination. 24 pp. Lightolier, 346 Claremont Ave., Jersey City 5, N. J.

Lighting for classrooms—technical handbook describing a luminous ceiling fixture system using reflected light; how to calculate the proper amount of light needed for typical classrooms; and suggested lighting arrangements. 27 pp. Silvray Lighting Inc., 1370 Avenue of the Americas, New York 20, N. Y.

“Modernize Classroom Lighting”—description of four “packaged” lighting systems and the costs involved to relight a typical 30 x 30 ft. classroom. 4 pp. Smeed-Holman Co., Inglewood, Calif.

School lighting systems—general information, installation, and dimension data for an indirect lighting system for classrooms. 8 pp. Sunbeam Lighting Co., 777 E. 14 Pl., Los Angeles 21, Calif.


Fluorescent lamps—a description of lamp types and a selection of side panels and shieldings designed for schools. 4 pp. Westinghouse Electric Corp., Lighting Div., Cleveland, O.

Fire and safety devices

“Fire Alarm System”—description of automatic electrical warning equipment. 4 pp. Autocall Co., Shelby, O.

Automatic sprinklers—reprint of an article on fire protection with automatic sprinkler systems. 3 pp. National Automatic Sprinkler and Fire Control Assn., Inc., 60 E. 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y.

Flooring and carpets


Furnishings & fixtures

Storage units—catalogue of lockers, file cabinets, and office furniture for the school. 12 pp. All-Steel Equipment Inc., Aurora, Ill.


“Laboratory Sinks”—general data and dimensions of sinks and troughs treated with epoxy resin to resist chemicals used in a school laboratory. 12 pp. Duriron Co., Inc., Box 1019, Dayton 1, O.

Classroom storage—description of plastic trays for individual storage of students’ materials. 3 pp. Fabri-Firm Co., Byesville, O.


Mobile platforms and tables—description and dimensions of mobile and wall tables, platforms, chair risers, etc. for schools. 2 brochures, each 4 pp. Hamilton Manufacturing Co., Hamilton Brockson Portable Products, Two Rivers, Wis.

“Steel Bookstacks”—examples and dimensions of stationary and sliding bookshelves and cases. 22 pp. Hamilton Manufacturing Co., Two Rivers, Wis.


Counter shutters—description and suggested specifications of rolling shutters used as closures for school kitchen and lunch counters. 8 pp. Kimme Manufacturing Co., 1191 Fields Ave., Columbus 6, O.

Folding units—brief description of various kinds of portable folding tables, benches, platforms, etc. 6 pp. Mitchell Manufacturing Co., Milwaukee 46, Wis.


Vertical sliding panels—description of hardware and framing for movable chalkboards, tack boards, wardrobe closures, and pass windows. 4 pp. S. H. Pomeroy Co., 41 Magee Ave., Stamford, Conn.


“Custom School Storage Furniture”—base, wall, and shelving units, including sink and countertops for school kitchens, sewing classrooms, and arts and crafts centers. 58 pp. St. Charles Manufacturing Co., St. Charles, Ill.


Wall-recessed tables and benches—installation, operation, and various uses of steel table and bench units which fold into the wall. 6 pp. Schieber Sales Co., 12953 Inkster Rd., Detroit 9, Mich.

Dormitory furnishings—general description of metal framed furniture of all kinds and a technical bulletin covering dimensions,
Drawing and drafting equipment—description of tables, cabinets, and accessories for art classes, shops, and school libraries. 16 pp. Steacer Equipment Co., 285 Emmet St., Newark 5, N. J.

School doors—an example of how an Oregon elementary school cut costs with standard metal doors and frames. 3 pp. Steelcraft Manufacturing Co., 9017 Blue Ash Rd., Cincinnati 42, O.

Laboratory fixtures—description of water faucets, turrets, hose cocks, and stops for school laboratories. 4 pp. T & S Brass & Bronze Works, Inc., 128 Magnolia Ave., Westbury, N. Y.


Seating and equipment for sports—description and general specifications of seating stands for gymnasium and outdoor athletic fields. Also other school equipment (e.g., folding partitions, basketball backstops, folding stages). 44 pp. Wayne Iron Works, Wayne, Pa.


Hardware

“Protective Controls for School Doors”—brief descriptive data on various kinds of stops and holders. 4 pp. Ginny Johnson Corp., 4422 North Ravenswood Ave., Chicago 49, III.

Locks for schools—description of several types of locks for school laboratories and lockers. 6 pp. National Lock Co., Industrial Hardware Div., Rockford, Ill.

Door closers—technical data on inconspicuous installations. 4 pp. Oscar C. Rixson Co., 9100 W. Belmont Ave., Franklin Park, Ill.

“Hardware for Schools”—guide to the selection of locks for various areas of the school. 12 pp. Schlage Lock Co., Bayshore Blvd., P. O. Box 3234, San Francisco 19, Calif.

Locker locks—description of dial and key-operated locksets for school and gymnasium lockers. 8 pp. The Yale & Towne Manufacturing Co., Yale Lock and Hardware Div., White Plains, N. Y.

Heating, ventilating, and air conditioning

Classroom unit ventilators—description of automatic temperature control equipment for damper-controlled classroom unit ventilators. 4 pp. Barber-Colman Co., Rockford, Ill.


Classroom ventilation units—description of under-the-window induction units for use with a central heating and ventilating system. 8 pp. Carrier Air Conditioning Co., Syracuse 1, N. Y.

Heating and ventilating schoolrooms—description, room capacity, and dimension data for a two-zone heating ventilating system in which fresh air is “mixed” with steam or hot water heat. 12 pp. Dunham-Bush, Inc., West Hartford 10, Conn.

Schoolhouse heating—description of an automatic temperature heating control system and examples of its use in schools. 8 pp. C. A. Dunham Co., 400 W. Madison St., Chicago 6, Ill.


School heating—description and technical data concerning a self-contained individual-room heating and ventilation system. 4 pp. Midland-Ross Corp., Janitrol Heating and Air Conditioning Div., Columbus 16, O.

“Air Condition Your School and Cut Costs”—report on the advantages and economics of air conditioning plus three schoolhouse case studies. 20 pp. Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Co., 2747 Fourth Ave. S., Minneapolis 8, Minn.

“Educational Climate”—general and technical description of classroom air control equipment. 6 pp. Modine Manufacturing Co., Racine, Wis.


Schoolroom heating—description of products, installations, and costs of gas-fired, forced-air school heating and ventilating systems. 8 pp. plus a 28 pp. specification manual. Norman Products Co., 1150 Chelsea Ave., Columbus 12, O.

“Unit Ventilators”—general description and engineering data. 72 pp. Warren Webster & Co., Camden 5, N. J.


Partitions

Adjustable modular system—description of an integrated and flexible combination of chalk boards, tack boards, peg boards, book shelves, etc. 11 pp. Enamel Products Co., Korok Div., 341 Eddy Rd., Cleveland 8, O.

Toilet enclosures—brief description and specifications of low metal toilet partitions for kindergarten and lower grade schools. First Metal Manufacturing Co., 9301 Belt Ave., Franklin Park, Ill.

“Operable Wall”—description, details, and specifications for acoustical wall panels which hang from the ceiling and slide into place to divide classroom areas. Chalk boards and tack boards can be permanently attached to panels. 8 pp. E. F. Hausenman Co., 6800 Grant Ave., Cleveland 5, O.

Acoustical curtains—description of partitions which can be raised or lowered electrically from the ceiling, dividing large assembly areas into separate classrooms. 4 pp. Torjesen, Inc., 209 25th St. Brooklyn 32, N. Y.


Paint and protective finishes

Resurfacing desk tops—how to renew school desks with plastic surfaceing material. 8 pp. General Electric Co., Laminated Products Dept., Coshocton, O.

Paints for stadiums—description of paints recommended for outdoor athletic facilities. 4 pp. Glidden Co., 900 Commerce Bldg., Cleveland 14, O.

“Color Dynamics for schools”—examples of paint colors suitable for classrooms, school shops, gymnasiums, etc. 8 pp. Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co., 632 Fort Duquesne Blvd., Pittsburgh 22, Pa.

continued on page 196
Here is a proved way to gain precious classroom space for the primary job of instruction. The FAIRHURST Wardrobe is specifically designed to occupy less room than other types while providing a greater amount of effective storage space.

Only 2' deep, a single wardrobe unit 4' wide accommodates 15 pupils. The secret lies in Fairhurst’s patented disappearing door feature: opened, the doors are completely out of the way at the ends of each compartment. These may be fitted with continuous blackboard and chalk rail if desired.

Sturdy pivot arms and center shaft do away with the need for floor tracks or guides. These are so positioned that there is no obstruction when entering or leaving the wardrobe. Closed, the doors project no more than \( \frac{1}{2} '' \) beyond wardrobe face; while operating, doors extend no more than 8” into aisle space.

Individual Fairhurst Wardrobes have given trouble-free service for upwards of 30 years. For details and free catalog, write Dept. AF — no obligation, of course.

John T. Fairhurst Co., Inc.
45 West 45th Street  New York 36, N. Y.
programs. 8 pp. General Time Corp., Stromberg Div., Thomaston, Conn.

"Language Teaching Systems"—description of electric equipment and furnishings used in teaching language courses. 8 pp. Hamilton Manufacturing Co., Two Rivers, Wis.

Electronics in teaching—brief descriptions of a wide variety of equipment ranging from record players to language laboratories. 8 pp. Radio Corp. of America, Meadowlands, Pa.

Sound systems—detailed description of five sound systems with technical data. 8 pp. plus inserts. Radio Corp. of America, Meadowlands, Pa.

School sound systems—brief description of several sound systems and compartments for school programs, emergency announcements, two-way room communications, etc. 4 pp. Bauzand Bealy Corp., 3555 W. Addison St., Chicago 18, Ill.

"Developmental Reading Training"—description of packaged materials for reading instruction. 12 pp. plus inserts. Reading Laboratory, Inc., 500 Fifth Ave., New York 26, N. Y.

"Language Laboratories"—four types of audio-recording equipment for group and individual study. Two 4 pp. folders, Rheem Caliente, 5022 Flower St., Los Angeles 16, Calif.

Centralized sound systems—description of a centralized sound system for various educational and administrative purposes. 8 pp. Siegler Corp., Bogen-Presto Div., P. O. Box 500, Paramus, N. J.

Wall coverings


School planning guide for wall covering—description of uses of vinyl fabrics for school walls, tack boards, gymnasium wall padding. 8 pp. L. E. Carpenter & Co., Inc., Empire State Bldg., New York 1, N. Y.

General


"Work Place for Learning"—Illustrated book by Architect Lawrence B. Perkins about the art of school building. 62 pp., $4. ($2 to architects). Published by Reinhold for Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Co., 811 Madison Ave., Toledo 1, O.

McKinney Moderne Hinges

...Specified for the New Spring Branch Memorial High School in suburban Houston, Texas

For the Spring Branch Memorial High School in suburban Houston, Texas, Architects Koetter and Tharp, A. I. A., insisted on hinges complementary to the modern design of the building—hinges clean and sleek. Of all the hinges submitted the McKinney Moderne best met these requirements. It has modern design. It has the built-in quality of Bush stainless steel oil-impregnated bearings and stainless steel pins. They combine to assure a hardware job with hinges that will last and last through countless cycles while always retaining their modern good looks. Next time you write a hardware specification, write in McKinney Moderne Hinges...choice of quality-conscious consultants.

McKinney

PITTSBURGH 33. PENNSYLVANIA/IN CANADA:
MCKINNEY SKILLCRAFT LTD., TORONTO 3, ONT.

Project: Memorial High School, Spring Branch Independent School District
Architects: Koetter and Tharp, A. I. A., Houston, Texas
General Contractor: Marshall Construction Co., Houston, Texas
Hardware Specification: Peden Iron & Steel Co., Houston, Texas
Larry Adams, A. H. C.
McKinney Hinges: 150 pair McKinney Moderne Hinges for all classroom doors
40 sets McKinney Anchor Hinges for all exterior doors
plus additional quantities of other McKinney extra heavy bronze hinges

Architectural Forum / November 1961

END
IN A CLASS BY ITSELF...
TUTTLE & BAILEY
AIR DISTRIBUTION
EQUIPMENT IS THE MARK
OF A MODERN SCHOOL

The broad range of T&B air distribution devices and accessory equipment for heating, cooling and ventilating answers every requirement of the architect, engineer and client. As the largest full-line manufacturer, T&B offers the precise piece of equipment for each job... setting the highest standards of appearance and performance.

Write for the name and address of the Factory Office or Sales Representative nearest you.

TUTTLE & BAILEY
Division of Allied Thermal Corporation
New Britain, Connecticut
Tuttle & Bailey Pacific, Inc., City of Industry, Calif.
Glass-fiber reinforced acrylic-modified polyester building panels.

It's New In The Industry And Only Structoglas Has It

1. POLRIZED STRUCTOGLAS polarizes light.
2. Polarized light penetrates to a maximum—reduces glare and hot spots, increases visual contrasts and gives greater color saturation.
3. Thus polarized light (POLRIZED STRUCTOGLAS) enables you to see better, work more efficiently.

Shatterproof—Weatherproof POLRIZED STRUCTOGLAS is designed for exterior use in all industrial, commercial and institutional installations where vision is important and cost is of major interest.

*Trademark

WRITE FOR:

☐ Technical data sheets.
☐ "Polarization, Illumination and Vision” Booklet.
☐ Technical paper presented by Dr. H. R. Blackwell, Director Institute for Research in Vision, at the Ohio State University, at the National Technical Conference—Illuminating Engineering Society—September 26, 1961.
☐ Other literature.

Manufactured by Polrized Panel Corporation
11701 Shaker Blvd. • Cleveland 20, Ohio
For churches... for schools
cost-conserving comfort conditioning

Per pound, per square foot, per dollar invested... any way you may elect to measure it, you'll find that Acme-system equipment delivers the best return in comfort, cooling capacity and efficiency on the market today. For, in addition to being competitively priced, Acme equipment features a host of advantages that make Acme the best buy, by far, for church and school air conditioning. Acme, for example, offers such plus value features as... compactness and light weight to save floor space, and headroom, reduce floor loadings, cut building costs... factory "packaging" to eliminate on-the-job assembly, save installation time and charges... easily accessible parts and controls to facilitate inspection and maintenance, minimize service time and expenses... factory certified performance to guarantee efficient, reliable operation. All this and more, backed by a name that's been synonymous with quality since 1919.

Acme INDUSTRIES, INC.
JACKSON, MICHIGAN • GREENVILLE, ALABAMA
MANUFACTURERS OF QUALITY AIR CONDITIONING AND REFRIGERATION EQUIPMENT SINCE 1919
DIVIDEND ENGINEERING
FOR A NEW AIR-CONDITIONED HIGH SCHOOL: $13,950 SAVING ON EQUIPMENT; $1,836 FORECAST SAVINGS IN YEARLY OPERATING COSTS

DIVIDEND ENGINEERING
DOLLAR-SAVING PROPOSAL

Cost of Heating & Cooling Equipment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Original Specifications</th>
<th>Dividend Engineering Specifications</th>
<th>Predicted Savings</th>
<th>Additional Glass &amp; Insulation Cost (in place)</th>
<th>Net Initial Savings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$20,700</td>
<td>$6,750</td>
<td>$13,950</td>
<td>$8,640</td>
<td>$5,310</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Projected Annual Operating Costs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>$16,301</th>
<th>$14,465</th>
<th>$1,836</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$16,301</td>
<td>$14,465</td>
<td>$1,836</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$16,301</td>
<td>$14,465</td>
<td>$1,836</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MAPLE PARK JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL, North Kansas City School District, Kansas City, Mo., Dr. Rue B. Doolin, Superintendent
AN $8,640 ADDITIONAL INVESTMENT WILL BRING THESE SAVINGS:

$13,950 ON HEATING-COOLING EQUIPMENT

The cost of construction for this air-conditioned school had to be $13 per sq. ft., or less. Original specifications called for 3/4" of Fiberglas* Roof Insulation, a 3/4" air space in the exterior walls, and plate glass windows. A Dividend Engineering analysis showed that increasing the roof insulation to 2", filling the walls with Fiberglas Building Insulation, and using heat reducing plate glass would produce optimum heat savings. The added efficiency, obtained at a cost of $8,640, should reduce the cost of the heating-cooling equipment by $13,950 . . . a net saving of $5,310 in the budget.

$1,836 FORECAST SAVINGS IN ANNUAL OPERATING COSTS

Dividend Engineering calculations also forecast a $1,836 saving in the cost of heating and cooling. Without this evaluation to point out the "thermo-economic" performance of the building, over $1,800 would be spent unnecessarily each year.

Let us show you how Dividend Engineering forecasts significant savings, and makes the comfort and production benefits of year-round air-conditioning economically feasible in buildings of every type. For more facts about Dividend Engineering, write: Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation, Industrial & Commercial Division, 717 Fifth Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.
This is Opticon... a fixture designed to prove that a modest budget need not mean the sacrifice of lighting performance, aesthetic standards, or top quality construction. The lens, for instance, is injection molded in a single, crystal-clear unit 48" long. Secured by safety hinges, it swings away from either side for fast relamping without the use of tools. Its sides are patterned both inside and out with prisms that run at cross directions. The result is diffused peripheral lighting on ceiling areas for

NEW DESIGN CONCEPT

Jersey City 5, New Jersey / Showrooms: New York, Chicago, Dallas, Los Angeles

LIGHT fixtures are stocked by these Authorized Distributors:

LIGHTOLIER fixtures are stocked by these Authorized Distributors:
low brightness contrast. The bottom throws wide-angle, glare-free task light downward through sharply molded, brightness engineered prisms. Other noteworthy features include: interlocking ends for arrow straight continuous runs (no dark joiner straps required); slim 3¾" depth; completely enclosed construction to keep fixture cleaner longer; one lamp and two lamp models. Trim, efficient, handsome...its economy will surprise you. Available either stem or surface mounted in 48" or 96" lengths.

FOR SCHOOL LIGHTING

New 96 page catalogue shows over 1,000 lighting devices. For your copy, write Dept. AF-11.
General Electric Built-In Air Conditioners fit in perfectly with the striking exterior of the new Royal Manor hotel in Waikiki Beach. Two air conditioners are behind each of the specially-designed grilles.

Inside, the decorator baffle is painted to blend with guest-room décor. It also can be papered, panelled or covered with a picture or mirror.

Vacationists demand air conditioning... even at Waikiki

General Electric Built-In Room Units cool Hawaii’s new Sheraton-Royal Manor Hotel

“We chose General Electric Built-In Thinlines because they’re so easy to install,” says Richard Holtzman, General Manager of Sheraton Hotels in Hawaii. “The concrete walls were poured around the cases during construction. Units were installed later.

“Room units are most practical for us. Each guest can control his own comfort, and we don’t have to pay to cool rooms not being used. And with the decorator baffle on Thinlines, our rooms are as attractive inside as Waikiki is outside.”

The only true built-in room air conditioner with a decorator baffle is the General Electric Thinline.

Choose from 18 Thinlines—from 6,000 to 18,000 BTU/Hr.* There’s one for almost every air-conditioning need...every wiring and installation problem. Ask your General Electric Representative about the complete line of these new built-ins. General Electric Company, Room Air Conditioner Department, Appliance Park, Louisville 1, Kentucky.

*Cooling capacities are tested and rated in compliance with NEMA Standard CN 1-1960, and are stated in terms of British Thermal Units.
We keep adding to the AETNAPAK® hollow metal line to spare you the delays and expense of custom engineering.

We don't say we can satisfy all your steel door and frame requirements without resorting to limited custom work, but it's our aim to get as close to this ideal as possible. Getting closer all the time, here are some of the latest additions to the Aetnapak® Line:

- SOUNDPROOF DOORS
- 14-GAUGE DOOR FRAMES
- PREPARATION FOR FLOOR HINGES
- BAKED ENAMEL DOORS
- WEATHER STRIPPING

An Aetnapak sales representative in your area will help you plan your next hollow metal job so as to gain the maximum advantages from Aetnapak pre-engineering.

Catalog on request. Write or telephone AETNAPAK SALES, AETNA STEEL PRODUCTS CORPORATION, 730 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 19, N. Y. JUDSON 6-2525

Other Aetna products: Aetnawall partitioning systems. *Order Aetnapak with or without hardware—doors and frames, doors separately, frames separately.
let fenestra modular units cut your building costs

Be sure you're getting quality. Then check the price. The installed price of Fenestra school components usually adds up to substantial savings beyond that possible when building materials are purchased from separate suppliers. Reduced maintenance costs of Fenestra components result in additional savings, too.

Here's what Fenestra can offer you: Curtainwalls of steel that give you a completely watertight envelope; roof panels that double as finished ceilings with built-in lighting and sound control; and metal doors that never warp, rot, swell or stick.

And because the entire building shell can be engineered, manufactured and erected by one responsible source, you are assured of a weathertight building. If you are building a new school, it will pay you to call your local Fenestra representative (he's in the Yellow Pages), or write: Fenestra Incorporated, Dept. AF 111, 11801 Mack Avenue, Detroit 14, Michigan.

PRODUCTS FOR THE NEW AGE IN ARCHITECTURE

Fenestra
INCORPORATED

Steel curtainwall systems
Metal doors
Detention Screens
Light-gauge steel structural systems
Eliminate this Problem in YOUR New School

Dirty mops mean a messy building. Yet mops can't be properly cleaned except by vacuum. For faster cleaning and superior sanitation, specify Spencer Vacuslot... the built-in vacuum system that handles all these maintenance chores:

- Dry mop cleaning.
- Carry-off of dirt and litter.
- Conventional vacuum cleaning.
- Wet pick-up.
- Boiler tube cleaning (with significant savings on fuel).

The
SPENCER
TURBINE COMPANY
HARTFORD 6, CONNECTICUT

Request Bulletin No. 153C
Making air behave...

Distinctive styling to suit the room
beautifully!

Comfort-proven Uni-Flo sidewall diffusers available in a wide variety of extruded aluminum frames

Now you can combine the air distribution superiority of the Uni-Flo sidewall diffuser with any one of a wide variety of attractive aluminum frame styles—to make air behave beautifully in more ways than one. Each extrusion opens a new realm of design opportunities to the architect—yet each possesses the architectural grace to blend inconspicuously into the room decor.

The adjustable Uni-Flo core available with exclusive extruded aluminum frame diffusers creates a controlled turbulence that thoroughly diffuses the conditioned air before it reaches the occupancy zone. This principle of air diffusion, long proven in the field and in the laboratory, creates Comfort-Chart conditions—completely eliminates drafts commonly associated with "streamlined" diffusers which can drop masses of cold air onto the people in a room.

Uni-Flo diffuser performance is guaranteed. Quiet, unobtrusive sound levels are assured in advance of installation because Barber-Colman provides comprehensive noise level data for every diffuser size and operating condition. For detailed information, call your local Barber-Colman office.

BARBER-COLMAN COMPANY
Dept. W, 1135 Rock Street, Rockford, Illinois

... where originality works for you
Here's new freedom from space limitations.
A new sliding acoustical wall that opens up space, divides space, controls sound effectively. Modular panels float together and interlock to act and look as solid as a permanent wall. Or skim back easily out of the way for effortless storage. Now, rooms can do double and triple duty.

No temporary look. No gaps at floor or ceiling. Manually operated, with no switching, and no complicated mechanisms to break down. Good sound control.

Hauserman-handsome every inch. Traditional Hauserman quality construction. Widest choice of color and finish.
Case histories on the long-term savings achieved with Hauserman Movable Walls will be sent on request. Also literature on the full line of Hauserman Movable Walls—“Operable,” “Signature,” and “Delineator.” Mail coupon.

THE E. F. HAUSERMAN COMPANY • 7585 Grant Avenue, Cleveland 5, Ohio

Please send me literature and specs on Hauserman Movable Walls for my

☐ office  ☐ factory  ☐ school  ☐ (other)

Name
Company
Street
City
State

MOVABLE INTERIOR WALLS by HAUSERMAN

The E. F. Hauserman Company • 7585 Grant Avenue, Cleveland 5, Ohio • Offices in 19 Leading Cities and Hauserman Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
New **PROTECTONE*** acoustical tile

A family of design-inspiring **UL FIRE-RATED** ceilings by CELOTEX

Widely varied in texture, pattern, and tonal effect...offering a choice of fire-rated acoustical ceiling assemblies...all with high sound absorption...these new PROTECTONE mineral fiber tile designs invite fresh new approaches.

SHOWN BELOW... new **Natural-Fissured PROTECTONE** mineral fiber tile... for **2-HOUR UL fire-rated ceiling assembly** (including concrete deck over bar joists).

All the traditional beauty and authentic character that only natural travertine fissuring provides. Square edge, kerfed for concealed H & T suspension system.

(Also for 1-hour UL fire-rated wood deck assembly.)

*Trade Mark

---

**Acousti-CELOTEX**

REGISTERED

SOUND CONDITIONING PRODUCTS

The Celotex Corporation, 120 S. La Salle St., Chicago 3, Ill.

In Canada: Dominion Sound Equipments, Limited, Montreal, Que.

For samples, specifications, expert Ceiling Consultation Service, call your Acousti-Celotex distributor. He's in the Yellow Pages.
## PROTECTONE® MINERAL FIBER UL FIRE-RATED PRODUCTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRODUCTS</th>
<th>TIME-RATED</th>
<th>CEILING-FLOOR CONSTRUCTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) Natural Fissured</td>
<td>1-hr.</td>
<td>Wood deck over wood joists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Plaid</td>
<td>2-hr.</td>
<td>Concrete deck over steel bar joists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) Striated</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All above are 12" x 12", square-edge, kerfed for concealed H & T suspension system

| (4) Tiffany      | 2-hr.      | Concrete deck over steel bar joists         |

12" x 12", tongue and groove, kerfed for concealed Z-runner suspension system
AT THE U.S. AIR FORCE ACADEMY

GAS-operated CARRIER ABSORPTION

REFRIGERATION PROVIDES TROUBLE-FREE,
ECONOMICAL COOLING

To provide comfort cooling, the new U. S. Air Force Academy is equipped with one of the most efficient, up-to-date, economical types of systems available today — gas-operated Carrier Absorption Refrigeration. The absorption refrigeration unit makes use of one of the oldest and most reliable principles of refrigeration. No prime mover is required, only low-pressure steam or hot water. Seasonally idle or excess boiler capacity can be put to use on a year 'round basis.

With gas as the boiler fuel, operating costs are cut to a minimum. This Carrier machine operates without noise and vibration ... and because it is so compact and lightweight, it can be put almost anywhere — from basement to roof.

This is only part of the story of the efficiency and economy of specifying gas-operated Carrier Automatic Absorption Refrigeration equipment. Specific performance, engineering data and cost details are yours for the asking. Just call your local gas company, or write to Carrier Air Conditioning Co., Syracuse 1, New York. American Gas Association.

Gas-operated Carrier Automatic Absorption Refrigeration
- cuts operating expense
- lowers installation cost
- provides quiet, vibrationless operation
- answers space and weight problems
- automatically adjusts to varying loads

Architects: Skidmore, Owings & Merrill
In one form or another, PRESTRESSED CONCRETE is used to obtain faster completion, lower finished cost, for virtually every type of permanent quality structure. Plant manufactured units, delivered to the site, need no fireproofing, finishing or painting, maintenance is eliminated, insurance rates reduced.
These Three California Community Hospitals Achieve Life Long PERMANENCE & DEPENDABILITY With

Streamline® COPPER TUBE AND FITTINGS FOR SUPPLY AND DRAINAGE SYSTEMS

West Covina Hospital

"... in operation over two years ..., the copper drainage system has been entirely trouble-free. We would recommend the use of your system and product in any modern structure."

—Hospital Administrator

In installations that must depend on clog-free, rust-proof, leak-proof, sanitary drainage, Mueller Brass Co. Streamline DWV tube and fittings are the logical choice. When compared with rustable materials, DWV Copper Tube and Fittings are MORE ECONOMICAL to install and will normally OUTLAST THE BUILDING ITSELF.

Parkview Memorial Hospital

Woodruff Community Hospital

Write today for new Catalog S-361

MUELLER BRASS CO.
PORT HURON 9, MICHIGAN
Plan Cost-saving Designs
Using Round Concrete Columns

Round concrete columns, formed with SONOTUBE Fibre Forms, perform a structural function while providing distinctive architectural features at the same time . . . to produce savings in construction cost.

Plan for round concrete columns in the design of institutional, industrial, and commercial buildings . . . and to save contractors time, labor, and money, specify forming with Sonoco SONOTUBE Fibre Forms.

These versatile, low-cost forms are easy to place, brace, pour, strip, and finish, and provide the fastest, most economical forming method for round columns of concrete.

There's a SONOTUBE Fibre Form to meet any job requirement . . . in sizes from 2" to 48" I.D., any length.

Specify forming with economical

SONOCO Sonotube® FIBRE FORMS

See our catalog in Sweet's.
For complete information and prices, write

SONOCO Construction Products

SONOCO PRODUCTS COMPANY, HARTSVILLE, S. C. • La Puente, Calif. • Fremont, Calif. • Montclair, N. J. • Akron, Indiana • Longview, Texas • Atlanta, Ga. • Ravenna, Ohio • MEXICO: Mexico City • CANADA: Brampton, Ont.
From the moment you enter a Tectum deck school you sense a new era of room design and function. The textured ceiling is the underside of Tectum roof deck planks or tiles. One material, one erection cost, no painting required normally, excellent light reflectance.

Acoustical properties are highly desirable for school music rooms. One hundred enthusiastic high school band members give this Tectum deck a real workout.

Both Tectum deck and wall panels are effective sound control elements in this gym.

Special metal frames retain Tectum wall panels giving access to mechanical ventilating equipment behind this wall. Good design makes efficient use of area over corridors for utilities and mechanical equipment.

With materials and labor sharing equally in today's school costs, any method that reduces erection time or the number of materials required is newsworthy. Because Tectum roof decks contribute significantly in both ways, almost half of Tectum's total production capacity has gone into school construction through the years.

Tectum is a manufactured panel of compressed wood fibers, rendered non-combustible by its hydraulic, inorganic binder. Tectum has great structural strength, great resistance to impact. It's safe and rugged. It insulates to a maximum U-value of .15. Tectum has acoustical sound absorbing qualities up to .75-.85. It is also toxic to insects—resists rot and fungus.

Tectum makes good schools cost less. For complete data on Tectum products see Sweet's Architectural or Industrial Files or write Tectum Corporation, 535 East Broad Street, Columbus 15, Ohio.
PLACE REINFORCING STEEL 1/3 FASTER

Consider the advantages of eliminating the thousands of time-consuming placing and tying operations required by bar reinforcement. It's a lot easier to reinforce concrete with USS American Welded Wire Fabric. We can furnish it in easy-to-handle rolls which are quickly unrolled into position, or in flat sheets sized to your exact specifications. Either way, we believe you can save at least 1/3 placement time. In many cases the building can be finished and ready for occupancy sooner when fabric is used—this is another profitable advantage of American Welded Wire Fabric. • USS American Welded Wire Fabric has many other advantages, too. It is made from cold-drawn, 60,000 psi minimum yield strength wire, meeting ASTM Specifications A-185. Higher working stresses can be used since high bond value is guaranteed by the positive anchorage provided at each welded intersection. Spacing of each reinforcing member is guaranteed to a close tolerance of \( \pm \frac{1}{4} \) inch and each reinforcing member is cold drawn to a tolerance of .003 of an inch. That means less steel, less freight, lower handling and installing costs. Since it is pre-fabricated, welded wire fabric requires less man hours per ton to place than loose reinforcing members. • All concrete fills or slabs on grade should be reinforced with Welded Wire Fabric because it increases the strength of a plain concrete slab 30%. The cost of the fabric reinforcement slab is therefore much less than an unreinforced slab of equal strength. • For a complete look at the cost and design advantages of USS American Welded Wire Fabric, call or write American Steel and Wire, Dept. 1405, Rockefeller Building, Cleveland 13, Ohio. We will gladly assist you on any concrete reinforcing problem.

Innovators in wire  
USS and American are registered trademarks

American Steel and Wire  
Division of United States Steel

Columbia-Geneva Steel Division, San Francisco  
Tennessee Coal and Iron Division, Fairfield, Alabama  
United States Steel Export Company
Educators report youngsters study better, behave better in schools with CARPET ON THE FLOOR—and it costs no more.

Based on carpeting tested in classrooms and corridors in the South, Midwest and East, educators report that with quiet carpet underfoot, study habits improve; with soft carpet underfoot, discipline improves; with the homelike feeling of carpet underfoot, manners improve. Concentration is keener, voices lower, disruptive noises fewer, rapport closer between students and teachers.

The learning-teaching benefits are matched by long-range economy. In the long run, including replacement, carpeted floors cost no more than hard-surface flooring. You pay a bit more for carpet initially, but maintenance-costs are less than half those for hard-surface floors.

We at Lees are happy to be part of this new kind of educational thinking. We have developed a special group of exceptionally durable carpets that meet school requirements and budgets. And we have factual data that will be of tremendous help to you in your plans for new plants or replacements. Just mail this coupon today.

Loomed for lots of living—those heavenly carpets by

---

A Division of Burlington Industries

Please send ______ copies of School Carpet Data

My name__________________________
My position________________________
Home address_______________________
City_________Zone____State_________
Name of school_____________________

---
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NEW ENGLAND MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
Bronze casement sash—two generations of custom-engineered windows by
GENERAL BRONZE

One of Boston’s architectural landmarks—the Home Office of the New England Mutual Life Insurance Company—has gained new stature through meticulously designed additions to the original building. General Bronze engineered and produced the bronze casement windows for the initial structure. . . . was called on again to design and fabricate a modern but completely compatible window system for the additions.

When you consider window or curtain wall systems . . . in aluminum, bronze or stainless steel . . . think also of the design and engineering services only General Bronze can offer you. With close to a half-century’s experience in architectural metalwork and fenestration, GB is uniquely equipped to help you realize the benefits and avoid the pitfalls of this highly specialized field.

For additional information, consult your Sweet’s files . . . call in the General Bronze representative nearest you . . . or write to: General Bronze Corporation, Garden City, N. Y. • Sales Office: 100 Park Avenue, New York, N. Y.
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Sometimes the men who build buildings perform in perfect harmony—like a team of acrobats—but more often perfect acrimony is closer to the truth.

Each party to every buying decision in building construction—architect, contractor and client—has his own views and good arguments for them. Which means that each order for materials and equipment has been pretty well thrashed out by the time it has been put in the building specifications or written by your salesman.

Because Architectural FORUM is the only magazine that deals editorially with the art of architecture, the technology of construction, and the economics of building, FORUM holds the interest of all three major building factors. It holds their interest not only as individuals but as working partners in a joint endeavor. This is a basic part of FORUM’s essential difference.

And it leads to another difference, essential to advertisers with products and services to sell to the building industry: FORUM has substantial circulation in all three areas of decision—architect, contractor, and client.*

*FORUM’s circulation, the largest in its field, totals 62,000 architects, contractors, and clients. The latter group, 24,000 strong, consists not only of corporate clients, but also, hotel operators, hospital administrators, school board members, real estate investors, store managers, etc. They are not just business executives, but business executives with building on their minds.

FORUM: essentially different— for readers...and for advertisers
THE WONDERFUL WIZARD OF WALLS: What looks like magic, is really quite simple. Shadowal Block has the pattern built right into the face of the block itself. Ingenious wall patterns, practical as they are beautiful, can be fashioned from just one basic unit. Need some help? Any NCMA member block producer can supply details. And Shadowal Block is available only through him.
lasting low-cost moisture barriers

"ELECTRO-SHEET"

Copper-bonded products

"Electro-Sheet" is pure, thin copper produced in long, wide rolls by electrodeposition. It won't rust and resists most forms of deterioration. Bonded to high-grade building papers or fabrics... or to asphaltic compounds... it makes concealed flashings you can trust.

"Electro-Sheet" Copper-bonded products are widely used in the hidden trouble spots of buildings: spandrel beams, door and window heads and sills, shower rooms and stalls, parapet walls, etc. They are flexible, easy to handle, and available in rolls up to 60" wide from building supply dealers throughout the United States and Canada.

For more information about Anaconda "Electro-Sheet" and a list of manufacturers of the flashing products, write: Anaconda American Brass Company, Ansonia Division, Ansonia, Connecticut.

"Electro-Sheet" Copper is available bonded on one or both sides.
Editor's note

UNRECOGNIZED ARCHITECTS

LIFE Magazine published a splendid article on architecture not long ago, but it infuriated architects. The reason: in six full pages of full-color illustration the name of not one architect was divulged. The text was all about Idlewild Airport outside New York and the thrill that it gave as a show. Yet the idea seems never to have occurred to the writer that the show was architecture, made by architects.

I have a theory about it. The process has to be turned the other way around. Let the magazine assignment start with a man known to be an architect, and not once the fact that he produces architecture gets recognized. Thus, in LIFE's story, the final page carried a correctly identified picture of Architect Eero Saarinen, who had just died; and so the TWa terminal for Idlewild was associated with him as an architectural "monument." No, the lesson is not that an architect has to die to get named when a big weekly goes into the subject of architecture. But he does have to be heavily identified to get noticed. Look at it another way: no LIFE writer ever captioned a picture of Callas singing Puccini as "Beautiful noise made by the Metropolitan Opera Company," the way Idlewild was presented in LIFE— as if the thrill had been created by the Port Authority. Why not? Well, even a peasant visiting the Met can see Callas before him as a singer in the very act of producing the song, and the name of Puccini as the composer who created it is plastered all over the billboards. But no random visitor to the Idlewild show, journalist or other, ever saw the architects in the act of creating it. So, unless he is cultivated or is strongly nudged, he never thinks of architects.

I suggest to architectural groups producing such ensembles as Idlewild or Lincoln Center, or the Golden Gateway Redevelopment in San Francisco, that they get a sculptural monument erected to themselves, at the very point of focus, 250 feet high at least, and neon-lighted, with letters a foot high spelling their names, so that thereafter they can get appropriate star billing?

UNRECOGNIZED ARCHITECTURE

Many others besides news­men are not always certain whether they are dealing with architecture, or should be. A year or so ago a college presi­dent in Ohio was agreeing thoroughly in a conversation about the need of college under­graduates to be surrounded by an architecture of glory and wonder, nothing less. As he thought about it, in fact, "water came to his eye." But a few weeks ago FORUM re­ceived the rendering announc­ing his next dormitory program. . . . It seems that this college president regarded dormitories as an exception to the rule that college buildings should be architecture. For dormitories the one necessity was to get plans through the regional HHFA office fast, to secure approval of the loans; and the idea was afoot in that college that only unambitious architects could achieve this, not, "high-style" architects. This is deadly false.) Some­how it began to look as if the gentlemanly thing to do was not to try too much.

Then there was a college president who had a builder trustee who was a money-rais­ing fool. This man modestly offered to put up some important college buildings (not dorms) himself with some of that money, not for a profit but to save the college from the irritations and delays caused by architects as artists. He intended to get the job done economically, and fast. This builder hires his own ar­chitect as an incidental factor in his own construction business and of course he keeps them firmly in hand. This be­gins speedily; with regard to skill the contribution is debatable; as for the touch of glory and wonder—who will say?

Now everybody in this picture believes in architecture, but some of them think that lots of other things come first. So the liberal arts college in question does not mind at all allowing its program to become the opening wedge through which builder-dominated, busi­ness-managed design, as a system, enters colleges to replace the architect's approach. The fine teachers in that college who try to make architecture a serious study are the ones to­day for whom "water comes to the eye." The trustees are pleased with what they are getting; they seem to feel there is no difference.

Personally I like the response of President Paul Weaver of Ohio's Lake Erie College to an offer from a builder to donate a building and build dormitories as if the building is designed and supervised all the way through by a thor­oughly ambitious and inde­pendent architect chosen by the college. That way you have the architect where you can see him.

Perhaps colleges don't teach the same quaint cultural au­thorities any more. In my time we were told: "We are none of us so good as to be able to work habitually beneath our strength. . . ." We have to re­sist the temptation "of a stop­ping short wherever and when­ever we can, of a lazy com­pliance with low conditions; of never a fair putting forth of our strength." This view of strength-managed design, as a sys­tem, enters colleges to replace the architect's approach. Many others besides news­men are not always certain whether they are dealing with architecture, or should be.

If colleges teach architecture but do not believe in it, who will?

UNRECOGNIZED PLANNING

Also from Ohio comes a fas­cinating announcement about a family of building investors, the Slavins, who say they have put $1 million into land for a great figure-8 pair of "service centers" on each side of a throughway (see cut). As this "Twin Parks" project is con­ceived, it will grow into a su­per center for everything: for auto service first, then of course for motel accommoda­tions, shopping, offices—and industry. Thus a prophecy is fulfilled. Last January, as often before, FORUM predicted that the interchanges, the access and exit points on the interstate highway system, would become the nodes of new urban "subcenters" and that these subcenters would in­creasingly provide not only homes but places of work. They would represent the next development beyond "sub­urbs."

Now, just as writers for LIFE might miss the fact that architecture was what they were writing about when archi­tecture stood before them unlabeled, so I fear that many high-minded planners and ar­chitects will miss the fact that the Slavins brothers are really starting off an indigenous "new town" or "garden city" movement. Potentially these service centers are new towns. They meet the criteria: decen­tralized, not too big, supplying employment without need for a commuter trip, being sur­rounded by green belts. But God help us if these new towns of ours go as completely un­controlled by over-all regional planning as there is every expectation that they will.

It has been proposed that the next convention of the Amer­i­can Institute of Architects in May devote itself to the sub­ject of roads. Whatever the AIA may decide, the archi­tects of America cannot wait another minute to get hip. FORUM is looking for a spot on the way to Slavin town for a 200-foot-high sign with neon lights, saying "Look, Cleveland architects: New Town." This is the kind of job they must learn to master for to­morrow.

Dunstan Hartman
FOR RAMPS AND OTHER HAZARDOUS LOCATIONS...

"NON-SLIP" KENTILE VINYL ASBESTOS AND KENTILE ASPHALT TILE

Kentile puts tile...and style...on a firmer-than-ever footing. Skid-resistant chips embedded into the tile at the factory make "Non-Slip" Kentile Vinyl Asbestos and Asphalt Tile virtually slip-proof. "Non-Slip" Tile... available in all Vinyl Asbestos and Asphalt Tile colors... makes for unbroken color schemes where "Non-Slip" meets regular tile. Call your Kentile Representative or consult Sweet's File.

KENTILE FLOORS

Visit the Kentile® Showroom in these cities: New York, Philadelphia, Cleveland, Atlanta, Kansas City, Torrance, Calif.
An especially fine example of modern commercial architecture, the Libbey-Owens-Ford Building in Toledo is equipped with a specially planned Johnson Air Conditioning Control System. Within the new glass-clad structure, Johnson thermostats provide personalized comfort control for the occupants of each office.

For centralized supervision of the six central fan air conditioning systems and related equipment, there is a Johnson Control Center in the engineer's office. The panel provides continuous visual indication of fan and pump operations and of air and water temperatures at all key control points in the systems. Selected data are automatically recorded at the center.

Such precise supervision and control assure a consistently ideal thermal environment for business efficiency and make possible operating economies that substantially reduce air conditioning costs.

For 76 years Johnson Pneumatic Control has been first choice among leading buildings of all types and sizes. Next time you have a control problem, ask your local Johnson representative for his recommendations. There is no obligation. Johnson Service Company, Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin. 110 Direct Branch Offices.

*Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, architects, New York; Guy B. Panero, mechanical engineer, New York; George A. Fuller Co., general contractor, New York; Stanley Carter Co., mechanical contractor, Toledo. Top photo by Hedrich-Blessing.